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MORE FOR THE MOTORIST

Easy -to -Build Accessory Projects

NOW WITH PRICES
ON THE PAGE
More data, more circuits, more
pictures, in the brand new 480 page Maplin
catalogue. Take a look at the completely
revised Semiconductor section or the new
Heathkit section with descriptions and
pictures of dozens of kits and educational
products from digital clocks to 16 -bit business
computers. The much expanded computer
section itself, gives details of hundreds of
pieces of software for Atari, BBC, Commodore
64, Dragon, Spectrum and VIC20. In
addition to all this you'll find hundreds of
fascinating new items spread through the rest
of the catalogue.
As always, the Maplin catalogue is
tremendous value for money and now has
prices on the page!
Pick up a copy at any branch of
W.H.Smith or in one of our shops for just
£1.35 or send £1.65 including postage to our
Rayleigh address. On sale from 1st Nov 1983.
PROJECTS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR
Choose from our huge
MAPLIN

range of value- for money projects. Projects
like our Modem, Mosfet

Stereo Amplifier, Home

PROJECTs

-
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Security System, Frequency

Counter

and

Home Computer addon kits. Full construction details in our Project Books and brief
specifications in our new catalogue. Dozens of fascinating new
projects coming soon including a Keyboard for the ZX
Spectrum with electronics to make all shifts, single- key
operations. Full details in Project Book 9 on sale 11th November
1983. Order As XAO9K. Price 70p.
Post this coupon now for your copy of the 1984 catalogue.
Price £1.35 + 30p post and packing. If you live outside the
U.K. send £2.20 or 11 International Reply Coupons.
I enclose £1.65.

NEW MAPLIN STORE IN SOUTHAMPTON
Opening on 1st November 1983, our new
south coast store is at 46-48 Bevois Valley
na4Plun
Road, Southampton (Tel: 0703 25831). You
will find our full range of components,
projects and computers on sale. We are within
easy reach of the city centre with good parking
close by. Call in and see us soon.
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ELECTRONIC
SUPPLIES LTD

Mail Order: P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR. Tel: Southend
(0702) 552911 Shops at: 159-161 King Street, Hammersmith,

London W6. Tel: 01-748 0926 8 Oxford Road, Manchester.
Tel: 061-236-0281 Lynton Square, Perry Barr, Birmingham.
Tel: 021-356-7292 282 284 London Road. Westcliff on Sea

Name

Address

Essex.

Tel:

0702 554000 *46-48 Bevois

Southampton. Tel: 0703 25831.
*Opens 1st November 1983.
HE11 /83

J

Valley Road,

All shops closed Mondays.

All prices include VAT and carriage. Please add 50p handling
charge to orders under £5 total value (except catalogue).
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*HE PARA-Q

13

Good quality parametric equaliser units for hifi.
*CAR INTERIOR LIGHT DELAY
A light shining in darkness
*WINDSCREEN WIPER DELAY
Variable wipe modification for most cars.
.

26

.

36

*READER'S PROJECT: SIMPLE STEREO PREAMP 47
A little boost for subnormal stereos.
*DUAL PURPOSE POWER SUPPLY
A complete powerhouse for personal stereos.
*SHORT CIRCUITS
Reviving a fine old Hobby Electronics tradition.

54
60

Careers with Microcomputers - page 43

FEATURES
*ALL ABOUT ELECTRONICS PART 5
The ins and outs of digital circuits.
*CAREERS IN ELECTRONICS PART 7
Making a career with microcomputers.
*MODEL RAIL COMPETITION

28

48
44

Design a computer -controlled railway layout.

SPECIALS
*BREADBOARD 1983
What's on, where to go and how to get there.
*SPECIAL OFFER
An In -Car Cassette system at a special price.
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Monitor
What's On Next
Points Of View
Buylines
HE Bookshelf
Forward Bias
Readers' Service
HE PCB Service
HE PCB Printout
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SELF ASSEMBLY ELECTRONIC KITS

SX 1000

SX 2000 Electronic Ignition

Electronic Ignition

Reactive Discharge Combines

inductive & capacitive energy
storage Gives highest possible
spark energy Patented clip -to -coil

Inductive Discharge Extended
dwell circuit stores greater energy in

coil Three position changeover
switch Patented clip -to -coil fitting
Easy to assemble, easy to fit

fitting Easy assembly sequence

Contact breaker triggered includes
bounce suppression circuit.

Contact breaker triggered - includes
bounce suppression circuit

Pss'

sP'N'E.

TX2002

TX 1002

Electronic Ignition

Electronic Ignition

Inductive discharge

Two separate systems in one unit!
Reactive Discharge OR Inductive
Discharge, with three position
changeover switch Gives highest
possible spark energy Clip -to -coil
or remote mounting Rugged die-cast
case Contactless or contact breaker
triggered I/ Contactless adaptors
included for majority of 4 & 6 cylinder
vehicles For details of vehicles fitted by
contactless trigger, ring Technical
Service Dept on 109221611338-9.

Extended dwell circuit stores

greater energy in coil Three
position changeover switch
Contactless or contact

breaker triggered Clip -to coil or remote mounting Rugged
die-cast case Contactless adaptors

r.

included for majority of 4 & 6 cylinder

vehicles Easy to build For details of

vehicles fitted by contactless trigger, ring
Technical Service Dept on 109221611338-9.

AT -40 Electronic Car Alarm

AT -80 Electronic Car Security System

Guards doors, boot, bonnet from unauthorised entry
*Armed/disarmed using concealed switch 30second
delay -to -arm: 7 second entry delay Can alternatively
be wired to exterior key switch Flashes headlights &
sounds horn intermittently for 60 seconds when
activated Security loop protects
accessories Low consumption

Guards doors, hoot, bonnet from unauthorised entry Armed/
disarmed from outside vehicle by magnetic key fob passed across
sensor pad adhered to inside of

windscreen Individually
programmable code 30 second .
delay -to -arm Flashes headlights
and sounds horn intermittently for
60 seconds when activated
Security loop protects accessories
Function lights to assist setting up Low consumption C-MOS
circuitry.

C- MOS circuitry.
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ULTRASONIC
Intruder Detector
Supplementary to AT -40 & AT -80* Will work in

VOYAGER Car Drive Computer

conjunction with any door switch input or voltage
sensing alarm IP Detects attempted break-in and
movement within passenger compartment & triggers
alarm Includes high efficiency ultrasonic transducers

Crystal controlled for low drift Ingenious sensitivity
control allows freedom from false
alarms Low current consumption

12 functions centred on Fuel, Speed, Distance and Time Single chip
microprocessor Large high brightness fluorescent display with auto dimming feature High accuracy distance & fuel transducers included
Displays MPG, L/100km and miles/litre at the flick of a switch
Visual & audible warnings of excess speed, ice, lights -left -on
Independent LOG & TRIP functions Low consumption crystal

controlled circuitry.

MAGIDICE
Electronic Dice
Triggered by waving hand over dice Completely random selection

SPECIAL OFFER

Bleeps & flashes during 4 sec tumble Throw displayed for 10
seconds then flashes to conserve battery Low consumption C-MOS
circuitry.

"FREE" MAGIDICE KIT WITH
ALL ORDERS OVER £40.00
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SPARKRITE IA Division of Stadium Ltd 182 Bath Street. Walsall, WS1 3DE England Tel: 109221 614791
KIT

--

NEW PRICE
£11.95
£18.95
£22.95
£32.95
£9.95
C24 95
£17.95

£64.95

£64.95

OLD PRICE

SX jN:K..,,,e'r"----SX 2000
TX 1002
TX 2002

...E.1.9,95------£22.95

f32.95

AT -40
AT -80

NEW '

ULTRASONIC
VOYAGER
MAGIDICE

____.L9, -95-F6-

LPRICES INC VAT, POSTAGE & PACKING.
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I ENCLOSE CHEQUE(S)/POSTAL ORDERS FOR
KIT REF

CHEQUE No.
IL21

PHONE YOUR ORDER WITH

MINI NM NM NM MI Nil EMI UM NM MI NM OM NM

CUT OUT THE COUPON NOW!
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SIDEWAYS ROM
EXPANSION BOARD
This board provides 8 high quality 28 pin sockets
for expanding the computer's sideways ROM
capacity by a further 128K (Although it is
anticipated that 40mA will be consumed on
8K Eproms, higher with 16K, it is our opinion
that the addition of 8 extra roms will not overload
the computer psu nor cause internal overheating).
All ROM sockets are of turned pin type gold
contacts to ensure that numerous insertions and
extractions will not wear out or deform them.
The board is fully buffered and also dimensioned
to ensure non interference with other on board
components. Full fitting instructions supplied.
£25 + £2 p&p.
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AY3- 1270 325p
A73- 1350 3505
AY3.8910 350p
AY3-8912 5005
80p
643019
120p
CA3028
705
220p
295p

35p

605
18p
70p
355

BC237
BC327

10A2006 3505
1042020 3205
TL061CP
TL062
T L064
T L071 /81

11072/82

405
60p
95p
25p
455
1005
.....

u05
2005
505

3009

1142240

E5

UAA170

70P
120P
170p

350P

U1.142003
111142004

755
755

U1N2068 290p
3152802 2009
UPC575
275p
1JPC592H 2759

UPC11665275p
11561 185

t

405
14p
14p

295
109
129

17p
185
10p
10p
305
10p
109
15p
165
10

BC7

6633833

BC461
BC516 /7

865478
8C548C
BC549C
865578
BC559C
BCY70
BCY71

165
25p
365
12n
9p"
12p
18p
16p

'

20.

80132

1305

BD135 /6

BD241
130242A
BF256B

40p
405
605
96p
75p
755
705
70p
459

8F257 /8

305

BER39

20p
205
20p
25p

80139
60189
8D232
8D233
BD235

TDA1170 3009BFR40

TL074
11084
TL094
480p TL170
1505 TL430C

200p
755
505
85p
1255
200p
200p

p6177/8

5LLO2A
RC4136
5566B

TC4940
TDA1004A300p

90p
120p
95p
150p
1005
3005
36p
505
70

56172

BBC179C182 /3

LM381AN 180p

LM382p
140p

AD161 /2
66107
661096
BC117
661696

NE5534A 1259

45p 5576495 400p
45p SP0256ALZ £10
755 SP0256412 VI 2
1505
120p TA7120
150p
1509 TA7204
2505
1805 TA7205
150p
30p TA7222
1505
90p TA7310

1M308M30

1409
501,

50p
605
87
£8

CA3046
CA3048
CA3059

LM10C

/1

BFR79
BER80 /1
BER96
BFX30
BFX86 /7

BFx88

1699
34p
25p
25p

BF

"988
MJ3001

MJ4502
MJE340
MJE2955
MJE3305
MPF102
MPF103 /4
MPF105
MPSA 12
MPSA13
MPSA20
MPSA42
MPSA43
MPSA56
MPSA70
MPSA93
MPSU06
MPSUO7
MPSU45
MPSU65
TIP29A
TIP29C
115304
TIP30C
TIP31A

200p
50p
E4

2255

00

2255
E4

50p
9509
70p
30p
30p
30p
30p
50p
50p
505
605
255
505
50p
555
60p
905
785
3.55

405
359
40p
40p

115316

509

TIP32A
115326
115334
TIP33C
TIP34A
115346

40p
459
909
805

115354
TIP35C

1209

TIP36A
TIP36C
TIP41A
TIP41C
TIP42A
TIP42C

909

80p
1500
140p
1605
455
55p
5435

60p

253053
253054
253055
253442
253553

24111

2N4056
254124
254126

659

56p
35p
140p
240p
253702/3 10p
253704/5 12p
2N3706/7 10p
200p
253773
209
253819
30p
2N3823
90p
253866
15p
2N3904
253906
15p
2N4037
659

254427
254871
255062
255087

355
275
27p
27p
255172
755
255192
40p
255245
505
255401
255457/8 307
30p
255459
605
255460
365
255485
2505
255875
309
256027
300p
256052
325p
256059
655
256107

256247
256254
256290
2561306
2SC1307
2SC1957
2SC1969
2SC2028
2SC2029

1605

605
705
569

VN664F
VN88AF

40408
40409
40410
40594
40595
40673

909

40871/2

25697
25698

205

109

13p
455
135
15p
305

55p

2562078
2SC2335

2562612
35128
35140
35141
35201

35204
40290

40361/2

21

48O

249

257064
25708

13FY56

305
759
400

2N11132

185
185
355
185
249

251613

301,

21,11711

09100
04202

252102

255
70P

2N2160

15914
15916

2950

BSX19/20
611104

6U105
611108
611109
811126

8111804
BU205
811208
13L1406

BUX80

2175

225p
170p
2509
2:Tap

150p
120p
175p
200p
145p
4005

25918
25930

252219A
2N2222A
252369A
252484
252646

2529054
2529074

25P

259
170
25p
401,

zap
259

130p
655
100p
1505
905
150p
805
200p
1605
2009
2009
1205
1205
110p
1109

120p
2605
759
905
1009

100p
1205
1209
759
1009

DIODES

249

BFY90

1909

80127

BEY50
BFY51 /2

59y35

5135

2N5089

TIP54
115120
115121
115122
TIP142
TIP147
1152955
ZTX
ZTX300
ZTX452
ZTX500
ZTX502
ZTX504
ZTX552
ZTX652
ZTX752
VN1OKM

50p
70.,
605
110p
120p
605

27p
27p
25p
905

254401/3

12p

BYX36300 209
0A47

0490/91
Q495

1144148

1N4001/2
154003/4
1N4005

8p
Bp
9P
9p
10p
4p
7p
45
55
55
Op

7p
154006/7
15540112 129

155403/4 145
155404/7

19p

BBC

BBC COMPATIBLE 51/4" DISC DRIVES

Model B £347 + p&p

These drives are supplied in BBC matching colour cases
and with necessary cables.
SINGLE DRIVES CASED
100K £150
200K £215* i400K £265
SINGLE DRIVES with PSU 100K £185
200K £260*
400K £330
DUAL DRIVES with PSU
2 x 100K £355 2 x 200K £475 2 x 400K £595
*These drives are privided with a switch between 40 and 80 tracks.
Carriage: £6 per Single drive; £8 per Dual drive.
Disk operating system manual for formatting diskette £12.50

A to B Upgrade Kit
£60
Installation
£15
Individual Components and
Connectors available.

Floppy Disc Interface Kit
Installation extra.

£95

EPROM PROGRAMMER
A fully self-contained Eprom Programmer with its own power supply,
able to program 2516, 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764 and 27128

WORD PROCESSORS
VIEW 16K ROM
WORDWISE 8K ROM
BEEBPEN 8K ROM

EPROMS.

£52.00
£34.50
£32.00

Personality selection is simplified by use of a single rotary switch.
Warning indicator for when programming is in operation. In addition
to operating as other standard programmers, it can also read, blank
check, program and verify at any location on the EPROM to enable
commercially available programmed EPROMs to be customised.
Simple menu driven software supplied on cassette (transferable to
disc or EPROM if you prefer) is fully compatible with all versions of
operating systems and BASIC.
EPROM Programmer complete with operating software and
instructions £79 + £2 p&p.

ROM 8K

£34.00

TORCH Z-80 PACK
BBC DISC DRIVES
Single 100K £230 Dual 2 x 400K £699.

PRODUCTION EPROM PROGRAMMER
Type P800

LANGUAGE ROMs
PASCAL T
BCPL
FORTH

I .J 11 )
MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW 10 lED
TFJ CA I I N( A IATI(:

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW10
(Tel: 01-452 1500,01-450 6597. Telex: 922800)
305 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2
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80p
300p
325p
2709
2005
1005
485
969

LC7120
LC7130
LC7137
414103
LF347

BEEBCALC Spread Sheet

For little more than the cost of an 800K disc drive,
you can now considerably extend your BBCs
capabilities. The twin drives, together with the Z80
card, gives you 64K of memory and includes a
database, word processor etc. Comes complete with
manuals, CP/N Operating System, Demonstration &
Utility programs etc. The system is fully compatible
;with CP/M* thus allowing the use of professional
business software. £825 + £8 p&P. Special offer
from Torch: free software worth £100, for a limited
period only and subject to availability.
'CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

2509
750p

ICL7660
ICM7217
ICM7555

LM310
LM318
LM319
LM324
1M334Z
LM335Z

140p
170p
36p
1005
605
505

AD7581

140P
459

' D A C 080g 200p

F641330311A

2455

=I

2755
110p
2905
40p
409
405
409
409
48p

MN6221A 600p

45TRANSISTORS
'

4508
4510

4.50

DA60800 20Up

BUY69C
J310
MJ8024
MJ2501

It will blank check, copy and verify up to 8 Eproms at a time. Eprom
types 2716 to 27128 can be selected by a single rotary switch.
£695 + £6 carriage.
EPROMS (for BBC)
1-24
25-99
100
2764
£5.00
£4.50
£4.00
27128
£18.00
£16.00
£14.50

£59
£86
£35

PLEASE ADD 40p p&p & 1507o VAT
(Export: no VAT, p&p at Cost)
Orders from Government Depts. & Colleges etc. welcome.
Detailed Price List on request.

.

ill_

___.)

,tock items are normallt, hii, return of post,
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Show In Scotland
The first Scottish Home Computer and

Electronics Show, sponsored by the
Evening Times, will be held at the

Anderson Centre, Glasgow from 11th to
13th November.

Opening times are: Friday 11th, 12
noon to 8 pm; Saturday 12th, 10am to
6pm; Sunday 13th, 10am to 5pm. The
show is planned to cover home
computers, hardware, software, addons, CB, amateur radio, hifi and video.
The Anderston Centre is adjacent to the

main bus depot and not too far from
Central Station; car parking is said to be
good.

Futher information from Trade

Exhibitions Scotland, 53/55

Commissioner Street, Crieff,

Perthshire PH7 4DA. Tel: (0764)

4204.

CMOS Z80
A CMOS version of the popular Z80
microprocessor, fully hardware and
software compatible with the NMOS
part, is now available from Altek

Microcomponents. The Sharp

LH5080/5080L has all the features of
the standard Z80, with a DC to 2MHz5
clock rate and the added bonus of low
power consumption. Typical operating
current is 10mA from a 5V power
supply, and this can be cut to just 2uA
with the LH5080L, which offers a

suitable for protecting a wide range of
equipment from mains transients and
interference. Rifa self healing

capacitors ensure reliability and the
units are fully encapsulated for

complete environmental protection. The
photograph shows the PC 103 mounted
on a mains input board.
For

further information please

Rick Keens at Roxburgh
Suppressors. Tel. (0797) 223725.
contact

power -down mode. The low power
consumption offered by this design is of
great importance in battery -powered
equipment, such as portable

More Meters

stations.

The Pantec Pan 2001, a high quality
professional multimeter is currently
available from Electronic & Computer

Wokingham, Berks. RG11 1AP. Tel:
(0734) 791579.

Workshop, priced at £99.00 plus f 1.00
p&p and VAT. The meter, supplied with
a shock proof plastic case, will measure
capacitance and features a diode test

instruments and remote telemetry

Enquiries to Altek Microcomponents Ltd., 22 Market Place,

facility plus a square wave generator

Companies In Bristol

from 15Hz to 15kHz in four ranges.

HomeTech '83, a new computer and
leisure technology exhibition, is being

from 100uV to 1000V in five ranges;

held at the Bristol Exhibition Centre on

11th, 12th and 13th November - the

first major public exhibition of its kind to
be held in the west of England.
The Friday is specifically for

educationalists and small businessmen, while the other two days will be
orientated to hobbyists, students and
the rest of us.
Look for local advertising, or contact
Tomorrow's World Exhibitions, 9 Park

Place, Clifton, Bristol BS8 1JP. Tel:
(0272) 292156.

PCB Protectors
The range of mains filters available from

Roxburgh Suppressors now includes

two filters designed for direct mounting
onto a printed circuit board. Designated
PC 103 and PC 105, they are rated at 3A

and 5A respectively. The filters are
6

The unit will measure DC -AC voltages

DC -AC current from 1 uA to 10A in six
ranges; resistances from OR1 to 20R
in six ranges and capacitance from 1 pF

to 20uF in five ranges. An optional

temperature measuring facility gives a
-50°C to +1 50°C measuring range.
Specifications include a 31/2 digit

19mm LCD, automatic polarity,

overload indication and battery test, a
10Hz frequency range, with protection
on all ranges up to 250VAC/DC. Power
consumption is low with battery life in
excess of 200 hours continuous
operation. Overall dimensions are 130 x
125 x 400mm.

The Velleman Universal four digit
up/down counter with memory is a

CMOS alternative to conventional TTL
counters. In kit form, it is priced at
£38.99 plus f1.00 p&p and VAT.
The counter incorporates four
multiplexed displays, with a maximum
display of 9999 and a maximum count
frequency of 2MHz, together with the

benefit of low current consumption
from a 5V supply.
Able to add or subtract (up or down),
the counter has an "Auto -Reset' facility,
which halts the counter at zero
producing a signal simultaneously with

that of the counter passing through

zero. BCD switches allow the counter
and/or
loaded, and

enables a number to be preset for
continuous comparison with the

content of the counter.
Further features allow the selection
and display of any value, as a starting
point for the counter, and the ability to
hold a display value, whilst allowing the
internal counter to run. Counter input is
via an integrated Schmitt trigger and the
display control has facilities for die out,
normal operation, or the compression of
conducting zeros.

The Steinel Master Check 3

is a

versatile voltage tester. Of handy pocket
size, the Master Check 3 will test supply
voltages, various AC and DC voltages,

and battery operated appliances with
applications ranging from testing
batteries to three-phase AC motors. It

operates in the 6 to 380VAC/DC range
(with line voltages of either 110, 240, or
415V) and is surge voltage proof to 6kV.
Input resistance is 2 to 5kR (PTC
controlled) and frequency ranges from 0
to 1 00Hz, with an operating
temperature range of -10°C to +50°C.
Maximum peak current at 380V rms is

180mA, with continuous current after
regulation approximately 10mA. The
tester, which has a maximum operating
period of 30s (DC), has been tested and

approved to the German VDE 0425
standard.

The Master Check 3, designed for
rigorous use, is f 15.49 (plus f 1.00 p&p
and VAT). For further information
please contact Caroline Stewart,

Electronic & Computer Workshop
Ltd., 171 Broomfield Rd.,
Chelmsford, Essex CM1 1QJ. Tel:
(0245) 62149.
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Suitable for field service, laboratory,

Fastware
JRS software for the ZX81 will be
incorporating a new system which has
been developed to enable programs to

light production or hobby use, OK's ST -

400 is a micrometer -adjustable wire
stripping tool which can accommodate

both solid and stranded wire from 18

loaded at the maximum speed
possible within the limitations of the
ZX81 itself, without needing any

AWG through 30 AWG (1.0 to 0.25mm).

between 300 and 500 bytes per second,

automatically adjusts the stripping

be

additional hardware. Data is loaded at

or ten to fifteen times faster than the
normal ZX81 rate, and almost any
program can therefore effectively be
loaded in under a minute.
This breakthrough has been achieved
by drastic modification of the

input/output signals, ie altering the
waveform to take fullest advantage of
ZX81 circuitry characteristics. At the
same time, the maximum frequency has
been

limited to 4kHZ, to guarantee

reliable operation even when using poor
quality tapes or low-cost cassette
recorders (the system has been found to
work perfectly within variations in
normal tape speed from -10% to +12%).

JRS's sample program, using a full
1 6K of RAM with 'Fast Loading' system

replaces the normal loading time over
six minutes, with a 'Fast Loading' time
of only 36 seconds, excluding the load
routine, which takes 16 seconds.
For further information contact JRS

The user simply turns the micrometer
knob until the desired wire size is shown
on the dial window, and this

blades for a precise and nick -free strip.

Strip length is selected by using the

moulded -in scale, and the tool can then

be rotated once or twice to cut the
insulation. Compatible with all common
types of insulation, it has hardened steel

blades for long life and is extremely
compact and lightweight.
OK's 'desolder' pump has a tip made
of a special bronze alloy composition
designed for long life. Moreover, static
discharges automatically through the
hand of an earthed operator, making the

DP -2 suitable for removing sensitive
CMOS components. Suction is precisely
regulated to prevent damage to delicate
circuits.
For catalogue and prices contact OK
Industries UK Ltd., Dutton Lane,

Eastleigh, Hants SO5 4AA. Tel: 0703
610944.

The ZEAKER Micro -Turtle is aimed at
the educational market in which
schools wish to extend their computer
teaching syllabus to cover control
systems, through the use of
microcomputers. Teachers are also
interested in the fact that with

appropriate software, ZEAKER is
capable of drawing logo graphics. To
keep in

line with the

rapid fall in

microcomputer prices, the unit has
deliberately been produced at a very low
cost: £52.00 +VAT for the kit version and

£69.50 +VAT for the assembled robot.
The unit comes complete with interface,

power supply, operation manual and
software. It can be driven by any
microcomputer which has an 8 -bit bidirectional port, as well as by the ZX81

or Spectrum for which special
interfaces are also available from Colne

Robotics. Additional interfaces are
planned for

other popular

micro-

Bet its not as cute as HEBOTI

A new brochure from OK Industries
describes the range of PacTec
range

surface. The pen itself is controlled by
the computer, and its position (lowered
or retracted) is indicated by an LED
on top of the robot. Two further LEDs
can indicate the direction in which the
unit is travelling.

Robotics Co. Ltd., Beaufort Road, Off
Richmond Road, East Twickenham,
Middx. TW1 2PH. Tel: 01 892 8197.

Boxes And Tools
The

which can trace the path taken across a

computers.
For further information contact Colne

Software Ltd., 19 Wayside Avenue,
Worthing, West Sussex BN13 3JU.
Tel: (0903) 65691.

enclosures.

An additional feature is the built-in,
retractable pen beneath the unit,

of

Plug -In Power

moulded

type kits and production units, moulded -

A new range of low cost DC power
supplies suitable for powering logic,

and inexpensive customising. Made of

now available from Electronart Design.

enclosures offers off -the -shelf proto-

microprocessor and linear circuitry is

through colour for long-lasting looks

All the units are housed within a

impact -resistant ABS the modular

enclosures are constructed from
standard parts and accessories to
eliminating the cost of special tooling. A
range of sizes covers small -to -medium

enclosure requirements, and the 22
page catalogue details exact
dimensions, accessories, colours and
optiOns.

Mini Robot
Colne Robotics have developed a two -

wheeled mobile robot known as the
Zeaker Micro -Turtle. Its movements can
be controlled by any microcomputer, via

a connecting umbilical ribbon cable.
Software is provided which permits the
movements to be memorised and

reproduced - Zeaker has a learning

capability. Sensors indicate when the

robot touches an obstacle, and the

computer instructs it to find an
alternative path. Stimulation of the
sensors produces one of two notes on a
horn, according to the direction of
Zeaker's movements.
Hobby Electronics, November 1983
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tough 13 amp plug style case, but there
the similarity with calculator "AC

Adaptors" and the various "Battery
Eliminators" ends. These units are

stabilised and well regulated with
output by way of 4mm sockets, thermal
fuse protection and LED output
indicators. Models are available

with single or twin outputs of 5, 12, 15
or 18VDC. Many extras such as crowbar
overvoltage protection, power -on reset

and power down signals for
microprocessor and memory
applications are available. The company
can also supply 'specials' in any
quantity.

The units should be of interest to
hobbyists and educational users as well
as industry. For further details and price

contact Electronart Design, 78,
Kimberley Ave., Ilford, Essex IG2
list

7AS. Tel. 01 590 7979. They will send
details as soon as these are available.

Road, Chadderton, Oldham,
Lancashire OL9 8NP. Tel: 061 624

LED

0515.

indicator, and the screw type
connector block allows users freedom of
choice in interface connectors.

Carry On Camel
Cambridge Microelectronics,

either, or a photograph, but as with all
these products contact Cambridge
Microelectronics Ltd., One Milton
Rd., Cambridge CV4 1 UY for details.

We don't have a price for this one

popularly known as Camel Products,
have a new batch of micro -related

products now available. The PROMER81 is a low cost Eprom programmer for
use with the ZX81. The PROMER-81

Switchable Switches

and 2732 Eproms and comes with full
user notes suited for novices as well as
experienced users. The notes include

compact PCB mounting switch module
with an eight pin configuration, which
allows designers to choose any of six

will program 2516, 2536, 2716
the routines for blowing Eproms for
programming.

All the standard programmer

functions of CHECK, SPECIFY, READ,
PROGRAM and VERIFY are provided,
and the control program, which is
supplied on tape, includes safety
features such as a check on Vpp status
before executing a task.

The PROMER-81 requires four PP/
batteries to provide regulated
programming voltage, and comes
assembled and tested, with an
extension connector at the rear. The
price

is £19.95 plus VAT. With the

PROMER-81, pricing tables, toolkits,

educational and scientific programs,
assemblers, text editors etc. (to quote
Camel) can be instantly and reliably
called up from ROM readers like ROM 81 and DREAM -81, also by Camel

(both of which have featured in these
pages).

So far unfeatured by Monitor is the
CRAMIC-81, a 16K memory module

Chips From Ferranti

using special CMOS chips which need

Ferranti Electronics has recently
introduced the ZN41 1 E which, with a
minimum of external components,
provides precise speed control for
electric motors. Now generally available

only a tiny amount of power to retain

data when not in operation. The power
is supplied by a ten -year -life Lithium
battery in standby mode. When in use

power comes from the ZX-81. The

the circuit was originally designed for
use in a professional power drill. The
ZN411 will operate from the AC mains

CRAMIC-81 behaves like an ordinary
RAMpack, but can be powered down
and removed from the micro without

or a suitable DC supply and has an on -

losing data.

chip shunt regulator. The circuit has a

It also has a rear connector so that
another RAMpack can be used at the
same time. While the two units occupy

builds up smoothly to the set speed.

the same memory area, you can choose
either memory via your program,

power down reset facility and a 'soft
start' capability whereby the speed

The ZN414 tuned radio frequency

(TRF) radio chip has been used in a wide
range of consumer products.

In order to meet new applications

requiring a higher output level. Ferranti
Electronics has now introduced the
ZN415E, which incorporates an output

stage enabling the device to directly

drive high -efficiency headphones. Like
its predecessor, it operates off a single

cell

battery with low current

consumption and is available in an eight

quality AM
medium and long wave reception is
possible with only six external
pin

DIL

package.

High

components including the ferrite aerial.

Simple but effective AGC action

is

provided and no setting up or alignment
is needed.
Full details are available from

Ferranti Electronics Ltd., Fields New
8

Tel: (0223) 314814.

Dean Electronics have produced

a

different contact functions simply by
selecting the appropriate pins when
laying out the circuit.

The MED switch is designed for 0.1 in

grid PCB mounting, and is available in
both momentary and push -key action.
The MED keycap system allows
maximum versatility by providing
buttons and bezels for the switch, which

can accommodate one or two high
brightness 'pinhead' or rectangular bar
LEDs, or work without illumination, as
desired.

These allow for maximum

mounting density in any configuration.
The keycaps are available in ten standard
colours.

The final aspect of the range is the

Vario-Support, which provides

a

variable mounting frame which enables
front panel mounting of the MEC range,
removes the need for PCB mounting and
consequent wear and tear on the PCB,

and aids accurate alignment of the
switch system to the front -panel cut-

outs when assembling. Vario-Support is

available in any cell combination from
one times one to ten times ten matrix.
For information contact Dean
Electronics Ltd., Glendale Park,
Fernbank Rd., Ascot, Berks. Tel:

(0344) 885661.

without using links or switches, and
actually run two separate programs
with alternating screen displays.
The CRAMIC-81 comes in a moulded,
low-lying ABS case with a cable

connector. We don't have a price for it at
present.
Last from Camel isn't a ZX-81 add-on,
but a three-way PSU. This unit features
maximum current ratings of +5V at 3A,

Small Business Software
A demonstration tape of three programs

+12V at 1A and -12V at .25A, with a
normal maximum continuous power

for the 48K Spectrum, from Hilderbay

construction includes a torodial mains
transformer, high CXV, high surge
rating electrolytic capacitors, and linear
voltage regulators LM350T, 7812 and
7912 for short circuit protection on all
outputs. The front panel includes
double -pole mains rocker switch and

Payroll, Stock Control and Statutory
Sick Pay.

output rating of 25W at 40°C. The

Ltd., is now available for f3.95. The

three programs are business software:
The Stock Control program can keep

records on over 1000 stock lines,
handling either stock changes or closing

stock, with information on current stock

levels and value instantly available.

Hobby Electronics, November 1983
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Stock lines can be located by name,

inserted or deleted in under two
seconds.
The Payroll program can deal with up

to 50 employees at a time; tax and
national insurance details are built into
the program; where there are no
changes, a single keystroke will

compute an employee's situation, and
another will print a payslip. Results from

The V-222 comes complete with two
x1

and x10 switchable probes and

24K of machine code assessible RAM as

a data store for programs running in

carries a full two year warranty. Price in

Basic.

specification version is also available at

have their machines upgraded to full
96K specification through their Lynx
dealers, who will arrange for the

the UK is £340 plus VAT, a lower
£295 plus VAT. These new Hitachi

oscilloscopes are available ex -stock
from Reltech Instruments, Coach

Mews, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs
PE17 4BN. Tel: (0480) 63570.

the Payroll program (but not the demo
tape!) are guaranteed to be correct.
The Statutory Sick Pay program will
carry out all the calculations associated
with SSP, so that the user only has to
enter essential information. Simple
cases take about 40 seconds to enter,
very complex cases up to 90 seconds.
For the demo tape or more
information contact Hilderbay Ltd.,
8/10 Parkway, Regent's Park,
London NW1 7AA. Tel: 01 485 1059.

Owners of the 48K Lynx will be able to

machines to be returned to Camputers
for upgrading. The price of the upgrade
will be £89.95, including VAT.

Enquiries to: Camputers, 33A
Bridge Street, Cambridge CA3 4B.
Tel: (0223) 315063.

Batting Back and Forth
Gould Activair UK, who have been
developing zinc -air power -cell
technology from a basis of NASA
research on air electrodes, have now

been awarded a NASA contract to
provide zinc -air power packs for use on
board the Space Shuttle.

Previously, NASA used long -life

lithium batteries, but zinc -air batteries

are now longer -lasting (in this case, 5 to

Battery Protection
A new device has been developed by S

& W Battery Charging Systems to

prevent premature battery failure and
reduce the cost of battery maintenance.

The new V-222 oscilloscope from
Hitachi is a low-cost 20MHz dual -trace
model incorporating a larger six
rectangular CRT in an ultra -light, slim

casing. The V-222 has a number of

operate the in -cabin radio system which

controller will pass only sufficient
current to maintain the battery in a fully
charged condition without overcharge.
The controller may be adjusted
externally to give a variety of voltages,

include an active sync separator for
video signals, and an alternate trigger
made which enables two unsynchron-

ised

signals to be displayed

simultaneously. The V-222 has a
sensitivity of 1 mV/cm and a maximum
sweep speed of 2Ons/cm. Fully variable
gain and sweep rate controls have uncalibrated warning lights to avoid
accidental measurement errors. Full XY

mode and Z modulation facilities are
provided, and the large CRT has an

internal parallax -free graticule with

variable illumination and 0,10,90 and

100% markers for rise time
meaurement.
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disc -

enabled the astronauts to talk to each
other and to the ground.
Wonder if they listen to Radio One in
between chats?

range of lead acid or nicad batteries. It is

maintenance and energy costs.
Enquiries to: S & W Battery

Comprehensive triggering facilities

sixty

of

shaped cells. They will be used to

making one unit suitable for a wide

sweep magnifier enables any section of
the waveform to be expanded ten times
and displayed simultaneously with the
un-magnified signal; a DC offset control
and offset measurement socket allows a
digital voltmeter to be used to monitor
impedance signal output socket enables
a frequency meter or a counter -timer to
be connected.

individual

the charger and the battery.
No larger than a matchbox, the unit is
designed to constantly monitor battery
voltage without interrupting the system.

simple and quick to fit into existing
charging systems, and reduces

voltages on the screen, whilst a low

19.05mm, weighing 482g, and

composed

unique features to assist in the analysis

of complex waveforms: an alternative

x

This unit simply be inserted between

Once the cells are full charged, the

Slimline Oscilloscope

5.5 amp -hours as opposed to 3 amp hours). This means fewer power packs,
which in turn mean less weight for the
Shuttle to carry.
The Shuttle power packs will be 15V
each, measuring 138.4mm x 81.28 mm

Charging Systems Ltd., Nailsea
Trading Estate, Southfield Road,

Nailsea, Bristol BS19 1JL. Tel: (0272)

855161.

Lynx Escapes
The new 96K version of Camputers'
popular Lynx microcomputer made its
first public appearance at the Earls
Court Computer Fair in London from
June 16-19, and is available from
retailers, priced f299 including VAT.
The expanded RAM of the 96K Lynx

provides 37K5 directly accessible to
Basic in high resolution full colour, with
up to 24K more available to programs
using machine code. At 20K, the ROM is

4K larger than that of the 48K Lynx;
additional ROM features on the 96K
Lynx include drivers for both parallel
and serial printers, a range of pre -

formatted sound effects,

CIRCLE

command and commands to use the

Short
The Vintage Wireless Co. have been
tightening up their already tight act with
new mail order procedures, the
dropping of some 'time consuming'

lines from their lists and - last but not

least - they

are moving to new
premises, not far from the present ones.

We don't yet have their new address,
but

anyone

interested

in

old and

industrial electronics and wireless
equipment and VWC's regular price lists

and newsletters should write as usual

to 64 Broad St., Staple Hill, Bristol
BS16 5NL. Tel: (0272) 565472.

9

MONITOR
Computer Fair
The Chiltern Computer Fair, the first of
its kind in that region, will be held on 22

October at the Challney Community
College, Stonygate Rd., Luton, Beds.
There will be about a hundred
companies covering all aspects of
home, business and educational

computers. The site

is

very near to

junction 11 on the Ml, so is easy to get
to.

Enquiries from exhibitors and,
presumably, others should go to Mr.
John Pinney, on Luton (0582) 56400 or
508616.

Stand And Kit
Electroni Kit whose FX-Computer was
reviewed in October's HE, write to tell us
that they will be at the Leisure Electronics Trade Show, Heathrow Penta, from

13th to 15th February. Anyone who

wants to inspect the FX-Computer, FX-

Kits or Electroni-Kit's Chip Shop Kits,
can do so.

Electroni-Kit are at 388 St. John
Street, London EC1V 4NN. Tel: 01
278 0109.
for wood and cork burning, leather
branding and candle sculpting. It comes

Domestic Irons
Cooper Tools, who manufacture the

professional -quality range of Weller
soldering irons, have come up with the
idea of marketing a set of soldering irons
for home use, not restricted to
conventional electronics soldering, but

also for other hobby uses. The packs
include operating instructions and hints
on how to use the particular iron for best
results.
The range comprises: A Mini
Soldering Iron (WM12D) price £5.46 a lightweight, pencil -thin,
miniature
soldering iron designed for hobby work
(especially electronics) and household
repairs, rating 12 watts; a Mini
Soldering Iron Kit (WM12DK) price
£7.79 - as above but including solder,
tweezers and two soldering tips; a Fine
Duty Soldering Iron (SI15D) priced

£6.64 - ideal for the electrical repair
shop or home hobbyist in audio
equipment, rating 15 watts; a General

Duty Soldering Iron (SI25D) price £6.46

- an all purpose iron that will deal with
most household applications and yet is
light and manageable enough for most
intricate jobs, rating 25 watts; General
Duty Soldering Iron Kit (SI25DK) price
£8.32 - as above but including 1 spare
soldering tip, a soldering aid tool and
solder; a Medium Duty Soldering Iron
(SI40D) price £7.18 - a workshop iron,
recommended for jobs where a slighly
higher temperature is required and
where the iron is in continual use, rating
40 watts; a Heavy Duty Soldering Iron

(S175D) price £8.88 - as its name
implies, this is an iron for the larger jobs
such as heavy metal repairs, rating 75
watts; a Wood Burning Iron Set (WH1)

price £9.50 - a specially designed tool
10

complete with all the necessary tips
from fine to blocking and patterning,

rating 25 watts; a Plastic Carving Knife
(WH2) price £9.50 - a hot -knife for all
types of plastics including acrylic, vinyl
and expanded polystyrene, rating 25
watts; a Stained Glass Iron (WH3) price

£12.75 - a simple to use iron for
decorative glass work around the home,
rating 75 watts.
All the prices are recommended retail
prices, ex. VAT. For further information

contact Cooper Tools Ltd., Sedling
Rd., Wear, Washington, Tyne and
Wear NE38 9BZ. Tel: 091 416 6062.

Counting Kits
Three new Velleman kits are available
from the company.
The Precision Timer (K2584) has four

programs which can vary from one
second to ninety nine minutes and

ninety nine seconds. The timer counts
down to zero and activates the output,
which can also be manually switched

on or off. Running programs can be
stopped, interrupted or continued.
The unit has applications such as dark
room timing, process control, light

control etc. and comes with housing,
transformer and sheet keyboard.

The Codelock (K2585) is a unit
with two memory levels, each capable
of storing twenty numbers of six digits
each. The memory contains a CMOS
RAM which is fed by a battery in case of
poor failure. All the numbers are
retained even in the event of a month-

long mains failure (would there still be
anybody around to care after a month
long mains failure??). The Codelock has

a sheet keyboard as a front panel and its
applications including protection of

machines, entry systems for flats and
offices, and anti -burglar protection in
general.
The Programmable Controller Module
(K2591) is designed to control

measurement of temperature, humidity
acid and chlorine levels etc. It has a 24
hour clock, four programmable registers
and

a

display for the input signal,

which can be made up of an analogue
voltage from 0 to 99mVDC. The module

compares the input signal with the
values programmed in the memory and
switches on an output relay. Switching
precision is 10mV to the input signal.

For full technical details and prices
contact Velleman (UK) Ltd., PO Box
30, Leonards On Sea, East Sussex
TN37 7NL. Tel: (0424) 753246.

Circuits To Build
Two new books of electronics circuits
come from Elektor Books.
33 Electronic Games gives a
selection of circuits which can be played

once they've been built. The games
don't need a TV screen, either, and are

said not to be complex or to involve
complicated software.
Following the same theme, 301
Circuits gives a selection of circuits from
the very simple to more complex. It can
be used as a source book for
construction projects and general ideas.

The books cost £4.50 and £5.50

respectively, in paperback, and are both

full illustrated with diagrams.

For more information, contact E P

Publishing Ltd., East Ardsley,
Wakefield, W. Yorks WF3 2JN. Tel:
(0924) 823971.
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New cats for old !
SEND US THE COVER FROM ANOTHER COMPONENT SUPPLIERS CURRENT
CATALOGUE, PLUS A 40p STAMP, AND WE'LL SEND YOU A FREE COPY OF THE
LATEST (SUMMER) AMBIT CONCISE COMPONENT CATALOGUE. ALTERNATIVELY

YOU CAN SEND 80p TO
THE ADDRESS BELOW

ambit
TERNAIIONA
IN

* MANY PRICE REDUCTIONS : PRICE ON THE PAGE
410

Ambit G
Essex CWI

Telex: 995194

(0277) 230909 Brentwood,
Telephone:
Road.
North Service

450

200,

* DIRECT FROM

ambit

200 North Service Road
Brentwood
Essex

CM14 4SG
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INTERNATIONAL
Telephone 0277-230909
Telex 995194 AMBIT G
Data 0277-232628 REWTEL)?
300 BAUD DUPLEX
11

=Rapid

LINEAR
80
150
25

10741

CL7106
.L7611
CL7621
CL7622
CL8038

790

CM7224
CM7555

785
80

LF353
LF356
LMIO

45
85
90
360

14

748

35
350

9400CJ
AY -3-1270 720
AY -3.8910 370

41-3-8912 540
C43046
60
0,043080
65
CA3089
190
CA3090AQ 375
CA3130E
85
O C43140E 36
043161E 100
CA3189
290
O C43240E 110

95
180
180
295

CL82114 200

LF351

LM3014

25
70
120

LM311

LM318
LM324
LM334Z
LM335Z

40
100
125

35

AC176
AC187

25
22
22

25
25

060128 20
,4C188

40142 120
AD149
AD161
AD162
AF 124
AF 126
AF 139
AF 186
AF 239
BC107
BC107B
O 13C108

BC1086
BC108C
O 18C109

BC109C
BC114
BC115
BC117
8C119

80137
8C139
BC140
BC141

BC142
BC143

80147
BC148

80
40
40
60
50
40
70
75
10

BCI49
80157

9
8

BC158
BC159
BC160
BC168C
BC169C
BC170
60171

10
8

BC177
BC178

80179

B E1133

8
18

80135
80136
50137

18

BD138

080139

12
10
12
12
10
12
18
22
18

80184
BC184L

10

BC212
BC212L

10
10
10
10
10

BC237

8

35
40
40
28
30
25
25

80238

14
12
14
14
14
14

8
8

BC213L
130214

O 1313140

7

O BC214L 8
BC308

80327
80328
BC337

80338
80477
80478
80479

MPSU56

7

BF1440

8E980

23
23
20
25
25
25
28
25
25
23
20
23

TIP29A

10
10
10
18
18
18
55

35
35
50
40
30
30
30
35
35
110
110
85

BF180
BF182
8F184

35
35
25

BF 185

25

BF194
BF195
BF196
8E197
BF198
BF199
BF200

12

86245

30
45
32
25
35

BF 257

BF258
8E259

07041022 490

40

80204
80206
80222

12
12
12
10
18

30

BF256B

205

225

70

8F244B 22

30
30
30

150

MM5387A 465

14

BF337

40

108E981
BF X29
BF X84
13E7(85

BF X86
8E1(87
BF X88

BF150
B FY51
BF Y52
13E753
BF Y55
BF Y56

TIP33C

32
32

TIP34A

sp

32

171,35A

TIP29C

TIP304
TIP3OB
TIP30C

TIP31A
TIP31C

TIP32A
TIP32C

TIP33A

20
35
BSY954 25
BU205
160
BU206
180
BU208
170
MJ2955
99
MJE340
50
MJE520
65
MJE521
95
MJE 3055 70
MPF102
40
MPF104
40
MPS405
22
MPS406
25
MPSA12 30
MPSA55 30
MPSA56
30
MPS1.105
55
BSX29

60

8

ZTX107

MIN, D CONNECTORS

350
330
650
480
285
200

Z54276
Z5428E
ZN459
Z51034E

16 2N3703

ZTX302
ZTX304

15 0253704

9
6
9
9
10
10
10
170

17

6

2N3705

30 2N3706

ZTX341
ZTX500
ZTX501

15

2N3707

15 2N3708

ZTX502 15 253709
ZTX503 18 2N3772
ZTX504 25 0253773 195
25697
20 0 253819 18
25698
40
40 2N3820

20 253823
20 253866
25918
35 253903
2 \ 1132 22 253904
251613 30 253905
2522184 45 253906
2522194 25 254037
252221A 25 254058
2522224 20 254060
252368 25 254061
252369 16 254062
252484 25 255457
2N2646 45 2N5458
252904 20 255459
2529044 20 255485
252905 22 255777
2529054 22 256027
252906 25 40360
2529064 25 40361
252907

MPSU55

ZN423
ZN424
ZN425E
Z5426E

ZTX301

VN1OKM 45

55

50
120
85
90
290
100
135
135

50
120

257064
25708

MPSUO6

45
95

8 253055
ZT X109 12 253442
ZTX300 14 0253702

85
105
TIP35C 125
11P364 125
TIP36C 135
TIP41A 45
TIP42A 45
TIP120
90
TIP121
90
71P122
90
TIP141
98
TIP142
98
7117447 110
TIP2955 60
TIP3055 55
T1S43
40
T1S44
45
71590
30
TIS91
30

VN46AF 75
4/5664F 85
VN8BAF 95

TL081

TL082
TL084
TL170
U42240
ULN2003
ULN2004
X92206
ZN414

ZTX108

TIP34C

BS X 20

TL074

125
40
60

TL062

96
30
50
95
25

IL072

96
70
220
320

TL061

T1P2913

TL064
7L071

70
75

TDA1024

16

45
110

60
30
55
37
35
50
37
35
37
35
37
50
75

40

BRY39

140
100
370
370
55
60
170
250
150
380
250

TBAI20S
TBA800
784810
TB4820
TBA950
TDA1008

75

60
40
200
45

LM1458
LM2917
LM3900
OLM3909

10

O 5E567
O 5E570
NE571
O 904136
O 9 04558
SL480
SL490
SL76018
O S576477
SP8629

NE529
NE531
NE544
O 5E555
IrrNE556
NE565

LM741
LM747

50132

10
BC182
O BC182L
10
BC183
EIC183L 10

50213

LM725
LM733

5E566

120

LM3914
175
LM3915
195
LM13600 105
MC1496
68
MC3340
135
MF 1005 350
ML922
400
195
ML924
210
ML925
ML926
140
140
ML927
140
ML928
140
ML929

60
350

LM711

BD131

10
8

130172

LM381

BD115

LM3911

50
170
65
120
120
130
65
120
100
25

LM382
LM384
LM386
LM387
LM393
LM709

BCY71
BCY72

45
10

45
60

0LM380

8C517
BC547
BC548
BC549
BC558
BCY70

TRANSISTORS
AC125
AC126
AC127

LM339
LM348
LM358
LM377

65
90
10
10
6
10

45
10
10
10
10

36
36
30
36
45
30
40
50
50

25 40362
2529074 25 40408

70

252926
9
0253053 23
2N3054

55

170p
350p
2900
440p
1100

Ail., CS 17W Soldering iron 495
2.3 and 4,7mm bits to suit
CS 17VVor XS 25W element
Antes XS 25VV

Plug Skt Jack

Plug Ski

9p 90 2.5mm 10p lOss
12p 10p 3 5mm 9p 9p
13p 110 Standardl 6p 20n
Phone 10p 12p Stereo 24p 25P
I rnm 12p 13p 4mm
180 17p

UHF 1081 Connectors.
PL259 Plug 409, Reducer 14p.
S0239 square chassis skt 386
S0239S round chassis slo 40p.
:EC 3 pin 250Vr6A.
Plug chassis mounting
38P
60p
Socket free hanging
Socket with 2m lead
120P
.

.

.

.

SCRs

Ps 01060

30

400V 8A
400V 12A

95

Spare nozzle for above
10 metres 22swg solder

70

100

VEROBLOCI
2.5 x

2114L2
2716
2532
2732
2764
4116P20

100p.

51011_1

6116P3

6852
6875
6880

8228
8251
8253

100
85
85
85
80804
250
80854C 340
8156
350
110
8212
8216
100
120
8224

6802CPU 250
6809 CPU 620
6810 RAM 115
6821 PIA
6840
6850

240

495

60
105
162
310

110
360
110

LM309K
LM317K
LM3177
LM323K

SOCKETS

Low

Wire.
wrap
25p
35p
42p
52p
60p
70p
70p
80p
98p

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0A91

7

0A200
0A202

8

15 5401

8

15914

4

155404
1N5406

8

O 154148 3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Nut and Bolt kit (total 300 items): 1800
5068A washers
25 6 BA :"bolts
25 4BA Y." bolts
25 6134 '4" bolts
25 68A '4" bolts
50 6BA nuts

green

400rnWaen

7

12
16
17
6

01'1011

17
17

yellow

60

ORPI2
85
TIL100
90
Dual colour 60

O 11L38

40
45
Seven segment displays:
Corn anode
Com cathode

255777

10FND500

63p each.
Preset submin. hor. 100 ohms -1 M
7p each.

Cermet precision multiturn, 0.75W
%" 100 ohms to 100K 88p each.

100

TI L3120.3"115

.

ohm 1M

6p each.

4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015

10
10
12

50
14

36
24
24
10

15
20

45
40

LS TTL

14

55
55

290
260
260
900

LS12
LS13
LS14
LS15

........ 425
50684 nuts
50 684 washers

* Same day despatch * Competitive prices
* Top quality components * In-depth stocks

.

'.4 1% metal film E24 series 10

CMOS

11

12
14

12
14

12
12
19

30
12

4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021

4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030

7413
7414
7416

17
23
19
19
14
19
19
18

741 7

11
11

7420
7421
7422
7427
7428
7430
7432
7433
7437
7438
7440
7442

15
17

14

12
12
12
14
12
15
18
14
15

11

7411
7412

20
40
45

LS20
LS21
LS22
LS26
LS27
LS30
LS32
LS37
LS38
LS40
LS42
LS47
LS48
LS51
LS55
LS73
LS74

7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410

13
13
13

16
33
12
75

125

7401

19
19

20
30
45
25
42
40
45

4031

7400

12
12
14

5058100

65
95
25

Length

14pin 16pin 24pin 40pin

Sole ended DlPlheader plug/ jumper
24 ins.
145
165
240 380
Dble ended DIP(header plug/ jumper
6 ins.
185
205
300
465
12 ins.
195
215
315 490
24 ins.
210
235
345
540
250
375
595
36ins.
230
25 way D Connector jumpers
113ins. long single ended male 495p.
18ins.long single ended f /male 5250 -

COMPUTER CONNECTORS
J X81 2 x 23 way edge connector
wire wrap suitable for 0 X 81
addons
150
SPECTRUM 2 x 28 way edge
connector wire -wrap suitable for
200
SPECTRUM add-ons
.

Grey Ribbon cable Price per metre
150
38
34 way
10 way
170
55 40 way
16 way
.

80
110

50 way
60 way

198
260

13

28

35

45
14

14

20
20

25
13

20
20
23
24
14

30

4039
4040
4041

4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4048
4049
4050
4051

4052
4053
LS75
LS76
LS78
LS83
LS85
LS86
LS90
LS92
LS93
LS95
LS96
LS107
LS109
LS112
LS113
LS114
LS122
7444
7446
7447
7448
7450
7451
7453
7454
7460
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7482

140
249
280
40
40
38
40
40

40
35
38
21
21

42
48
48
20
17
17

35
48
20
24
25
24

38
95
40
21
21
21

22
35
85
58
36
43
14
14

14
14

14

22
24
19
26
25

45
65

0.47/63V, 1/63V, 2.2/63 V, 4.7/63 V,
10/25V 7p; 22/25V, 47/25V - 80,

100/25V 96; 220/25V 14p;
470/25V 22p; 1000/251/ 30p;
2200/25V 50p.
Tag end power supply electrolYn.
2200/40V 110p; 4700/40V - 160p
2200/63V - 140p; 4700/63V - 230P
Polyester, miniature Siemens PCB:
ln, 2n2, 3n3, 4n7, 6n8, 10n, 150, 70,
22n, 33n, 47n, 68n,138: 100n, 9p:
150n, 11p:220n, 130; 330n. 20P,
470n 26p; 680n, 29p; lu 33p. 2u2,
50o.
Tantalum bead:

0.1, 0.22. 0.33. 0.47, 10 @35V
12p. 2.2, 4.7, 10 @ 25V - 20p;
15/16V 300; 22/16V - 27p; 33/

16V 45p; 47/6V 27p; 47/16V
70p; 68/6V - 400; 100/10V 90p.
Cer. disc. 22p -0.01u 503/. 3p each.
Polystyrene, 5% tol: 10p-10000, 617.

1500-4700,80;6800 0.012u, 106
Trimmers. Mullard 808 series: 2-10
pF, 22p, 2-220F, 306, 5.565pF, 350

2A 200V
BRIDGE
2A 400V
RECTIFIERS 6A
100V

4054
4055
4059
4060
4063
4066
4067
4068
4069
4070

78
80

4081

4072
4073
4075
4076
4077

13

14

4082
4085
4086
4089
4093
4094
4095
4097
4098
4099
40106
40109
40163
40173
40175

LS123
LS125
LS126
LS132
LS136
LS138
LS139
LS145
L5147
LS148
LS151
LS153
LS154

42

LS160

24
25

LS161

4071

L5155
LS156
LS157
LS158
7483
7485
7186
7489
7490
7491
7492
7493
7494

7495
7496
7497

74100
74107
74109
74121

430
42
80
22

225
14

13
13
13
13

13

45

35
26

60
30
70

150
75
38

38

LS162
LS163
L5164
LS165
LS166
LS170
LS173
LS174
LS175
LS190

14 400V

48
50
125
1'8

68
65
290
70
70

40
110
60
100
75
35
35
35
35
40
55
60
75

60
45
45
35
35
35
36
32
45
38
38

74141

54
48
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74145
74147
74148
74150
74153
74154
74155
74156
74157
74160

33
33
30

75
60
48
38
47
36
36
28
55

7x

4511

4512
4514
4515
4516
4518
4520

65
60
32
35
110
45
40
40
115
115
55
40

4521

50
130

4526
4527

60
45

LS221

50

LS240

60

LS241

55
55
55
100
70
48
28
32
32
55
20
58
30

LS242
LS243
LS244
LS245
LS247
LS251
LS257
LS258
LS259
LS266
LS273
L5279
LS283
74161

74162
74163
74164
74165
74167
74170

74181

74182

4528
4529
4532
4534
4538
4543
4549
4553

4555
4556
4559
4560
4584

4585
4724

205
45
150
60

400
60
50

360
215
35
35
390
140
35
60
140

50

LS197

74175
74176
74177
74179
74180

95
120
16S

x 21/2"

160 84643"

40193
4502
4503
4507
4508
4510

741 73
741 74

495

55 6°4x2"

41/2 x 3 x 11/4" 88

12
12

230

4 x 21/4 x 2"

3x2°1"

7 x 4 x 2"

20C

120
175
195
240
320
340
395

Aluminium
65
3 x 2 x 1"
4 x 21401'/," 95

Plastic with lid

74122
74123
74125
74126
74132

34
24
24
33
33
38
86
78
22
24
24

85
110
125
150
170
190

130
145
175
205
220
235
330

& screws

Edge

Coon

Straight
90

10 way
16 way
20 way
26 way
34 way
40 way
50 way
60 way

30
60
180

Socket

PCB
Plug

LS191

19

.

IDC CONNECTORS

75
33
36
30
29

LS192
LS193
LS195
LS196

40
45
80

6A 400V 95
20 VM18 DI L 0.94
35 200V
50

1.4 50V

BOXES

Alfac transfer sheets - please state
type le.g, OIL pads etc.)
45
Dale etch resistant pen
100
Fibre glass board 3.75 x 8"
80
Fibre glass board 8 x 12"
200
Ferric Chloride crystals
100

4034
4036

type: 001, 0.015, 0.022, 0.033 6p; 0.047, 0.068, 0.1 - 7p: 0.15,
0.22 - 9p; 0.33, 0.47 - 138:0.68 20o; lu - 23p.
Electrolytic, radial or axial leads:

.

RIBBON CABLE

20 way
24 way

Polyester, radial leads. 250v. C280

Mullard miniature ceramic plate:
1,8oF to 100pF 6p each,

JUMPER LEADS

PCB MATERIALS

Mi 5% Carbon film E 12 series 4.7
ohm - 10M
1p each.
1/4W 5% Carbon film Ell series 4.7
2p each,
ohm to 4M7

12

.

400V BA
400V 16A

.

END507

0.5"

100

TIL313 0.3"115

75
70
70
25

Rotary, Carbon track Log or Lin
1K 2M2. Single 32p. Stereo 85p.
Single switched 80p. Slide 60rnm
travel single Log or Lin 5K - 500K

DL707 0.3" 95

DL704 0.3" 95

.

7

7
0 5rnm red
7
103mm green 10 05mm green 10
103mrn yellowl0 0 5mm yellow10
Clips to suit 3p each.
Rectangular
TIL32
40
O red
12 TIL78
40

LSO8
LSO9
LS10
LS11

The Rapid Guarantee
12

.

5

P 3rnm red

LOOS

.

65 presets

.

20mm panel fusehc icier

350
60
65

3

OPTO

12

28040MA 1150

.

06V Electronic buzzer
012V Electronic buzzer
0682720 Pieao transducer .
064mm 64 ohm speaker
064mm 8 ohm speaker

400V44
01 54001
154002
154006
154007

0447
0490

15

Pr Ultrasonic transducers

TR IACS

LSO2
LSO3
L 504

220
250
390
225
390

ZBOASIO

.

7912
7915
LM723

12
10

.

Black pointer control knob

DIODES

11

An ideal opportunity for the beginner or the experienced constructor
to obtain a wide range of components at greatly reduced prices. '4W 5%
Resistor kit. Contains 10 of each value from 4.7 ohms to 1M (total
530
of 650 resistors)
370
Ceramic Cap. kit. 5 of each value 22p to 0.01u 1135 caps)
575
Polyester Cap. kit. 5 of each value from 0.01 to laF 165 caps)
Preset kit. Contains 5 of each value from 100 ohms to 1M (total
.

65
65
65
40
40
40
35

270 SPECIAL OFFER!
120 78P05 10A .54/
350 only 390p each,

131127

6
6

.

POTENTIOMETERS

79L05
79L12
79L15
7905

30
30
30
35
35
35
130

COMPONENT KITS
profile
8 pin
6p
14 pin
8o
9p
16 pin
18 pin
12p
13p
20 pin
16p
22 pin
18p
24 pin
23p
28 pin
25p
40 pin
Soldercon pins 60P/100

.

.

REGULATORS

LSOO
LSO1

6

8255
8259
MC1488
MC1489
2804CPU
Z804P10
ZBOACTC

81 LS95
81 LS96
81 LS97

570

6551 ACIA 650
6800 CPU 220

99
225
290
290
425
85
220

50

Spot face cutter
Pin insertion tool
Wiring pen and spool
Spare spool 75p
Combs

320

6532

85
95
160

Single sided
Double sided

6502 CPU 325
6522 VIA 295

MICRO

15

.

Data. 500.

925p

22

1

2.5 x 3.75
2.5 x 5
3.75 x 5
VQ board
Veropins per 100

Easily interlaced with any digital
system, ten TTL compatible sig-

SPST 55p, SPOT 609. DPOT 65p,
Miniature toggle:
SPDT 80p. SPDT centre off 900.
DPOT 90p. DPDT centre off 1000.
Standard toggle
SPST 35p. DP07480
Miniature DPDT slide 12p.
Push to make 146
Push to break 22p.
Rotary type adjustable slop.
1P12W, 2P6W, 3P4W all 55p each.
OIL switches:
4SPST 80p 6 SPOT 80p. BSPST

350

Size 0.1 matrix

Now your computer can 101k.
The GI SP0256 speech processor
is able through stored program to
synthesize speech. Allophone
(extended phoneme) system gives
unlimited vocabulary.

.

.

4001

phones.
SP0256

Submintoggle:

70

VERO

VOICE SYNTHESISER!

.

.

.

4000

nals are used to select the allo-

SWITCHES

85
210
525
85

.

3.3 and 4.7mm bits to suit
Solder pump desoldeong tool. 480

CONNECTORS
DIN
2 pin
3 pin
pin

.

.

7805
7812
7815

WE LCOME
CAPACITORS

PP3 battery clips
Red or black crocodile clips

RESISTORS

SOLDERING IRONS
125p
240p
195p
290p
100p

.

78L05
78L12
78L15

ACCESS AND

BARCLAYCARD

HARDWARE

CABLES
20 metre pack single core connect
ing cable ten different colours.65p
Speaker cable
100/rn
Standard screened
168/rn
Twin screened
24p/m
2.5A 3 core mains
23p/et
10 way rainbow ribbon
650/m
20 way rainbow ribbon 120p/m
38p/m
10 way gery ribbon
20 way grey ribbon
80p/m

T1L3220.5"115 TIL321 0.5"115
LCD 3' digit 580p 4 digit 620P.

9 way 15 way 25 way 37 way
Plugs solder lugs 60p
85p
Right angle
120p 180p
906 1309
Sockets lugs
Right angle
1606 210p
100p
Covers
90p

VISA

Boxted, Colchester, Essex CO4 5RD.
TELEPHONE ORDERS:
Colchester (0206) 36412.

'Electronics
555CMOS
556CMOS
709

=ME

MAIL ORDERS:
Unit 2, Hill Farm Industrial Estate,

LS353
LS365
LS366
LS367
LS368
L5373
LS374
LS375
LS377
LS3 78

LS390
LS393
LS399

60
28
28
28
29
58

60
43

60
57
45
40
156

LS541

78

LS670

135

38
46
46
46
46
46
150

115
58
53

45
35
42

74190
74191

74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74199

40
40
40

40
40
40
40
40
80
80

75

38
100
55

rORDERING INFO. All components brand new and full specification. All prices exclude VAT.
Please add to total order. Please add 50p carriage to all orders under 15 in value. Send cheque/
P.O. or Access/Visa number with order. Our detailed catalogue costs 459 (free with orders over
£101. Callers most welcome. Telephone orders welcome with Access or Visa. Official orders
Laccepted from colleges, Schools, etc... Callers most welcome, we are open Monday to Friday.
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Para -Q

A stereo parametric amplifier that can be used with hifi systems, in semi -pro recording studios, for music
synthesis or for any other audio signal processing
application.
MOST READERS will be familiar with
the graphic equaliser and its
impressive array of slider potentiometers. Such a device consists of a
number of frequency selective filters
which allow the sound level to be
boosted or cut at specific frequencies.
The 'graphic' part originates from the
fact that the knobs of the slider pots
give a graphical display of the way its
frequency response has been set up.
It is intriguing to notice how such
units have been set up by their users
and one of the most interesting seen
recently had a 'V' shape on each
channel which attenuated those
frequencies to which the ear responds
best and so effectively reduced
'loudness': the unit was connected to
a tape recorder providing background
music!

While a graphic equaliser can be
useful, especially if it has a large
number of filters, it does have two
main deficiencies. In the first place
one of its objectives is to correct for
Hobby Electronics, November 1983

deviations from a flat audio response
but nowadays even a modest hifi
system will give good results, with the
main deviations being caused by
location of the sound system. That is,
a comfortable living room will often
result in absorption or boosting of
certain frequencies in the sound
emanating from the speakers. The
usual effect is a frequency response
curve displaying just two or three
peaks or troughs, at least over the
range 50Hz to 15kHz (the fall off
outside this range is invariably due to
the speakers). The first difficulty with
a graphic equaliser which has
relatively few bands is that the centre
frequency of the filters will not
correspond with one of the peaks or
troughs you wish to correct. In these
circumstances attempted correction
may make matters worse.
The second difficulty is that the
peaks and/or troughs are often very
sharp, that is, the defect in the
response only occurs over a fairly

narrow band of frequencies, whereas
a graphic equaliser generally boosts,
or cuts, a wide range of frequencies.
The latter is due to the need to set the
'Q' (quality factor) of the filters so that
the gain of adjacent channels overlap.
Trying to eliminate a sharp peak with
a wideband filter can easily result in
two troughs in the frequency
response - again worsening matters.
A parametric equaliser overcomes
the above deficiencies since it has the
capability for adjusting both the
frequency and Q over a large range,
as well as having the gain control.
Furthermore in most situations the
performance of a sophisticated
graphic equaliser may be exceeded by
two or three parametric equalisers per
channel and even the stereo unit
described in this article will yield very
useful results.
The parametric equaliser described
is a high performance unit suitable for
use with even the most exotic hifi
system. The prototype had a boost and
13
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'GAIN'

NOTES:
IC1,2 = TL071

--M/\/--

C2
100n

100k

RV1
100k

LIN

OV

C5

100p

IC3 = TL074
IC POWER SUPPLY
CONNECTIONS NOT

MAIN
INPUT

100n100n

0

100k

C4

SEE PCB DIAGRAM

C3

100n

-V 0

R2

SHOWN

Cl

1u

ICI
OUTPUT

IC2
R4

1HR1

1k

100k

SERIES 0
INPUT

MA/s
R19
10k

/VV\C
R17

R7
1k

R6

10k

C7

C8

1500p

1500p

4k7

R10
10k

II

R12
10k

R15
10k

R8

10k

IC3b

IC3b

IC3a

RV2
R5
100k

10k
LOG

RV3a

-4Q

R9
10OR

10k
LOG

4
'FREQUENCY'

R13
10k

RV3b
10k
LOG

R16
10k

R11

47R

Figure 1. The circuit shown above is for one channel of the stereo pair. Switch SW1 is an optional bypass for the
channel; several other modifications which alter the characteristics of the equaliser are described in the text.
cut range from zero to just over
-±20dB; a Q variable from 1 to 25; and
a frequency range of 50Hz to 11kHz.
The Gain and Q measurements were
made at lkHz but uniformity of
response is good over the full
frequency range. The latter range is
ideal for most audio applications since
one rarely wishes to treat frequencies
below 50Hz, and a 11 kHz top level
reduces the risk of damaging tweeters
if the equaliser is set to a high boost
at high frequencies (unless it is
correcting for a trough in the
response). The frequency range may,
however, be easily altered as
described later.
A high gain, high -Q parametric
equaliser is particularly useful for
'correcting' recordings and the most
common alterations are boosting
frequencies deficient in the original
and cutting out an unwanted
frequency, eg a noise originating from
one of the instruments.
Such equalisers are also ideal for
electronic music applications. Firstly,
for imitative synthesis it may be used
as a so-called formant filter; that is, to
boost a band, or bands, of frequencies
which are characteristic of the
14

instrument being simulated. These
equalisers are now often used as an
effects unit since the tone changes
they can introduce are quite dramatic,
especially at high gain levels.

Circuit
The complete circuit diagram for one
channel of the parametric equaliser is
shown in Figure 1. The key feature of
the equaliser is a band pass filter
which is constructed around ICs 3a,
3b and 3c, arranged in what is known
as a 'state variable' configuration. The
band pass output is available at the
output of IC3c and the centre
frequency of the filter is governed by
the integrating capacitors C7 and C8,
plus the resistance provided by the
ganged potentiometer RV3. With 1 n5
capacitors the frequency range is
50Hz to 11kHz and this range may be
altered by changing both C7 and C8.
For example, if they are substituted by
1n the frequency range would be
75Hz to 16.5kHz, while 2n capacitors
would give a range of 35Hz to 7.5kHz.
Reverting to the input stage, the
main input is AC coupled to IC1,

which is simply a buffer stage
primarily to provide a low impedance
to the gain control, RV1; R1 sets the
input impedance of the circuit. The
signal then passes to the output via
the unity gain amplifier IC2 and, if
switch SW1 is closed so as to ground
the non -inverting input of IC2, the
filter section will not have any effect.
The input to the filter is via RV1,
one end of which is connected to the
original non -inverted signal at the
output of IC1 while the other end of
the potentiometer connects to the
inverted signal at the output of IC2.
The signal input to the band pass
filter comes from the wiper of RV1
while RV3 determines which
frequency components are passed by
the filter and fed back into the non inverting input of IC2. Thus if the
wiper of RV1 is closer to the output of
IC1 (the original signal) more of the
selected frequency band of the
original signal becomes added
(boosted) onto the original signal at
IC2. Likewise when RV1 wiper is
close to the output of IC2 the effect
will be to subtract (cut) the original
signal in IC2. The effect is the same
as a conventional graphics equaliser
Hobby Electronics, November 1983
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BY -P ASS
SPY ITCH

9M1

INPUT 1
SCREEN

41.

iV

41.

C7

----1 R 1

1--

R2

V-4
R3

INPUT 2 *
+.V 4

-4 R14 11,-

RV3b

R9

RV1

RV2

OUTPUT 4

-I

RV3a
R11

LI
'FREQUENCY'

'GAIN'

Figure 2. The printed circuit board accommodates the components for a single channel of equalisation. Two boards are
required for the full stereo facility (see internal picture, next page) or any number can be connected in series using the
CENTRE
series input (labelled input 2 in the diagram above).
FREQUENCY
but the ability to adjust the frequency
over the full range is a major
advantage. Typical outputs with boost
and cut are shown in Figure 3.
The other feature that has to be
incorporated into a parametric
equaliser is a variable Q; the higher
the Q the more peaked the response
from the filter. Increasing Q is
obtained by increasing the amount of
feedback and one of the main reasons
for choosing a state variable filter is to
obtain a high Q without causing the
filter to oscillate. In the absence of
RV2/R the Q of the circuit would be
determined by the ratio of R8 and R17
but altering these resistors would also
alter the gain of the circuit unless the
design is altered and dual
potentiometers are incorporated to
alter both resistor values. This
problem is overcome by increasing the
gain prior to R8 and then varying Q by
attenuating the feedback signal using
RV2.

Construction
All components, including the
potentiometers, are mounted onto a
printed circuit board and the
component overlay is shown in Figure
2. The latter makes assembly about as
simple as one can get for such a
project, but there are several options
available to the user which are
discussed below.
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Power Supplies. The parametric
equaliser requires dual power
supplies and these can be anything
from ±9V to ±15V..At ±15 volts the
power consumption is about 12mA
per rail per unit, and so the project
would be suitable for battery
operation. In the latter event a
power switch should be fitted to
conserve battery power when not
in use and one should also put a
reservoir capacitor, say 47uF,
across the supply lines. For a
single, or stereo unit, an alternative
is to pick up dual supplies from
some other equipment. Lastly, one
could incorporate a mains derived
supply into the case but if this
option is used then carefully check
the siting of the transformer before
finalising the lay -out since filters
may pick up and amplify the 'hum'
being radiated from the
transformer.
By -Pass Switch. A single pole, single
throw switch may be connected
from the points in Figure 2 marked
'by-pass switch, SW1' and 'OV'.
When the switch is closed the non inverting input of IC2 is grounded
and the original signal will pass
through the equaliser unaffected by
the settings of any potentiometers.
This facility may be useful when
using the unit in a hifi chain, since
the effect of the settings may then
be rapidly checked by switching
SW1. The by-pass arrangement is
also useful when the parametric

GAIN

Figure 3. This graph shows a few of
the infinite variety of response
curves that the Para -Q can
generate.There are three variables:
the centre frequency can be
positioned anywhere between 50Hz

and 11kHz; the gain at that
frequency can be varied by ±20dB;
and the Q or bandwidth of
frequencies effected can range from
1 to 25, giving boost or cut over a
very narrow range or over a wide
band of frequencies.
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Parts List
Although a stereo parametric
equaliser is illustrated, the reader
may wish to use only one unit as an

effects unit, or several for a hifi
system. In view of this we show the
basic set of components for a single

unit and the choice of connectors

and control knobs is left to the
constructor.

RESISTORS
1/4 watt, 5% carbon film

R1, 2, 3, 5, 18
R4, 7
R6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 19
R9

R11, 14
R17

100k
1k0
10k
100R
47R
4k7
.

POTENTIOMETERS
100k
1 in carbon, PCB mount
10k
log carbon, PCB mount
10k+10k
dual log carbon, PCB mount

RV1

RV2
RV3

CAPACITORS
C1, 2, 3
C4

C5, 6

100n
min polyester
1u0
MkH polyester
100p
polystyrene

C7, 8

1 n5

polycarbonate

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1, 2
IC3

TL 071
JFET low noise op -amp
TL 074
JFET low noise quad op -amp

MISCELLANEOUS
8 -pin DIL sockets (2); 14 -pin DIL
socket; PCB, wire, solder, etc.
BUYLINES
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equaliser is used as an effects
unit for music. One switch may be
used for several equalisers housed
within the same case or the user
may use a switch for each unit so
that the effect of single units may
be rapidly checked.
Number of Equalisers and Connecting Up. If a single equaliser is
used in each signal path then the
channel input connects to the point
on Figure 2 marked 'Main Input';
screened cable is preferred, with
the screen going to the point
marked 'screen' on the PCB
overlay. The input socket(s) may be
of any type to suit the user, for
example, phono sockets, DIN
socket, or jack sockets. The output
is of low impedance and need not
16

be screened within the housing of
the equaliser, ie from the point
marked 'output' on the overlay to
the output socket.
As already mentioned, three parametric equalisers will usually be more
effective in a hifi system than a ten,
or more, channel graphic equaliser. If
more than one unit is connected up
per channel then they are connected
in series. The signal to the first unit
connects with 'Main Input', as
described above, but the 'output' of
unit 1 goes to the 'Series Input' of
unit 2 ("output' of unit 2 to 'series
input' of unit 3 and so on) and the
'output' from the last unit goes to the
output socket of the particular
channel. The second and following
units do not require components IC1,
C4 and R1 and if the latter have
already been installed then the unit
will not work until IC1 has been
removed from these additional
equalisers.
When several equalisers are
employed then the most convenient

method of housing them will be with
the PCBs arranged vertically. The
distance between PCBs should be
33mm or greater and, for information,
the distance between potentiometer
centres is 38mm.

In Use
With the gain control in the mid
position, or the by-pass point
connected to ground, the parametric
equaliser has unity gain, that is, the
level of the signal out is the same as
the level of the signal in. The input
signal should, therefore, be pre amplified and with many audio
amplifiers the monitor output is the
appropriate point to use. Alternatively,
when the equaliser is used for
tape/cassette recording it may be
installed in the signal line to the
recorder.

Table 1

Power Supply

Max Signal Input

-±9V

400mV
530mV
700mV

±12V
±15V

The signal level which can be used
is partly governed by the power supply
and partly by application. For hifi and
many recording situations, the cut and
boost control is only set to a level
which will compensate for
deficiencies in frequency response so
as to ensure a nominally flat
response. In these circumstances the
unit will cope with signal levels likely
to be encountered in such systems
irrespective of the power supply used.
If, however, the equaliser is used for
special effects and gain is set at
either extreme then the maximum
signal levels shown in Table 1 are
recommended in order to avoid
clipping:

As regards setting of the controls,
without having access to audio
analysing equipment, you will have to
start off by using an equaliser channel
in much the same way as you use
tone controls at present, that is,
adjusting them by ear. Start with the
Q control at, or near, minimum and
then adjust gain gradually either way
from the centre position and then
slowly rotate the frequency control
clockwise. You will be amazed by the
results and will soon learn the best
settings for your system. Note that
when Q is increased the effect of the
gain control is generally less marked
since the band of frequencies being
boosted or cut is much narrower and
therefore not so noticeable to the ear
unless it is centred on some constant
frequency in the sound.
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HE

PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED
STILL AVAILABLE
f22.50

Tape punch and reader

Bench isolating transformer 250 watt

E7 75

Cl 50

BOAC in-flight stereo unit
Drill assortment 4 each 25sizes between .25mm & 2.5mm .

E11.50

Flood lamp waterproof GEC

£9 90

Battery condition tester, less box

£1 75

Nicad chargers, mains

£0 75

Flourescent inventor 13 watt from 12v

£3 50

Cassette mechanism with heads

£4 50

Ten digit stitch pad-pb phone etc.
Uniselector 2 pole 25 way

.......

£1.95
£4.60

.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

EXTRACTOR FANS
Mains operated - ex.computer.
Woods extractor

MULTI PURPOSE BINS
10 interlocking bins can be wall or bench mounted,
each size approx 109x53x100mrn, high
impact plastic. Come
complete
'1'
with 2

5" - £5.75, Post £1.25
6" - £6.95, Post £1.25
5" Plannair extractor
£6.50. Post C1.25.

4.'04" Muffin 115v.
£4.50. Post 75p.

wall

mounting

4"x 4" Muffin 230v.

Snip price

bars.

£3.95 t £1.50 post.

REVERSIBLE MOTOR WITH CONTROL GEAR
Made by the famous Frarnco Company this is a very robust motor,
size approximately 7.4" long, 31/2" dia. 3/8" shaft. Tremendously
powerful motor, almost impossible to stop. Ideal for operating
stage curtains, sliding doors, ventilators etc., even garage doors if
adequately counter -balanced. We offer the motor complete with
control gear as follows:
1 push to start switch
1 Frame° motor with gear box
1 manual reversing & on/off switch 2 limit stop switches
1 circuit shag. of connections
£19.50 plus postage £2.50

Water valve mains operated

£2 50

Counter 6 digit mains operated

£1 15

ditto 12v resemble

£3 45

Double glazing clear PVC sheet, 237," wide -per running ft.

£0.15

Locking mechanism with 2 keys

£1 15

Magnetic Clutch

£4 50

FREEOUR CURRENT BARGAIN LIST WILL

Mouth operated suck or blow switch
Fire alarm break glass switch
Solenoid with slug 8.12v battery op

£2 30

BE ENCLOSED WITH ALL ORDERS.

ditto 230v mains
"rimer Omron STP NH 110v AC Coil

E2 30

Key switch with 2 keys dP mains

Et 75

Air valve mains operated

E3 75

£5.75. Post 75p.
9" American made
£11.50, post £2.00.
Tangential Blower 10x3
air outlet, dual speed
£4.60. Post £1.50.

TANGENTIAL BLOW HEATER
by British Solartron, as
used in best blow heaters.
2Kw approx 9" wide £5.95,

3Kw either 9" or 12" wide
(your choice/ £6.95 com-

plete with 'cold' half and
'full' heat switch, safety
cut out and connection dig.
Please add post £1.50 for 1 or £2.30 for two.

2.5 Kw KIT Still available: £4.95 +£1.50 post.

£3 75
£1.82

E690

Latching relay mains operated

£3.50

Dry film lubricant aerosol can

£0 65

Coin op switch, cased with coin tray

E4 60

5 amp silver plated contacts - 'U'' shaft 1" dia. wafer.
Single wafer types, 29p each, as follows:
3 pole 4 way
1 pole 12 way
2 pole 6 way
4 pole 3 way
4 pole 3 way
6 pole 2 way
Two wafer types, 59p each, as follows:
4 pole 6 way
4 pole 5 way
2 pole 12 way
12 pole 2 way
8 pole 3 way
6 pole 2 way
Three wafer types, 99p each:
6 pole 6 war
9 pole 4 way
6 pole 5 way
18 pole 2 way
12 pole 3 way

11 4

Similar motors with final
speeds of 80, 100, 160 &
200 r.p.m. same Price.

£1950

Auto transformer 1000 watts
(plus postage for transformer/

£3 00

3 CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT KIT

STOP PRESS! CASSETTE MECHANISM - Front loading

COMPONENT BOARD Ref. W0998

with heads. Brand new: £6.95

This is a modern fibreglass board which contains a multitude of
very useful parts, most important of which are: 35 assorted diodes
and rectifiers including 4 3amp 400v types (made up in a bridge) 8
transistors type BC 107 and 2 type BEY 51 electrolytic condensers.
SCR ref 2N 5062, 25 Ouf 100v DC and 100uf 25v DC and over 100
other parts including variable, fixed and wire wound resistors,
electrolytic and other condensers. Two for £4.50.

A PRESTEL UNIT, brand new
and complete except for 7
plug in ICs so far as we

know the unit
would work
once the missing
ICs are fitted.
Price: £19.75
£2.00 post

Complete kit of parts for a three channel sound to light unit
controlling over 2000 watts of lighting. Use this at home if you
wish but it is plenty rugged enough for disco work. The unit is
housed in an attractive two tone metal case and has controls for
each channel, and a master on/off. The audio input and output
are by
sockets and three panel mounting fuse holders provide
thyristor protection. A four pin plug and socket facilitate ease of
connecting lamps. Special price is £14.95 in kit 'form or E25.00

element wound on a fibre glass coil and
then covered with pvc. Dozens of uses
around water pipes, under grow boxes, in
-
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gloves and socks.

TIME SWITCH BARGAIN
Large clear mains frequency controlled clock,
which will always show you the correct time
( start and stop switches with dials. Complete with knobs FOR ONLY E2.50.

Made for use in cars, etc. these are series
wound and they become more
powerful as load increases. Size

ROPE LIGHT
4 sets of coloured lamps in translucent plastic tube arranged to
give the appearance of a running or travelling light. With variable
speed control box, ideal for disco or shop window display.
Complete, made up, ready to plug into mains. £36.00+£2 post.

Price £3.45.

Ditto, but double ended £4.25..
Ditto, but permanent magnet £3.75.

EXTRA POWERFUL 12v MOTOR
Made to work battery lawnmower, this probably develops up to
h.p., so it could be used to power a go-kart or to drive a
compressor, etc. etc. £7.95 + £1.50 post.
(This is easily reversible with our reversing switch - Price £1.15).

THERMOSTAT ASSORTMENT
10 different thermostats. 7 bimetal types and 3 liquid types.
There are the current stats which will open the switch to protec.
devices against overload, short circuits, etc.. or when fitted say
in front of the element of a blow heater, the heat would trip
the stat if the blower fuses; appliance stats, one for high temperatures, others adjustable over a range of temperatures which
could include 0 - 100°C. There is also a thermostatic pod which
can be immersed, an oven stet, a calibrated boiler stat, finally an
ice seat which, fitted to our waterproof heater element, up in the
loft could protect your pipes from freezing. Separately, these
thermostats could cost around £15.00 - however, you can have
the parcel for £2.50.

CROSSOVER NETWORKS
2 -way: 4 or 8 ohm impedance - power input up to 25W, crossover
frequency 2kHz with wiring dig. 87p each.
3 -way: 4 or 8 ohm
power input up to 60W, crossovers at 700k kir.
and 3500kHz with wiring diagram. £1.15.

- BARGAIN OF THE YEAR The AMSTRAD Stereo Tuner.
This ready assembled unit is the ideal tuner for a music
centre or an amplifier, it can also be quickly made into a
personal stereo radio - easy to carry about and which will
give you superb reception.
Other uses are as a "get you to sleep radio", you could even
take it with you to use in the lounge when the rest of the
family want to view programmes in which you are not
interested. You can listen to some music instead.

Some of the features are: long wave band 115 - 270 KHz,
medium wave band 525 - 1650KHz, FM band 87 108MHz, mono, stereo & AFC switchable, tuning meter
to give you spot on stereo tuning, optional LED wave band
indicator, fully assembled and fully aligned. Full wiring
up data showing you how to connect to amplifier or headphones and details of suitable FM aerial (note ferrite rod
aerial is included for medium and long wave bands. All
made up on very compact board.

only £6.00
-i- E1.50 Post* insurance.

IONISER KIT
Refresh your home, office, shop, work room, etc. with a
negative ION generator. Makes you feel better and work
harder - a complete mains operated kit, case included.

611.95 plus E2.00 post.

OTHER POPULAR PROJECTS
50 THINGS YOU CAN MAKE
Things you can make include Multi range meter, Low
ohms tester, A.C. amps meter, Alarm clock, Soldering
iron minder, Two way telephone, Memory jogger, Live
line tester, Continuity checker, etc. etc., and you will still
have hundreds of parts for future projects. Our 10Kg
Parcel contains not less than 1,000 items - panel meters,
timers, thermal trips, relays, switches, motors, drills, taps,
and dies, tools, thermostats, coils, condensers, resistors,
neons, earphone/microphones, nicad charger, power unit,
multi -turn pots and notes on the 50 projects.

YOURS FOR ONLY £11.50 plus £3.00 post.
MINI -MULTI TESTER Deluxe pocket size precision moving coil instrument, Jewelled bearings - 2000 o.p.v. mirrored scale.
11 instant range measures:
DC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000.
AC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000.

DC amps 0 - 100 mA.
I Continuity and resistance 0 1 meg ohms
n, two ranges. Complete with test prods
and instruction book showing how to
measure capacity and inductance as well.
Unbelievable value at only £6.75 60p
post and insurance.

FREE Amps range kit to enable
you to read DC current from 0 10 amps, directly on the 0 - 10
scale. It's free if you purchase
quickly, but if you already own a
Mini -Tester and would like one,
send £2.50.

R C Bridge Kit
3 Channel Sound to Light - with fully prepared metal case
Ditto - made up
Big Ear, listen through walls

Robot controller - receiver/transmitter ...
Ignition kit - helps starting, saves petrol, improves
performance
Silent sentinel Ultra Sonic Transmitter and receiver
Car Light 'left on' alarm
Secret switch - fools friends and enemies alike
3 - 30v Variable Power Supply
2 Short & Medium wave Crystal Radio
3v to 16v Mains Power Supply Kit
- three modes
Light Chaser
Mullard Unilex HiFi stereo amplifier with speakers
Radio stethoscope - fault finding aid
Mug stop - emits piercing squark
Morse Trainer - complete with key

.

J. BULL (Electrical)
(Dept. HEI, 34 - 36 AMERICA LANE,
HAYWARDS HEATH, SUSSEX RH16 3QU.

Ltd.
Established

£1.95
£3 99
£1 95
£17.50
£16.75
£4 BO

E2 50

£299

Drill control kit
Drill control kit made up
Interrupted beam kit

£3 95
£6 95
£2 50
£2 30
£6 90
£3.50
£3 00
£14 00

£1650

30 YEARS

MAIL ORDER TERMS: Cash, P.O. or cheque with order. Orders under
£12 add 60p service charge. Monthly account orders accepted from
schools and public companies. Access & B/card orders accepted day or
night. Haywards Heath (0444) 454563. Bulk orders: write for quote.

..

40 watt amp - hifi 20hz - 20kHz
Microvolt multiplier - measure very low currents with
.

.

ordinary multitester
Pure Sine Wave Generator

Linear Power output meter
115 Watt Amplifier 5Hz 25kHz
Power supply for one or two 115 watt amps
Stereo Bass Booster, most items

£13 95
£9.50

£13 BO

.

Transmitter surveillance kit
Radio Mike
FM receiver kit - for surveillance or normal FM
Seat Belt reminder
Car Starter Charger Kit
Soil heater for plants and seeds
Insulation Tester - electronic (-flogger
Battery shaver or fluorescent from 12e
Matchbox Radio - receives Medium Wave
Mixer Pre -amp - disco special with case
Aerial Rotator..- mains operated
Aerial direction indicator

E9 95

£14.95
£25 00
£9 50
£9.50

E3 50

.

Shop open 9.00 - 5.30, mon to Fri, not Saturday.
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Mains operated with 20 amp switch, one
on and one off per 24 hrs. repeats daily
automatically correcting for the lengthen
mg or shortening day. An expensive time
switch but you can have it for only £2.95.
These are without case but we can supply
a plastic case - £1.75.
Also available is adaptor kit to convert
this into a normal 24 hr. time switch
but with the added advantage of up to
12 on/offs per 24 hrs. This makes an
ideal controller for the immersion heater,
Price of adaptor kit is £2.30.

WIRE 60 ohms per yard, this is a heating
9

12 volt MOTOR BY SMITHS
3'/," long by 3" dia. They have
a good length of '/." spindle -

VENNER TIME SWITCH
WATERPROOF HEATING

assembled and tested.

Offered at a fraction of its cost:

These are powerful mains
operated induction motors
with gear box attached. The
final shaft is a ./2- rod with
square hole, so you have
alternative coupling methods
- final speed is approx. 5
revs/min, price £5.50.

SPIT MOTORS

ROTARY WAFER SWITCHES

£7 95
£6 90
£2 95
£16.00
£29 50
£5 50
£9.50
£3 95

£575
£11 50
E13 50

£17.50
£8 95
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.

ALL-PURPOSE LIGHT METER
Not just a light meter. The range of this meter allows it to be used for measuring visible and UV light radiation
from any light sourcr including sunray lamps and other sources where light levels may be a matter of safety
as well as efficiency.

DAMP METER
Whether you are deciding if the time is right to plaster, checking a prospective house purchase for leaks or
rising damp, trying to locate a defect in your plumbing or - possibly - just deciding whether to goout for a walk,
you won't be short of uses for the HE Damp Meter if you are the active sort. And you are, aren't you?

HE BASSMAN
Too many vocalists and not enough musicians? This synthesiser project will enable you to transform a spare
voice into a very convincing approximation of a bass guitar.

CIRCUIT CONTINUITY TESTER
Another essential piece of bench test equipment, easy to build and easy to use.

CAREERS IN ELECTRONICS
HE's popular careers series looks at the training and career opportunities offered by the UK Armed Services.

Please reserve me

copies of the December issue

IL

December issue on sale at
your newsagent

Address

L

J

from 11th November.
Place your order now!

Although these articles are being prepared for the next issue, circumstances may alter the final content.
18
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Fantastic In -Car
Entertainment Offer for
Hobby
Electronics
readers.
Your choice from two Hitachi Auto Reverse Stereo Cassette
players* with LW/MW/FM stereo radio at LESS THAN TRADE PRICE!

Hitachi CSK413D
Stereo radio/ cassette combination
with Dolby** Noise Reduction ...
* Three band radio with six preset
tuning buttons and LED stereo.
* Phase Locked Loop circuitry with
FM noise canceller.
* High performance cassette deck
with Dolby NR, metal tape
equalisation.
* Auto reverse, lock -on fast forward/
rewind and LED tape run indicator.
* Tone and stereo balance controls
with fader control for four -speaker
operation.
* Automatic motorised aerial drive.
* Built in power amplifier - 15 + 15
watts into two 4 ohm loudspeakers.
* Radio frequency response 30Hz to
15kHz, tape response 50Hz to
15kHz.

Recommended Retail Price ... £176
Price to Hobby Electronics readers only ...
£115.00, including VAT.

Hitachi CSK333
Auto Reverse Stereo Cassette player with three band radio ... unbeatable
value at our very special price.
* LW/MW/FM radio with six preset tuning buttons.
* Exceptional sound quality from both radio and cassette player.
* LED stereo tuning indicator and stereo/mono select button.
* Tape track selector with in-built track direction indication.
* Frequency response 50Hz to 14kHz, signal to noise ratio better than 50db,
audio output 6 watts RMS per channel into 4 ohm speakers.

Recommended Retail
Price ... £149
Special offer price ...
£79.95, including VAT.

`Perfect' Slim -Line Loudspeakers
The perfect complement to either of the cassette/radio combinations on offer,
these 51/2", 4 ohm full range speakers will handle a maximum of 20 watts.

Special price ... £9.50, including VAT.

*For 12v negative ground systems only.
**Dolby is the trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

please send me
Hitachi CSK413D Stereo radio/cassette.
Hitachi CSK333 Stereo radio/cassette.
One pair of Perfect Loudspeakers.
Packaging & Postage
I enclose my cheque/postal order/ money order for (total) made payable to ASP Ltd.
(delete as necessary)

£

£
£

2.50

£

OR Debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary)

Name
Address

SEND TO:

Hobby Electronics,
ICE Offer,

Signature
Hobby Electronics, November 1983

145 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2H OEE.
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II

Feel like sounding off?
Then write to the Editor stating your Point of View!
Power To The
Housepersons!
Dear HE,

Good try for printing articles on the
human side of electronics, but your
writer John Biggin (Power In The
House, HE June '83) presented an
overoptimistic and one sided view of
the impact of electricity in the home.
This is the other side.
1) Statistics show that women are
spending as many hours as their
mothers did on housework.
2) Phrases like 'working
housewives' suggest that the
tasks done in the home are not work.
Homemaking is work - not to mention
the job of bringing up children, which
is done in the home and which can't
be made automatic or mass produced
3) Far from liberating women, the
signs are that women are losing
status in society because what is
done in the home is under -valued.
Don't forget, before the industrial
revolution everyone worked at home
and running that home was an
important job.
I think it is a good thing that
magazines like HE print articles about
the impact of technology because
people, men and women, could do
with giving it a bit more thought. By
the way, there are a number of
women electronic hobbyists, including
myself, who would prefer not to be
referred to as 'The Ladies' - I have
enough trouble with shop assistants
talking to my husband about
components I am buying!
Hilary Pegg,
Roundhay,
Leeds.

At last! One of our wimmin readers
(apart from the One who filled in her
Reader Survey in 1982) comes out of
the woodwork. Your comments are
much appreciated, and I don't think
we can blame John Biggins for any
bias in his article, as the idea that
electrical gadgets don't actually save
any time seems to be a fairly new one
(and, think, a mistaken one, but I'll
I

come back to that).

Actually, the reference in the intro
to 'The Ladies' was intended to draw
to the attention of The Gents that this
article was not directly relevant only
to persons of the non -masculine
gender (but I couldn't get that onto
one line). Now some brief flurries of
response:

1) Women may be spending as
much time on housework as their
mothers did, but I bet they don't
spend as much time as their grannies
(or their grannies' housekeepers) did.
20

After that, Parkinson's Law comes
into operation. I have heard tell that
some ladies (and probably gents as
well) clean the grouting between their
bathroom tiles with old toothbrushes,
and iron their teatowels. Well, it's a
free country.
2) Couldn't agree more about

'working housewife' - it reflects the

attitude which accepts that a
woman with a job must still

have housework as her main
occupation. The mass of men who
also do a full-time job and cook and
hoover in the evenings don't get
called 'working househusbands' do
they?

3)Yes, but housework has always
been undervalued because men have
always tended to hold the reins of the
Media and therefore (a normal human
trait) have given their roles the best
press. Women, for instance, have
tended to do the budgeting
in every age and clime, but get
precious little credit (no pun intended
.) for it. However, the people who
have denigrated the role of the
housewife in these latter days have frequently been other women' who have
taken the selfrighteous attitude that
people who don't have 'careers' are
inferior. Women have more control over
the media these days, and some of them
glamourize their roles at the expense of
others.
There has always been talk about
how technology has not made our

lives any happier - as a medieval
historian my only reply to this is
(language - Ed.) The choice everyone

has now about what to do with their
time is an extraordinary gift which it
is up to us to handle.
True, it can make life very
complicated, and it's more fun if
you're wealthy and have an
interesting job, but everyone has
benefitted to some extent and nobody
actually has to iron their teatowels, or
wash their cars every Sunday. Let's
enjoy it while we've got it!
OK, back to your workbenches, the
lot of you, heads down and get
soldering. And next time a shop
assistant addresses your

husband/dad/larger friend about your
purchases, have them trained to say
"I haven't a clue - ask the one
who's doing the work."

But Can You Bend The
Strings?
Dear Sir,

Many of us musicians have quite good
pianos which were built say thirty or

so years ago, which can go on playing
for a good many more years, they
were built so well, but they do lack
the tone and sound of a Steinway. I
am sure other musicians will agree
with me when I say that there is
really nothing to compare with the
feeling of playing the piano, as
against that of an electronic one,
especially as it applies to players who
were taught from an early age to play
piano. I have tried several electronic
pianos, but there is not the same
feeling in playing.
Discussing this with some musician
friends, it was decided to carry out a
small experiment, by placing a stereo
mic in the bottom of one of our
pianos, then running a lead to a hifi
amplifier, which was connected to six
hifi loudspeakers, 70 watt each
channel, we were all agreeably
impressed with the overall
improvement, bearing in mind we
had overcome our aversion to the feel
or key response, which is inherent in
electronic pianos.
All had the idea that it would be
best to have the mic, amplifier and
speaker incorported in the piano, or
else in a combo alongside, so that the
player would immediately hear what
was being played, the piano's normal
acoustics being audible, but on the
combo there would be controls to
alter or adjust the electonic sound, or
switch them off altogether.
We also agreed, that it would be
best to put the whole project to some
electronic wizards, who undoubtedly
would be in a better position to advise
the type of components to use, that
would ensure the best results that
could be achieved
We would be very pleased to hear
from you if you would consider taking
up this challenging project, which I
am sure would be of considerable
interest to thousands of piano
owners.
Yours truly,
R H Briggs,
Ringwood,
Hants.

We racked our brains for seconds to
think of an answer to this one, and at
last we found the elusive clue. About
two decades ago (well, nearly) famous
guitar person Dave Davies of
The Kinks appeared on BBC TV
playing a guitar which was
adorned with the words: "THIS IS A
PIANO". Natually, at the time, we
thought that he had overestimated our

gullibility, but now we see that this

was a time -encapsulated message
planted to aid musicians who already
Hobby Electronics, November 1983
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had pianos and would one day wish to
bring them under the aegis
of electricity.
To put it briefly, what you are
looking for is a guitar amplifier.
Consult your nearest electric guitar
dealer, and when he has recovered
from the idea that you want the amp
for a piano, he will probably be able to
advise you. The age of the Guitar
Hero is over, and the age of the Piano
Hero has dawned! You may even find
you can play it with your teeth ..
.

Association? I am writing to you as
you made some mention of a
micromouse at the beginning of your
Hebot II article in HE November '82.
I would be extremely grateful if you
would oblige. I am designing one for
my electronics project, at A level.
Yours sincerely,
Roy Freeman,
Welbeck College,
Worksop.

Unfortunately, we lost contact with
the micromouse species in about
1939. The people most likely to know
are the Computer Users' Club, c/o
Tony Latham, 72 Sidmouth Rd.,
Willing, Kent DA16 1 DS.

Airmail Abroad
Dear Sir,

I am interested in obtaining some of
your projects for construction and
back numbers of your magazine.
However, while you give the costs
and postage, I feel sure that this does
not cover postage to South Africa.
May I suggest that you adopt the
method used by the British Philatelic
Bureau whereby they give postage
rates to about three world zones. This
would assist greatly in ensuring no
delay of delivery to us. I have been
receiving your magazine for a few
years now, and am very pleased that
you include a number of articles that
start from the basics. This in fact is
the main attraction of your magazine

Missed The Program
Dear Sir,

I am writing in connection with the
ZX81 HRG article which appeared in
your July edition.
After a careful study of the entire
magazine I cannot find the program 4
listing, referred to in the text. As I
intend constructing the project I
would be most grateful if you could
supply me with the omitted program.
Unfortunately I will be out of the
country for the next couple of months,
so I will miss the August issue,
should it appear there.
Many thanks in anticipation.

to me.

Yours,

Yours faithfully,
R. B. Macgillivray,
Marshalltown,
South Africa.

I. Jauncey,
Weston Favell,
Northampton.

I have consulted with our subscription
department, and the reason that
we don't quote in postal zones
is quite simply that postal charges
rise too frequently, and it is
annoying and expensive for both us
and our customers if they send
enough money to cover an obsolete
postal rate and we have to ask them
for more - there are currency
charges on each separate transaction,
for example.
Our Backnumbers price of f 1.50 a
copy provides a basic postal charge

for inland or surface mail to anywhere
in the world. It also includes packing
and handling charges. Airmail postage
is very much more expensive.
However, extrapolating from our
overseas air mail subscription rates,
would say that if you were to enclose
an extra £1.00 per copy ordered and
ask for air mail delivery, you would
not be denied. This only makes sense
for readers outside Europe, as the
extra speed gained within the
European postal area just ain't worth

The references to Program 4 were
supposed to have been deleted from
the text when we dropped the listing
because of space limitations. Unfortunately we cannot supply the listing

now (because of time limitations -

hope Einstein isn't listening) but if you
want the listing (and it's only an
example) you can send Cambridge
Computing £4.50 at the address in
the July issue and they will supply a
cassette containing all four programs,
which will save you the trouble of
typing them in.
Miss the August issue? MISS THE
AUGUST ISSUE??? Haven't you heard
of the Hobby Electronics Backnumbers
service?? What is the world coming
to?

I

the extra cash.

Prestel Kits
Dear Sirs,

With regard to the letter from C. V.
Parker in HE June '83 enquiring about
Teletext/Prestel kits. The following
company supplies two teletext kits,
the MK I at f170.20 inc. VAT and the
MK II at f227.70 inc. VAT. P&P is
extra: Manor Supplies, 172 West
End Lane, London NW6. Tel: 01 794

8751/7346. / hope this will be of

More Rodents

some help.

Dear HE,

R. J. Ford,
Croydon,
Surrey.

Please would you send me
information on the Micromouse
Hobby Electronics, November 1983

Yours,

Theory And Practice
Dear Ed.,

Perhaps you could provide me with
some information concerning your
projects section.
Even though I have good theoretical
knowledge by passing the ONC test
the only practical work / have done
has been on operating simple circuits
on breadboards.

This is a common problem facing
college leavers who are then refused
employment due to unfamiliarity with
PCB techniques and development.
A feature in HE August '82 called
"Beginners Guide To Construction"
was quite informative.
As I now wish to start constructing
circuits, similar to those in HE but at a
lower starting -off level, how should I
go about it? Where can I find these
practical circuits?
Having been a student until recently
I do have a fairly small budget but what
are the essential items that I should
purchase to begin with? (eg PCBs,
soldering iron, meters, testing
equipment, crocodile clips, power
supply etc., the list seems endless!)
Any advice that you would offer would
be much appreciated.
Yours faithfully,
David O'Donnell,
S. Tottenham,
London.

This sort of problem faces school and
college leavers at all levels, including
graduates, and as you are showing good

sense in trying to get round it by your
own efforts. As you may have gathered
from reading the Careers In Electronics
series, employers look for practical
ability as well as theoretical ability,
and evidence of a personal interest in
practical things can make the difference
between getting a good job and not
getting it.
Projects: get Hobby Electronics

regularly. We run projects at all sorts
of levels, most of them within the
scope of a virtual beginner, and quite
a few of our projects can be built from
kits (or at least with a PCB Service
circuit board) which takes some of the
sweat out of the early stages of
learning.
More projects: readers may have
noticed our symbiotic relationship

with Bernard Babani (publishers)
Ltd., of The Grampians, Shepherds
Bush Rd., London W6 7NF, who will
send you a catalogue if you write and
ask. This is because Babani publish a
large number of small, inexpensive
volumes of projects and on specific
subjects, many of which are ideal for
beginners, and require only a small
investment. Some of these are on
offer through our regular HE
Bookshelf Service, for people who
don't want to go to the trouble of
getting in a catalogue.
Equipment: the most basic
equipment will comprise a soldering
iron, a small multimeter, a small pair
of fine, long -nosed wiring pliers, a
small, sharp pair of wire cutters, a
small screwdriver (for casings,
especially), and a sharp modeller's
21
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knife for wire -stripping, track cutting
etc.

Choose a soldering iron with a fairly
fine tip, and which is compact enough
to be wieldy in a small space. For a
multimeter, choose one with 20
kilohms per volt and as many ranges
as possible. A cheap, useful meter
should cost about f20; the cost of
irons varies. You will eventually find
you need two irons, one about 15W
and one of 30 to 50W. You can start
as cheap as possible and up grade as
you discover the limitations of your
tools, but you get what you pay for.
Our technical department mentions
Tandy meters and Antex soldering
irons as fair value for money.
You will discover what else you
need as you go along. A soldering
station is a luxury which could be
classed as a necessity for the amount
of irritation it can save!
Making PCBs is a specialisation
which you will want to move on to,
but steer clear of it till you have
overcome the more basic tricks of
construction.
We've said it before, we'll say it
again: there is no foolproof way of
ensuring that electronics
constructions work properly first time,
short of having a perfect design,
perfect construction and using
Military Spec. components. On top of
the good grasp of theory needed by a
pro., patience, careful method and
intuition are essential. It's the ability
to overcome the frustration of not
knowing what's gone wrong (or failed
to go right) and test, estimate and
calculate your way to a solution that
employers are looking for.

Synthesiser Request
Dear Sir,

Could you please tell me if you have
ever published a Synthesiser project
(not a minisynth)?
Thank you,

N. Simister,
Eccles,

Manchester.
Not yet; keep watching, it could happen.

Athletics Counter
Dear Sir,
Having read your magazine since

February 1979 I would like to
congratulate you on an all-round
excellent magazine.
Now comes the request. I would be

grateful if you could supply me with
any information on track event
counters. The system envisaged
would start when the gun fires and
finish when a runner crosses the line.
Having seen commercial equivalents,
perhaps it's time a hobbyist (ie cheap)
version arrived. Below I give the
characteristics of the device as
proposed to me by a 100m sprinter.
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1. Portable; 2. Battery operated; 3.
Stop input, Start input, Reset control
and 4 -digit capability.
Yours,

David O'Sullivan,
Baldonnel,
Ireland.

An interesting idea, indeed one that
crops up around the office from time
to time. Unfortunately, it has never
progressed beyond the "bright ideas"
stage, so we can't help you with
further information.
However we'll schedule it for
development and see what happens,
so keep in touch. Be warned, though:
this is a "marathon" project, so don't
expect results too "fast"!

Old Advertisers
Dear Sir,
Whatever happened to T. Powell?

I saw his adverts in old issues of HE
and his prices are very competitive.
Yours sincerely,
Ben Chaston,
Enfield,
Middlesex.
T. Powell appeared in the Directory of
Electronic Components and Hardware

Suppliers in HE J October '82 at the
address of Advance Works, 44
Wallace Rd., London N1, Tel: 01 226
1489; hopefully, we'll have them in
this year's survey when it appears in
December.

However - a general warning -

don't order straight away from
suppliers advertising in issues more
than two or three months old; people
move, they mutate, prices go up, lines
get dis-continued, anything can
happen; write and/or phone them
first and make sure they are where
you think you are and have what you
want.

by licensed radio amateurs, must be
approved by the Department of Trade
and Industry. All CB equipment
included.
If you are serious about wanting to
experiment with radio circuits your
best bet is to sit for the Radio
Amateurs' Examination. Contact the

Radio Society of Great Britain, Alma
House, Cranbourne Rd., Potters Bar,
Herts EN6 3JW for more information.

In Short Supply
Dear Sir,
Please could you send me information
on your Sound To Light Unit, HE

January '81, because when I
purchased the kit from Magenta, they
did not enclose any technical
information. And I found a few
mistakes in your wiring diagram. And
also could you let me know whether
John Bull Electrical have closed
down?
Yours faithfully,
Peter G. Rees,
Weyland,
Dyfed.

This depends on what information you
want! We can tell you, for example,
that there were two errors in the
article: the Verobard track should be
broken at co-ordinate B25, and that
pins 6 and 7 of IC1 should be linked
together.

As for J. Bull - they're still alive

and well, as testified by any recent
copy of HE, where they advertise their
services regularly.

Seek The 'Speaker
Dear Sirs,
Please could you help me in obtaining

Getting Into Radio
Dear Sir,

I am interested in radio electronics,
and I have been experimenting with
small, very low power transmitters
with a range of about thirty feet,
using circuits which our school
electronics club has got.
I would now like to get into CB but I
can not afford a shop bought rig, so I
was wondering if you had got some
circuits for CB radios and if so could
you send me details.
Yours sincerely,
Simon Phillip,
Devizes,
Wilts.

Sorry, but radio transmission is very
strictly controlled, so that those
people who can or must use radio
communications can do so without
interference from 'pirate' transmitters.
All radio transmitters used in the
UK must meet certain standardS and
with the exception of equipment used

a two and three way crossover unit
for use in two loudspeaker systems.
Each must be rated at about 100W.
For the three-way crossover unit, the
crossover frequencies must be
between 1) 2500Hz and 3500Hz 2)
6500Hz and 7500Hz. For the two way
unit, the crossover frequency must be
between 5000Hz and 6000Hz.
If you could recommend any
companies which produce such units I
would be much obliged.
Yours faithfully,
R. J. Coleman,
Newark,
Notts.

Crossover units are designed for
specific speaker systems, so it's
unlikely you'll find one to exactly fit

your requirements - but it's always
worth a try. Wilmslow Audio make a
variety of crossover units for their
range of hifi speaker kits and may
have one that will suit your design.

Their address is 35/39 Church St.,
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK7 1 AS.
Hobby Electronics, November 1983
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H.E. PROJECT KITS

TOOLS

CAPACITORS

Make us your No. 1 SUPPLIER OF KITS and COMPONENTS for E.E. Projects. We supply carefully selected sets of parts to enable you to construct E.E. projects. Kits include ALL THE ELECTRODN ICS AND HARDWARE NEEDED. Printed circuit boards (fully etched, drilled and roller
tinned) or Veroboard are, of course, included as specified in the original article, we even include
nuts, screws and I.C. sockets. PRICES INCLUDE CASES unless otherwise stated. BATTERIES
ARE NOT INCLUDED. COMPONENT SHEET INCLUDED. If you do not have the issue of E.E.

E18.89
£5.79
£10.25
£18.98
£8.23

STEREO SPREADER Jly 83

SOFT FUZZ JO, 83

SINCLAIR SOUND BOARD Jun 83 less case
TRAFFIC LIGHT TOY June 83 lees stand
4.99
BATLIGHTtcarbetteyrindicatortJunerMlesscase
£7.98
TEL LOGIC PROBE June 83
£8.68
AUTO TESTER May 83
£11.72
STALL THIEF May 83 (inc relate)
£17.52
STEREO VOICE OVER UNIT AprIl 83
£4.26
OPTIONAL MIC PRE AMP April 83 (no case)
£6.05
AUTO POWER DOWN April 83 no case
E13.55
LINEAR OHM ETER Mar 83
LOW RANGE OHMETER Mar 83
£10.37
£18.71
PHASE FOUR Dec 82
£15.36
STEREO NOISE GATE Dec 82
£21.73
TAPE/SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER Dec 82
BIG EAR Dec 82
£8.21
£4.913
ICROAMMETER ADAPTOR Dec 82
E14.96
ODOMETER Nov 82
£4.89
DIANA V.C.O. Nov 82
CB SQUELCH UNIT Oct 82
£5.60 Oates case)
'JUNIOR'SLOTCAR CONTROLLER Sept 82
£11.33
ZX INTERFACE BOARD Sept 82 010 edge con
E5.33
T.O.I. FILTER July 82
AUTO WAN June 82 018.98 ,cc case or 212.28 less case
Et 4.38
AUTO GREENHOUSE SPRINKLER June 82

less burn and Power .11"
E33.42 less power supply
TELEPHONE TIMER June 82
POWER SUPPLY DESIGN 12V 500MA June 82
E9.98
ECHO REVERIE UNIT May 82 Less case
£33.98
£3.75 extra
Economy case W03
DIGITAL THERMOMETER May 22 excluding case s
£18.90
bezel
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR May 82
£20.98
£9.98
CABLE TRACKER May 82
£21 .37
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER Apt 82
SIGNAL TRACER Apr 82
£3.88
£11.74
BIKE ALARM Apr 82
E7.29
DIGITAL DICE Mar82
BICYCLE SIREN Mar 82
£10.89
£10.45
NOISELESS FUZZBOX Feb 82
£14.74
MASTHEAD AMPLIFIER Feb 82
£21.37
DRUM SYNTHESIZER Dec 81. Full kit
GUITAR HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Dec or
£3.72

IN CAR CASSETTE POWER SUPPLY Dec 81

SCRATCH FILTER Nov 81 Mono £5.82

E4.77

Stereo ease

LED VU METER Nov 81 less case
SIMPLE STYLUS ORGAN Nov 81 less case
METRONOME Nov 81
TELEPHONE BELL REPEATER Oct 81
Merl linking wire extra
COMBINATION LOCK OcI 81 less solenoid

£4.87
£4.96
E12.71

213.67
14p mere
£15.65
BABY ALARM Oct 82 £8.70
Fig 8 linktng woe 7p metri
'DIANA' METAL LOCATOR Sept 812
£34.50
REACTION TESTER GAME Sept 81
VARIABLE BENCH POWER SUPPLY Aug 81
ULTRASOUND BURGLAR ALARM July 81
ELECTRONIC DOOR BUZZER July 81
ELECTRONIC METRONOME July 81
CONTINUITY CHECKER June 81
ENVELOPE GENERATOR June 81
AUDIO MIXER June 81
PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIER March Si

El 2.81

£26.98
Et 9.98
£5.98
£4.99
45.71
417.136

45.33
£19.48

Extras - horn speakers £6.83 each
PA MIC E4.40
FUZZBOX Marcy 81
£10.96
WINDSCREEN WIPER CONTROLLER March 81
£8.20
STEAM LOCO WHISTLE March 81
£12.96
PHOTOGRAPHIC TIMER March 81
23.50
MEATBEAT MONITOR Feb 81
£24.96
TWO-TONE TRAIN HORN Feb 81
E5.60 less case
MEDIUM WOVE RADIO Feb 81
£8.20
BENCH AMP Jan 91
21 0.80
NICAD CHARGER Jan 81
£8.20
CHUFFER Jan 81. less case
E7.53
BATTERY CHARGE MONITOR Dec 82
£5.77
MEMORY BANK -MINI SYNTHESISER Nov& Dec80
229.96
TRANSISTOR TESTER Nov 81
25.54 Inc test leads
GUITAR PRE -AMP Nov 80 E8.85
case extra £2.29
INTRUDER ALARM Oct 80
£20.96
TOUCH SWITCH Sept 80
42.75 less case 8 contacts
GUITAR PHASES Sept 80
E16.28
SOUND OPERATED FLASH TRIGGER July 80 no skt
E5.33
FOG HORN June 80
1E6.64
SPEED CONTROLLER FOR R/C April 80
E17.55 (less case)
DIGITAL FREQUENCY METER April 80
£38.96
GUITAR TUNER Nov 79
£12.52
CAR ALARM Feb 79
£12.91

BOOKS: ELECTRONICS & COMPUTING
205 First Bookof
Loudsepeaker Enclosures
221 28 Tested Transistor Projects
223 50 Projects Using IC CA3139
225 A Practical Introduction to Digital IC's
226 Howto Build AdvancedShortWave Receivers
228 Essential Theoryforthe Electronic Hobbyist
BP39 50 (FET) Field Effect Transistor Projects
BP40 Digital IC Equivalents and Pin Connections
BP41 Linear IC Equivalents and Pin Connections
BP42 50 Simple L.E.D. Circuits
BP43 How to Make Walkie-Talkies
BP45 Projects in Opto-Electronics
BP47 Mobile Discotheque Handbook
BP48 Electronic Projects for Beginners
BP49 Popular Electronics Projects
BP56 Electronic Security Devices
BP58 50 Circuits Using 7400 Series IC's
BP59 Second Book of CMOS IC Projects
81.61 Beginners Guide To Digital Techniques
BP70 Transistor Radio Fault -Finding Chart
BP71 Electronic Household Projects
BP75 Electronic Test Equipment Construction
BP78 Practical Computer Experiments
BP79 Radio Control for Beginners
BPBO Popular Electronic Circuits - Book 1
BP81 Electronic Synthesiser Projects
BP82 Electronic Projects Using Solar Cells
BP85 International Transistor Equivalents Guide
BP87 Simple L.E.D. Circuits - Book 2
BP92 EasyElectronics-CrystalSetConstruction
BP94 Electronic Projects for Cars and Boats

BP98 Popular Electronic Circuits - Book 2

BP 101 How to Identify Unmarked IC's
BP 103 Multi'Circult Board Projects
P108 International Diode Equivalents Guide
BP109 The Art of Programming the 11( ZX81
BP114 The Art of Programming the 16K ZX81
BP119 TheArt of Programming the ZXSpectrum

£0.95
£1.25
£1.25
£1.25
£1.95
£1.95
E1.75
£3.50

Semiconductor Data Book Newnes
Basic Electronics Theory and Practice
Microprocessor for Hobbyist
Burglar Alarm Systems
Electronics. Build and Learn
Electronic Pro acts in Music
Electronic Projects in. Photography
Electronic Pro'ects in Home Security
Questions and Answers Electronics
Electronic Pro acts in the Car
20 Solid State Projects Car and Garage
110 Electronic Alarm Projects
Computing Is Easy
ZX81 Users Handbook
2X81 Basic Book
Fun with Electronics
24 50 CMOS J.C. Projects
BP24 52 Projects Using IC 741
BP44 C555 Projects '
BP50 IC LM3900 Projects
BP65 Single IC Projects
BP69 Electronic Games
BP72 A Microprocessor Primer
BP73 Remote Control Projects
BP74 Electronic Music Projects
BP76 Power Supply Protects
BP83 VMOS Projects
BP84 Digital IC Projects
BP8B How to Use OP -Amps
BP90 Audio Projects
BP93 Electronic Timer Projects
BP95 Model Railway Projects
BP97 IC Projects for Beginners
BP99 Mini Matrix Board Projects
BP105 Aerial Projects
BP106 Modern OP -Amp Projects
BP115 The Pre Computer Book

E3.50

£1.50
el -as
£1.95
£1.35
£1.95
£1.95
£1.95
21 .75

£1.50
£0.95
20.50
£1.75
£1.75
£1.75
E1.75
£1.95
£1.75
£1.95
£2.95
£1.35
£1.75
£1.95
£2.25
£0.85
£1.95
£2.25

£1.95
£2.50
£2.50

How to make and Design your own PCBs
292 Handbook of Integrated Circutis (IC's) Equiv. 8 Substitutes
222 Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners
227 Beginners Guide to Building Electronics Projects
BPI First Book of Transistor Equivalents and Substitutes
BPI 4 Second Book of Transistor Equivalents and Substitutes
BP27 Chart of Radio, Electronic, Semi -conductor and Logic Symbols
BP32 How to Build Your own Metal and Treasure Locations
BP36 50 Circuits Using Germanium, Silicon and Zener Diodes
BP37 50 Projects Using Relays SCR's and TRIACS
BP51 Electronic Music and Creative Tape Recordings
BP53 Practical Electronics Calculations and Formulae
BP57 How to Build Your Own Solid State Oscilloscope
BP60 PracticalConstructionof Pre-amps.ToneControls,Filters8Attn
BP66 Beginners Guide. to Microprocessors and Computing
BP67 Counter
Display Projects
BP86 An Introduction to BASIC Programming Techniques
BP107 30 Solderless breadboard Projects - Book 1
BP110 How to Get Your Electronic Projects Working
BP I I 7 Practical Electronic Building Blocks- Book 1
Elementary Electronics. Sladdin. Excellent theory and 35 constructional
projects. Uses S -Dec. First steps to CSE level
Interfacing to microprocessors and microcomputers

£1.95
21 .95

£1.25
£1.95
£1.50
£1.75
£0.50
£1.96
£1.50
£1.95
£1.95
£2.95
£1.95
E1.46
.

£1.75
£1.95
£2.25
£1.93
£2.25

£3.95
£5.75

I

£6.95
£7.96
£4.75
£5.55
£3.90
£3.90
£3.90
E3.90
£2.70
£3.90
£4.60
£5.98
£4.25
£5.75
£5.75
£1.25
£1.35
£1.25
£1.95
£1.35
E1.50
£1.75
£1 75
£1.75
£1.75
£1 95
£1.95
£2.25
£1.95
£1.95
£1.95
£1.9s

El 85

£1.95
£1.95
£1.95

FUN WITH ELECTRONICS
1
Enjoyable introduction to electronics. Full of very clear full colour,

Iictures and easy to follow text.'
deal for all beginners - children
and adults. Only basic tools needed.

164 full colour pages cover all as -I

pects - soldering - fault finding -

components (identification and how,

Il they work).
Also full details of how to build 6 pro-

clearly Show you how.
COMPONENTS SUPPLIED
I ALLOW ALL PROJECTS TO BE I
BUILT AND KEPT.

Supplied less batteries 8 cases.

0 FUN WITH ELECTRONICS
COMPONENT PACK £15.78
BOOK EXTRA £1.25

I Book available separately.

250mW output. Now add synthesizer quality
to those"Beep" comands. Super circ uit with
adjustable ATTACK, SUSTAIN and DECAY

complete with demo software and instructions.

ORDER AS: ZX SPECTRUM

envelope controls. Plus variable ECHO.
Generates a wide range of special effects.
Five graduated controls. Internal speaker.
Very smart case. Requires batteries - not
supplied. Very low current drain. Ready built
complete with demo software and instructions.

AMPLIFIER (SAHE) £6.98
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£5.48
£1.98

65p each

99p
£1.84
89p
29p
£8.48
1 2p

1.69

£1.68
£2.89

£11.87
£7.98
50p
50p
85p
50p
50p
£1.49
£1.98
52p
£5.48

BURR
VERO SPOT FACE CUTTER

pin insertion tool
VEROPINS (pk of 100) 0.1"

MULTIT1MER
TYPE 2.

MULTIMETER TYPE 1 (1.00 opv)
CROCODILE CLIP TEST LEAD SET.
10 leads with 20 clips
99p
21p
RESISTOR COLOUR CODE CALCULATOR
CONNECTING WIRE PACK TYPE ED.
11 colours
48p
ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIERS
Small 2 " dia. (5 x meg)
£1.14
Large 3" dia.4 x mag)
£2.40
CAST IRON VICE
£2.98
SCREWDRIVER SET
£1.98
POCKET TOOL SET
£3.98
DENTIST INSPECTION MIRROR
£2.85
JEWELLERS EYEGLASS
£1.50
PLASTIC TWEEZERS
69p
PAIR OF PROBES WITH LEADS (cc)
77p
0 MAX PUNCHES
1/2" £2.98;
1/2" £3.06; 1/2" £3.17;
fi." £3.24

Speakers min

pIN380TRI
20K o.p.v. with
translator tester.
£14.75
AC + DC volts.
DC current. 4
very useful
resistance
ranges.
eve used it and
like It.

HELPING HANDS JIG
£13.39

Heavy base. Slt ball and
socket joints allow infinte variation of clips
through 360'. Has 21/2"
diameter (2.5 magnifier
attached), used
and
recommended by our
staff.

8 ohm 87p; 64 ohm 89p;
80 ohm 98p
Crystal earpiece
85p
Magnetic eairpiece
15p
Stethoscope attachment
69p
Mono headphones
£2.98
Stereo headphones
£4.35
Telephone pick up coil
72p
Min buzzer
6V 50p; 12V 65p
Euro breadboard
£6.40
S Dec breadboard
£6.98

Brimboard breadboard
£6.98
Verobloc breadboard
£4.20
PCB etching kit
£4.98
ZX81 edge connector
£2.25
Ferrite rod 5 inch
59p
PP3 clips
10p
PP9 clips
11p
2 station intercom
£6.75
IC sockets
8 pin 18p; 14 pin 17p
16 pin 18p

ADVENTURES WITH
MICROELECTRONICS

ADVENTURES WITH
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS

Similar to 'Electronics' below. Uses

Entertaining and instructive. Includes
details of some digital ICs and 8 projects: shooting gallery, 2 way traffic
lights, electronic adder, computer
space invaders game etc. No solder-

I.C.s. Includes dice, electronic organ,

doorbell, reaction timer,
Based on Bimboard 1 bread board.
Adventures with Microelectronics

£2.98

Component pack £29.64
battery.

less

ing.

Adventures with Digital Electronics
book £3.25
Component pack including breadboards £42.50 less batteries.

ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS 2.=
An easy to follow book suitable fora!! ages. Ideal f or beginners. Nosoldering,
uses an S -Dec breadboard. Gives clear instructions with lots of pictures. 16
projects -including three radios, siren, metronome, organ, intercom, timer,

etc. Helps you learn about electronic components and how circuits work.
Component pack includes an S -Dec breadboard and all the components for
the projects.

Adventures with Electronics £2.85. Component pack £18.98
battery.

less

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS

Book 1 by R. A. Penfold
Clear verobloc layOutsand circuit diagramS.InCludeSf uzz box, radio, metronomes,
timers, transistor checker, switches etc.
Introduction gives basic information on components including resistors, capacita-

tors, I.C.s, transistors, photocells etc. Ideal for beginners as well as those with
some experience.

Complete kit including verobloc, book and components (less batteries)
£24.75
Less book £22.50, less verobloc £20.25. Book only £2.25.

jects -.burglar alarm, radio, games.

250mW output. Volume control. Internal

low current drain. Supplied ready built

ANTEX X5 SOLDERING IRON 25W
SOLDERING IRON STAND
SPARE BITS. Small standard, large,
For X5 + X25
SOLDER. Handy size
SOLDER CARTON
DESOLDER BRAID
HEAT SINK TWEEZERS
DESOLDER PUMP
HOW TO SOLDER LEAFLET
LOW COST CUTTERS
LOW COST LONG NOSE PLIERS
WIRE STRIPPERS & CUTTERS
PRICISION PETITE
12V P.C.B. DRILL
DRILL STAND
GRINDING STONE
GRINDING WHEEL
SAW BLADE
BRASS WIRE BRUSH

I etc. Requires soldering -4 pagesil

ZX SPECTRUM SUPER AMPLIFIER

save lead. Puts real power even into the
simplest "Beep" commands. Adds a real
"zing" to musical programs and games.
Requires PP3 battery - not supplied. Very

MAGENTA

E1.95

ZX SPECTRUM AMPLIFIER
speaker. Very simply connected using load/

HARDWARE

SOLDERING/TOOLS

which includes the project - you will need to order the instruction reprint at an extra 50p.
each.
Reprints available separately 50p each + p. & p. 50p.
WHISTLE SWITCH Aug 83 less miC

CASES
KITS
PCBs

TRANSISTORS RESISTORS

ORDER AS: ZX SPECTRUM SUPER

AMPLIFIER (SSAHE) £17.98

MORE KITS AND
COMPONENTS
IN OUR LISTS
FREE PRICE LIST
Price list included with
orders or send sae (9 x 4)
CONTAINS LOTS MORE
KITS, PCBs &

COMPONENTS

ELECTRONICS
CATALOGUE
Illustrations, product descriptions, circuits all included. Up-to-date price I let enclosed.All products
are stock lines for fast delivery.
Send 8Op in stamps or add 80p to order.

FREE to Schools/Colleges requested on official
letterhead.

MAGENTA givesyou FAST DELIVERYOF QUALITY COMPONENTS & KITS. All products are stock lines and are new & full specification. We give personal service &quality

products to all our customers - HAVE YOU TRIED US?
.

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD.

Magenta Electronics Ltd,
HA39, 135 Hunter St.,
Burton on Trent,
Staffs, DE14 2ST.

Add 50p P&P to all orders
Prices Include VAT
SAE all enquiries.
Official orders welcome.
MAIL ORDER ONLY.
OVERSEAS. Payment must be in sterling.
0283 65435. Mon-Frl 9-5
IRISH REPUBLIC and BFPO UK PRICES.
Access/Barclaycard (visa) by phone EUROPE: UK Prices plus 10%.
or post
ELSEWHERE: write for quote.
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DIGITAL ULTRASONIC DETECTOR

ALARM CONTROL UNIT

US 5063

CA 1250

3 levels of discrimination against false
alarms

Crystal control for greater stability
Adjustable range up to 25ft.
Built-in delays

12V operation

This advanced new module uses digital signal

processing to provide the highest level of
sensitivity whilstdiscriminatingagainst potential
false alarm conditions. The module has a builtinexit delayand timedaferm period, together with
a selectable entrance delay, plus many more

outstanding features. This advanced new
module is available at

17 exciting electronic projects
to build and run on your own micro.

indicators for ease of setting up, the unit
represents outstanding value at.

f10.95 + V.A.T.

the US 5063 or US 4012 to form a complete
alarm.

Price £9.95 + V.A.T.

HARDWARE KIT

HW 1250
Consisting of separate transmitter and receiver
both of which are housed in attractive moulded

modulated beam over distances of up to 50ft,
operating a relay when the beam is broken.
Intended for use in security systems, but also

ideal for photographic and measurement
applications, the system is available at

only £25.61 + V.A.T.

Please Send Full Hobbyboard Mail Order Catalogue r-I
Iwith full range of PCB materials & Hardware

I-I

mil

TOTAL

I
I

I
I

appropriate LED indicators and key switch.

Supplied withthe necessary mounting pillars and

punched front panel, the unit

is

given a

professional appearance by an adhesive silk
screened label.

Size 200 by 180 by 70mm

HARDWARE KIT

HW 5063

Ell

H E /11/83

mm ms mow a a wmx a

inhibit facility for use in 'break to activate'
circuits. Price E2.95

V.A.T.

5Y2" HORN SPEAKER HS 588
This weather-proof horn speaker provides

Single pole, 3-pos. key switch intended for use

I

0

Operating from 9-15V, the module contains an

I

I
I
a division of
I
KELAN ENGINEERING Ltd'
complete P.C.B. workshop

when coupled to a suitable horn speaker,
produces S.P.L.'s of 110dbs at 2 metres.

3-POS. KEY SWITCH 3901

I

Hookstone Park
Harrogate, N. Yorks

Produces a loud penetr ating sliding tone which,

1

I
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control unit CA 1250, together with the

is designed to operate w ithupto 2 ultrasonic units
or 1 infra -red unit IR 1470. Price E4.25 + V.A.T.

extremely high sound pressure levels IllOcitis
at 2 metres) when used with the CA 1250, PS

Name

um

This attractive case is designed to house the

Provides stabilised 12V output at 85mA and
contains a relay with 3 amp contacts. The unit

I1

IAddress

41m wm a mm a

35m.

POWER SUPPLY & RELAY UNIT
PS 4012

Price 'nclusive of VAT &carriage. Please allow
21 days for delivery. Cheques, PO's or signed Access orders welcomed.

\ir

Si Sze 80 by 50

only
£9.50
+ V.A.T.

SIREN MODULE SL 157

DESCRIPTION
PRICE
HB/2000 "EASY ADD-ONS" + DECODER
KIT & BOOK
£24.00
HB/2001 "EASY ADD-ONS" BOOK ONLY £3.00
HB/2002 DECODER KIT ONLY
£22.00
1-16/2003 DECODER PCB ONLY
£8.00
TOTAL

I

A complete sirenandpowersupp lymodulewhich
is capable of providing sound levels of 110dbs
at 2 metres when used with a horn speaker. In
addition, the unit provides a stabilised 12V output
up to 100mA. A switching relay isalso included
so that the unit may be used in conjunction with

INFRA-RED SYSTEM
IR 1470

cases. the system provides an invisible

mei em >r

QTY REF

I
I

PSL 1865

intruder detectors to automatic light switches
and door opening equipment. featuring 2 LED

Please send by return. Specify which computer

I
I

Separate relay contacts f or switching external
loads

already used Ma wide range of applications from

Simple Programmes are included to get you started
but of course the more experienced programmer
can have hours of fun writing complex programmes
to take full advantage of these easy but exciting
projects.

I

Screw connections for ease of installation

US 4012

SIREN & POWER SUPPLY MODULE

Once assembled and connected to your micro the
decoder is able to run any or all of the projects
simultaneously.

I

and panic facility

ULTRASONIC MODULE

Adjustable range from 5-25ft.
This popular low cost ultrasonic detector is

A newly released book written by well known author
Owen Bishop and published by Bernard Babani
gives fully descriptive details on how to build all 17
projects - all are fairly simple and inexpensive to
construct - The most complex component (the
DECODER) is supplied in kit form ready to assemble
with all components and plated through PCB. Components for the projects are readily available
locally or found in your workshop drawers.

I

installation, or simply controlling a single
magnetic switch on the front door.
Built-in electronic sirendrives 2 loud speakers
Provides exit and entrance delays together
with fixed alarm time
Batteryback-up with trickle charging facility
Operates with magnetic switches, pressure
pads, ultrasonic or I.R. units
Anti -tamper and panic facility

Test loop facility

REALISE THE REAL WORLD POTENTIAL OF
YOUR MICRO.

I

system whether a highly sophisticated

Price £19.95 + V.A.T.

KEY PAD
MODEL CONTROLLER
WEATHER STATION
+ OTHER EXCITING &
INTERESTING PROJECTS

r,..... ime min ono umee um me

is likely to be required when constructing a

Stabilised output voltage
2 operating modes - full alarm/anti-tamper

only £13.95 + V.A.T.

ILIGHT PEN
PICTURE DIGITISER

The heartof any alarm system is the control unit.
The CA 1250 offers every possible feature that

only
£9.95
+ V.A.T.
This hardware kit provides the necessary
enclosure for a complete self-contained alarm
system which comprises the US 5063, PS 1865,
loud speaker type 305 and key switch 3200.
Attractively styled, the unit when completed,
provides an effective warning system without
installation problems.

1865 or SL 157. Price E4.95 + Y.A.T.

ULTRASONIC MODULE
ENCLOSURE

with the CA 1250. Price [3.43 + V.A.T.

All modules are supplied with
comprehensive instructions.

Units on demonstration.
Shop hours 9.00-5.30 p.m.
Wed. 9.00-1.00 p.m.
SAE with all enquiries.
Add 15% VAT to all prices.

Add 50p post & packing to all
orders.

Order by telephone or post
using
your credit card.

only
£2.95
+
Suitable metal enclosureforhousing an individual

ultrasonic module type US 5063 or US 4012.
Supplied withthe necessary mounting pillars and
screws etc. For US 5063 order SC -5063; for

US 4012 order SC 4012.

RiSCOMP LIMITED
Dept. HE6
21 Duke Street,

Princes Risborough,
Bucks. HP17 OAT
Princes Risborogh (084 44) 6326
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III Light Delay
drive capability simplify the circuit
considerably.
Basically there are two states of

interest here. When the trigger and
threshold inputs are less than 1/3Vcc
the output is high, turning on the
output stage, Q1. When inputs are
greater than 2/3Vcc the output stage is
turned off.
Referring to the circuit diagram,
when the doors have been closed for
some time (switch contacts open) C1
will be charged up to 2/3Vcc + OV7;
this voltage is clamped by diode D3
and the internal divider chain, to
protect the 555 inputs.
In this stage the light is off, but
opening the door causes C1 to be
discharged through R2 and D2 (R2
limits the current through D2). Hence
the inputs go below 1/3Vcc and the
light is turned on. Closing the door,
D2 is reversed biased by R1, and C1

charges up through R4 - this defines
the delay time. If the ignition is
switched on during this time, C1
rapidly charges up through D1 and
R3, hence the light goes off

INTERIOR
LIGHT DELAY
Tony Scragg

Lead, kindly light

.

DO YOU want to improve the
specification of your car to Cortina
Crusader or even Jaguar XJ6
specification? With this circuit you can

- at least in the interior light

department. The circuit described here
is suitable for all negative earth cars
fitted with door switches to operate
the interior light.
The function of the circuit is to keep
the interior light on after the car door
is closed, allowing time to find keys or
the way out of the garage etc. The
delay can be set to any value and with
the component values given, this is
about 30 seconds. Switching on the
ignition over -rides the delay, allowing

the car to be driven away safely at
night before the 30 seconds are over.
Opening the doors with the ignition
on causes the interior light to operate
"normally", ie with no delay.
Installation of the circuit involves
interrupting the connection between
the light and the switches and making
connections to battery, earth and
ignition.

Circuit Description
The heart of the circuit is the 555
timer IC which is used as a
comparator, in this application; its
internal divider chain and good output
BATTERY

0 BATTERY
+VE

R1

R4

4k7

330k

INTERIOR 4)
LIGHT
8

Ycc

IGNITION

0 OUTPUT

INPUT
'5S1

T

01
R5
100R

+ C2
100u

25V

1W

OV

NOTES.
IC1 = 555
DOOR
SWITCHES

01 = 2N3055
D1-3 = 1N4148
ZD1 = BZY88C9V1

0 0V

Figure 1. The circuit is based on a 555 used as a comparator.
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immediately. C2, ZD1 and R6 form a
simple power supply filter and
protection from high battery voltages.

Construction Details
Construction of the interior light delay
unit is fairly straightforward, being
simply a matter of soldering the
components to the PCB as per Figure
2. Ensure that the IC, diodes and
electrolytic capacitors are of the
correct polarity and also note that the
2N3055 must be bolted down using
metal bolts, as one of these forms the
electrical connection to the transistor
collector. It is also advisable to solder
the nuts down to the PCB as this
gives a more reliable joint and helps
to stop the screws loosening!
Once the PCB is assembed, flying
leads are attached to the five
connections to the board and the
board then mounted in any small
plastic enclosure at hand (as the unit
will be mounted out of sight behind
the dashboard appearance is not of
upmost importance). A piece of foam
rubber is used to locate the board in
the enclosure and the flying leads
brought out to "chocolate block"
connectors.

Installation
The first stage of the installation is to
locate the interior light wiring, as the
unit is most conveniently mounted
near to this wiring. The wire of
interest is that between the light and
the door switches. In the case of roof
mounted lights this wire runs up one
of the windscreen or door pillars, so is
quite easily traced where it emerges
under the dash or carpet. Generally,
both front doors and sometimes the
rear doors have switches installed and
it is important that all these have
merged into one conductor to the light
at the point that the connections are
made, otherwise not all the doors will
have delayed operation.
Once this wire has been located it
Hobby Electronics, November 1983

Light Delay
DOOR
SR ITCHES
V+

ION IT oN

BATTERY

SW ITCH

Parts List

INTERIM
OW

LIZMIT

RESISTORS
(All 1/4 watt 5% carbon unless noted)
4k7
R1
R2
22R
10k
R3
R4
330k
100R
R5

2.5W wirewound
47R

R6

CAPACITORS

Cl, 2

100u 25V
axial electro

SEMICONDUCTORS
555

IC1
Q1

2N3055

D1, 2, 3

1 N916

BZ788C9V1

ZD1

MISCELLANEOUS
PCB; optional case; wire, solder,
nuts and bolts etc.
BUYLINES

Figure 2. The PCB is compact, for easy installation.
is cut to generate two connections to
required - this can be taken from the
the light delay unit - the door
interior light supply or the clock
switches to the input and the light
supply, for example. Any convenient
connection to the unit output. A
earth connection can be used and the
permanent source of 12V is also
final connection is to the ignition

page 34

circuit, which can be taken from the
back of the ignition switch.
The unit requires no setting up and
should be completely operational once
connected.

MICROTANIC

mcs

COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD.
IF YOU WANT FLEXIBILITY AND EXPANDABILITY THEN YOU WANT THE

Start by building your
own computer
FOR LESS THAN

MICROTAN 65
EXPANDABLE
from 1K to 256K

£60
FLEXIBLE 6502 system with the following options:
Parallel I/O Board
Serial I/O Board

Disk Controller
Real Time Clock

Eprom Programmer Card
Colour Graphics

Sound Board
32K Romboard

32K Ramboard
ASCII Keyboard

Building into a Disc -based system with a stylish System Rack to take whatever boards suit
your needs.
FULL RANGE OF SOFTWARE AVAILABLE - All boards available in kit form or fully built

LANGUAGES AVAILABLE: MACHINE CODE ASSEMBLY BASIC FORTH
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

mc,
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SHOWROOM:
16 Upland Road

MAIL ORDER:
235 Friern Road,

Dulwich, London SE22

Dulwich, London SE22

TELEPHONE: 01-693 1137
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All About Electronics

ALL ABOUT

ELECTRONICS
Our new Beginner's Series tells you all you'd like to know
about electronics. From start to finish. All about
components and circuits, all the theory you need to get
started in the world of electronics.
Keith Brindley

transistor resistance (Rtr) is shown as
20M (a typical value for a transistor in

IN OUR FIRST LOOK at semiconductors,

in last month's All About Electronics,
we saw there were two basic ways of
using transistors - in circuits where an
electronic switch was required to turn
on or off electrical equipment, and in
circuits which required amplification of
electrical current.
The first type

of

the off mode). Resistors Rtr and R1 form
10V DC

VB

circuit - the

transistor as a switch - is broadly
classified as digital. In the electronic
sense, this means that the circuits have

a voltage divider, the output voltage of
which follows the formula:

inverter logic gate.

20M

which is close enough to being 10V ie,

10V DC

+12V. The voltage levels are
irrelevant; the important factor is the
and
In

this way, the outgut state of one

transistor stage can be used to apply the

input state of the following transistor
stage, so that complex and automatic

Figure 2. Equivalent diagram of a
single transistor inverter with logic 0
at point A.

used to distinguish between the logic
states - whatever the voltages used.

With no voltage applied at point A (ie,
logic 0) no base current flows so the
transistor is off ie, no collector current
flows and the transistor resistance is
extremely high. A circuit equivalent to
this condition is shown in Figure 2. The
base resistor is effectively connected to
the same voltage at both ends (OV) and

so no current flows through it. The
28

10

1k + 10

x 10

which is close to OV (logic 0) as we'll
ever get. So, in this mode the transistor

10V DC

We saw the simplest of these logic
circuits last month if you remember.
Figure 1 shows it - no more than the
basic NPN transistor with a collector
resistor and a base resistor. Let's take a
look at its action to see what happens.

a base current - the equivalent circuit
is shown in Figure 3 - we know that
the transistor resistance is low (shown
as 1OR by Rtr in Figure 3), hence the
output voltage at point B is:

VB-

electronic equipment can be built up. As
a general rule, the numbers 0 and 1 are

Simply Logical

logic 1, to make no difference. The
output of our circuit is of the opposite
logic state to the input.

If we now consider the transistor with

have voltage level states of, say -5V,
identification of two distinct logic states.

x 10

20M + lk

classify digital circuits as binary digital,
ie, any circuit has only two logic states:
on and off. These states are generally
change being from OV when the output
is off, to 5V when on. Other circuits may

X VA

Figure 1. A single transistor used as an

fixed output states. We can further

indicated by a voltage change at the
output of the circuit, a typical voltage

Rtr

Rtr + R1

output state is always the opposite of
the input state. So whatever the input
logic state, the output is the reverse. We

call this simple digital circuit - you
guessed it - an inverter.

Figure 3. Equivalent diagram of a
single transistor inverter, this time
with logic 1 at point A.

Every Picture Tells A Story
To make it easy and convenient to
design complex circuits using such

transistor switches, symbols can be
used instead of having to draw the

Figure 4. Symbol of an inverter gate.

whole transistor circuit. The symbol for
an inverter is shown in Figure 4 and is
fairly self-explanatory. The triangle
represents the fact that the circuit acts
Hobby Electronics, November 1983
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IN

OUT

A

B

C

OUTPUT
INVERTOR

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Figure 5. Truth table of an inverter

AND

))

NAND

OR

gate.

F.))
NOR

Figure 8. A selection of available logic
gate.

OUTPUT
10V DC

OUTPUT

lOy DC

Figure 6. A single transistor, three input NOR gate.
as what is called a buffer ie, connecting
the input to the output of a preceeding

Figure 7. Truth table of a three -input
NOR gate.

stage does not affect or dampen the
preceding stage in any way. The dot on

the output tells us that an inverting
action has taken place and so the output
state is the opposite to the input state in
terms of logic level.

To aid our understanding of digital
logic circuits, input and output states
are often drawn up in a table - known
as a truth table. The truth table for an
inverter is shown in Figure 5.
Another transistor circuit used in

digital logic is shown in Figure 6. Before
tell you what this circuit is called let's
I

see if we can calculate how it works.
Incidentally, circuits like the inverter
and this one - and others which you
will see over the coming months - are
termed gates. The gate in Figure 6 looks

similar to the inverter gate, doesn't it?
But it has three inputs and three base
resistors. If inputs A, B and C are at logic
0,

Figure 9. A two -transistor bistable
formed by connecting the output of
the first to the input of the second.
JL
0

MONOSTABLE

INPUT

Figure 10. Block diagram of a mono -

0

stable

OUTPUT

The next digital circuit we must study
is known as the bistable. It is the first of

group of three circuits which is
probably the most important group of
a

digital circuits there is. Each of the three

circuits can be formed by using two
transistors and the bistable is shown in
Figure 9.

then no base current flows, the

transistor resistance is high, and so the
output state is logic 1. However, if any
one or more of the inputs is high (ie, at
logic 1 ) then the output changes to a low
(logic 0) state.

Shutting The 'Stable Gate

summarised if we say that the only case
in which the output state is high is when
neither input A, nor input B, nor input C
is high. Would you believe, this gate is
known as a NOR gate. Its truth table is

the input of the first. In this way the

The operation of the gate can be

shown in Figure 7.
Figure 8 summarises a number of the

symbols of the more common digital

logic gates, all of which can be
constructed using transistors. Their
actual construction is unimportant,

however, only the symbols need be
learned. Binary digital logic is a
fascinating topic in its own right really,
and I'm not going to spend too much
time talking about it now, but will
discuss it next month when All About
Electronics will be dedicated to it.
I
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A bistable

is

formed simply

by

connecting the output of one inverter
gate to the input of a second. The output
of the second is then connected back to

overall output, at point B in Figure 9, is
held at either state (high or low; logic 1
or logic 0) for an indefinite period. When
the input state is changed so does the
output: the output then remains stable
in its new state indefinitely. The circuit
is therefore stable in both logic states hence the name '13i -stable"! Bistables
are given the nickname flip-flop which
describes their operation in a more
graphic (but no less accurate) way.

The next circuit in the group is the
monostable - yes, you're right, it has
only one stable state. Operation is best
described by considering the block

diagram in Figure 10. When an input
pulse ie, a short variation of input

voltage from logic 0 to logic 1 and back
to logic 0 again occurs, the output varies
as shown. The time, t, during which the
output is high is fixed, so no matter what
length the input pulse is, the output will
be high for time t. Time, t, could be as
short or as long as required. The circuit
could form the basis of a controller for,
say, an electric fire, where a single press
of a push-button turns the fire on for a
fixed time of twenty minutes, and then
automatically turns it off again.
Again, as in the bistable, two
transistors are used to build this circuit

in Figure 11. Again the first transistor

switches the second, which in turn
switches the first. But this time a
capacitor has been placed between
transistors TR1 and TR2. So, how and
why does this affect the operation of the
original bistable to form this
monostable?
To understand that, we have to take a

closer look at capacitors. A couple of
months ago we saw initially how
capacitors worked, but to simplify things

did not discuss their operation in DC
circuits. Well, now is the time to do so!
Firstly, let's consider the capacitor in
Figure 12a. The capacitor is connected
I

to OV at

its

lower end (hence the

connection to the earth symbol). If we
allow a constant current to flow into the
top of the capacitor then obviously, the
29
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across the capacitor will
increase at a constant rate. This is
shown by the voltage on the graph in

voltage

Figure 12b. Now, we should remember
that the capacitor will hold a charge, so
if the constant current is now removed
the voltage across the capacitor will be
held constant. This is shown by the level
voltage on the graph in Figure 12b.

R3

10k

10V DC

INPUT

Q2

Resistors And Capacitors
This whole process

of applying

a

constant current then removing it can
be approximated quite simply by

Figure 11. Monostable formed by two transistors connected by a capacitor.

connecting a series resistor to the
capacitor, then applying a DC voltage, as

in Figure 13a. It is not possible with

such a simple circuit to produce a truly
constant current, as you will see, but the
following explanation of circuit
operation will show you that the overall
effect is close enough. Take, for
example, the instant the DC voltage is

CONSTANT
CURRENT

VOLTAGE

VOLTAGE
INCREASES AT
CONSTANT
RATE

VOLTAGE
HELD
CONSTANT

ACROSS

CAPACITOR

applied to the circuit. The voltage across
the capacitor plus the voltage across the
resistor must equal the applied voltage
ie:
TIME

(b)

Vcc = Vcap t Vres

Now, at this instant the voltage across
the capacitor must be zero, so all the

Figure 12. a) A constant current used to charge a capacitor b) Capacitor voltage
when a constant current is applied then removed.

applied voltage must appear across the
resistor ie:

vcc-

Vcc = Vres

RESISTOR

So, the current in the circuit is, from
Ohm's Law:

VOLTAGE

VCC

ACROSS

CAPACITOR
I

= V/R

TCAPACITOR

and, because the voltage is at maximum

the current is also at maximum. This is

O

shown by the fact that the voltage
capacitor (Figure 13b)
begins to increase over the first part of
the graph at a high rate.
After a period of time the voltage has
across

the

increased across the capacitor so the
voltage across the resistor must have
dropped. Let's say the capacitor
voltage, Vcap is 5V, then obviously the
resistor voltage Vres must also be 5V.

Because the current in the circuit is

defined from Ohm's Law and is directly
related to the resistor voltage then, if the
voltage falls, so must the current.
Also, because the current falls, so does
the rate at which the capacitor voltage
increases. You can see this on the graph

in Figure 13b because the slope of the

graph decreases as the capacitor
voltage increases.

Finally, the capacitor voltage
increases so much that the resistor
voltage decreases to zero, and so no
more current flows. At this point the
capacitor voltage levels out on the graph

in Figure 13b and remains constant.
So overall we have produced an effect
similar to that in Figure 12. The process
of gradually increasing a capacitor
voltage is known as charging a capacitor

and the circuit consisting of a resistor
and a capacitor is known as a resistor capacitor (RC) circuit. The curve of the

capacitor voltage which such a circuit
30

I

IP'

TIME

b)

I

Figure 13. A practical approximation of Figure 12.
produces is known as an exponential
curve and any combination of
resistor/capacitor/applied voltage will
produce an exponential curve of
capacitor voltage - only the values of
the graph areas would differ.

decreasing the resistor or capacitor
value decreases the time delay.

The product of the resistor and the
capacitor value is known as the time
constant, t, and has units of seconds ie:

Likewise, we can take a charged

capacitor and put a resistor in parallel
with it to discharge the stored voltage.
Of course, as current flows through the
parallel resistor, the voltage across the
capacitor falls, so less current will flow
causing the voltage to fall at a slower
rate. The curve produced and the circuit
is shown in Figure 14. Again the curve
is spid to be exponential.

t=Cx R (in seconds)
So, if a capacitor has a value of, say, luF
and a resistor has a value of 1M then the

time constant:

t = 1 x10-6 x 1 x 106 = 1s
I

have reproduced the graph of an
exponential curve in Figure 15 and
marked some important points on the

curve relating to the time constant.

We've Got The Time
These two simple circuits are
particularly useful because they both

produce a time delay where their
outputs occur a period of time after their
inputs. And, the period of time is
directly related to the charging (or

discharging) current and the voltage

across the capacitor: so increasing the
value of either the resistor or the
capacitor increases the time delay; and

These are:
at a time equal to 0.69t the capacitor

voltage is at a voltage of 0.5 of its
final voltage.
at a time t, the capacitor voltage is
0.63 of its final voltage.

at time 3f, the capacitor voltage is
0.95 its final voltage.

Although I have shown these values on
an exponential charging curve, they are
the same for an exponential discharge
curve, just upside-down.
Hobby Electronics, November 1983
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OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

VCC RESISTOR

CAPACITOR

VOLTAGE

TIME

OV

ACROSS

CAPACITOR
ASTABLE

TIME
(

Figure 17.
astable.

0 OUTPUT

Block

diagram

of

an

Figure 14. Discharging a charged capacitor through a parallel resistor.

0.87

-

0.63

-

0.5

-

0.95

OUTPUT
VCC

VOLTAGE
ACROSS

CAPACITOR
VCC

Figure 18. Astable formed by two

TIME

0.69t

3t

Figure 15. Important points on the exponential curve of a charging capacitor.

10V

INPUT

VOLTAGE

TIME

OV

loop (via resistor R5) holds transistor
TR1 on. Once this occurs the original
input pulse can be removed and
transistor TR1 stays on until transistor
TR2 turns on again. This will happen
when the capacitor, discharging
through resistor R4 allows the base
voltage to rise high enough to gain turn
on transistor TR2. The circuit will then
return to its initial state.

A

10V -

10V DC

transistors and two RCD circuits. The
diodes of each RCD circuit are
formed by the base -emitter junction of
the transistors.

OUTPUT

You should be able to see that the

OUTPUT

OV7

VOLTAGE

DV

TIME

length of time the circuit remains in its
unstable state (ie, with transistor TR2
off) is totally dependent on the values of
resistor R4 and capacitor Cl.
The final circuit in this group of three
is the astable: it has no stable states and
constantly oscillates ie, changes,

Figure 16a) Resistor/capacitor/diode (RCD) circuit b) Operating voltages of
the RCD circuit.
Now,

before we go back

to the

monostable we have to add a further
component to the RC circuit - a diode.
Figure 16a shows this RCD circuit and
Figure 16b shows the input and
resultant output waveforms. Normally
the diode conducts, holding the output
voltage at OV7. When a positive going
pulse is applied at the input the diode
current is increased by the amount of
the capacitor charging current, but the

Monostable Circuit
At last we are now in a position to
understand the operation of
monostable circuit of Figure

curve towards the supply voltage;
however when the voltage reaches OV7

the
11.
Capacitor C1, resistor R4, and the base emitter diode junction of transistor TR2
form an RCD circuit identical to Figure
16a. Normally therefore, transistor TR1
is held on by the base current through
R4. The output of transistor TR2 is low,
which holds transistor TR1 initially off.
The collector of transistor TR1 is
therefore high (ie, 10 volts) so the initial
voltage across capacitor Cl is 9V3 (ie,
10\/ - OV7).
When an input pulse is applied,
transistor TR1 turns on taking the
collector low. The base of transistor TR2
goes low by the same amount (because
of the action of the RCD circuit), turning

the diode once again holds the voltage
constant.

turns off, its collector goes high and the

output voltage remains constant at OV7.

However, when the input voltage falls
from a positive value to zero the output
voltage also falls (because there is
nowhere a large discharge current can
flow) from OV7 to -9V3. A discharge
current now flows through R1 and the
output voltage follows an exponential
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transistor TR2 off. As transistor TR2

between the two logic states 0 and 1.
The block diagram of Figure 17 shows
the basic action, and Figure 18 shows
how the circuit can be made using two

transistors and two RCD time delay
circuits. Each transistor turns on the
next after the time delay of its RCD
circuit and the whole process repeats
itself indefinitely. The frequency of
oscillation depends upon the time
constants of the two RCD time delays so

by varying resistor or capacitor values
we can make the circuit switch as fast or
as slow as we wish.

Linear Circuits
The

other

main

group of

semi-

conductor circuits consists of

transistors operating only in their linear
range ie, all input and output voltages

are somewhere in between the two

extremes of logic 0 and logic 1, so we
call them linear circuits.
Simplest of these circuits was
the final circuit of last month's All About
Electronics: the inverting AC current
31
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amplifier - reproduced in Figure 19. If
you remember (if not - why not?) the
transistor amplifies an input current
with a gain of 13, up to a maximum
collector current determined by the
collector resistor R1.

resistor value is known as adding
feedback. Remember the term because

you'll see a lot of it over the coming
months. Feedback is one of the most
OUTPUT

vCC

As the emitter of the transistor is

the various circuits we look at and

connected to the OVsupply rail (which is
sometimes known as the common rail)

discuss, allow the circuits to function in

varied ways - not just

the circuit is often called a common

drawback. Consider the case of a stereo
high fidelity amplifier for example. Each
channel of the amplifier is formed by such
a circuit - obviously, I've oversimplified

Figure 19. AC current amplifier
formed by a single transistor.

things somewhat here; no amplifier
consists of a single stage but the effect
is the same. Unless the transistor [3 of
each channel is identical, one channel

as

straightforward amplifiers for high

emitter amplifier.

Now, this circuit is very clever and
useful but it does have one major

important concepts in linear electronics
and different methods of applying it in

fidelity amplifiers etc.
Another single transistor linear
circuit is shown in Figure 22. Instead of
the emitter being common to a power
supply rail, this time the collector is, so
we call this circuit a common collector
amplifier.

The voltage at the emitter of the

OUTPUT

vcc

transistor, Ve, is the voltage at the base,

Vb, minus the base -emitter junction
voltage ie:

is always going to be louder than the
other. And, even if two transistors with
identical
could be found, it often

Ve = Vb - OV7

13

happens that a transistor's Ovaries with
time. Obviously this simple circuit is not
acceptable as it stands. So what can we

do to make it acceptable? Well, one
simple way to to add a resistor between

the emitter and common rail, as in
Figure 20. In this way the emitter
current, le, which equals the base

The DC blocking capacitors remove all
DC voltage terms, leaving us with the
simple relationship:

Figure 20. Common emitter amplifier
with feedback.
in other words:

current plus the collector current, flows
through the emitter resistor, setting up
a voltage across the resistor ie:

Vote= Vin
RI
C2

F-0 OUTPUT

le = lb + Ic

vcc

and,

Cl
INPUT 0--1

R2

01

VR4 = le x R4

If

we assume (because

R4

lb

can be

neglected with respect to Ic) that le = Ic
and that VR4 = V,r, (actually there is 07V

differance but that is close enough to
show the principle!) then we can see
that:

ye = Vb

In this circuit, the transistor is a non inverting, unity gain amplifier. The
emitter voltage is said to follow the base
voltage and so the circuit is often called
an emitter follower. The current gain is
however, similar to the common emitter
amplifier. Emitter current is equal to the
base current plus the collector current:
le = lb + Ic

Figure 21. Common emitter amplifier

with feedback and DB blocking

But

capacitors.

lc =13 x

Blocking

the

DC

term, our

so,

relationship between input and output
Vow= Vce - lc x R1
and,

,Vin
c = R4

= lb ((3 + 1)

R1

Vin

R4

so the current gain:
=

so the gain of the circuit,

So,

Vow = Vcc - ,,

lc = lb + 13 x lb

reduces to:
Vout=

Vout

R1

Vin

R4

R1

Ib

le
=

+1

As pis normally large (ie 50), the current
gain can be considered to be 13.
The resistance of the circuit's input (ie

input voltage over input current)

R4

is

obviously 13 times the output resistance.

the minus sign indicates an investing
function. That is, the gain of the circuit

Now, before going any further, let's
consider the voltage terms here. Vow
and Vin are the output and input AC
voltages concerned with the circuit. But
Vcc is the DC power supply voltage. We

don't want to have to worry about this
DC voltage and so to eliminate it from
the calculation we add a component at

now no longer depends on the

transistor 13, but on the simple ration
between two resistors. Thus, we can set

the gain of the amplifier to whatever
value we like (as long as the transistor
operates within its linear range) simply
by changing resistor value.

the input and output which will block (ie
prevent) all DC terms, but pass all AC
ones. You will remember from earlier on

Feedback

capacitor (Figure 21).

Adding a resistor into the circuit so that
the gain of the amplifier is related to the

in this series such a component is a
32

Actually, when dealing with transistors
we normally are considering AC input
and output voltages so instead of talking

about input and output resistances we
use impedances (remember from the
August issue of Hobby Electronics,

impedance can be thought of as AC
resistance).

For these reasons, emitter follower

circuits are often used as buffers, where
a large current is required when only a
small current output is available from a

preceding circuit. The high impedance
input ensures that the preceding circuit
is not affected, or dampened, in any way

by the low impedance output of the
emitter follower.
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All About Electronics
All This And Many More

formed in a circuit in a single body.

There are many, many more transistor
circuits, digital and linear, logic and
amplifiers - far too many to discuss in
any more detail than we've covered so

complete and

Often, the circuit within the body is not

vcc

resistors or capacitors

discuss them all. But, being transistor
based, their functions and operations
are similar to the circuits we've already

months, but even then we won't be
considering them in any depth. We
know as much about the basics of
semiconductors as we need to know
and any more circuits we look at will
only be considered in terms of the job
they perform rather than the way they
perform it.

In this way we can look at very
complex circuits and yet know how to
use them without having to calculate

how every part of the circuit works
before being able to use it. From now on

we will consider the action of circuits
in block diagram form only, without
going down to component level. We
have already seen an example of this in
the logic gate symbols of Figures 4 and

8. Although we know that transistors
and other components form the actual

circuits of say a NOR gate, we don't have

to know what families of components
are involved at all to understand circuit
action: the block diagram (ie, circuit

S

A

I

few separate
need

to

be

connected to it to make it work. In this
way the IC can be a general purpose

far - and far too many to be able to

looked at. One or two more such circuits
will crop up, no doubt, over the next few

a

components - perhaps a couple of

Figure 22. Common collector
amplifier (emitter follower) formed by
a single transistor.
0

INPUT 0

OUTPUT

Figure 23. Symbol of a non -inverting
amplifier.
symbol) is all we used. Another example
is shown in Figure 23 of a non -inverting'

amplifier. The symbol is similar to the
inverter of Figure 4 but of course
without the inverting ring on the output.
Both circuits are, in fact, buffers- hence

the triangular shape which is used in
both digital and linear circuits.

This method of using block diagrams
to stand for a complex circuit is
enhanced by the use in electronics of

but the addition of a few specific
components can define the exact
operation of the complete circuit.

Most ICs are constructed so that all
connections to and from the circuit are
made via legs on each side of the body,
in two rows. For this reason the shape is

classified as being dual -in -line (DIL).
The individual legs of each row are 0.1
in (2.5mm) apart and the rows of the

legs are 0.3in (7.5mm) apart. These
dimensions are standard for most ICs
with up to about twenty legs: above
that the body size increases so that the
rows of legs are 0.6in (15mm) apart.

With present miniaturisation

techniques the circuits involved, (linear
or digital), in some types of IC can be
very complex. For example it is common

to have an IC with a hundred or so

transistors within its body. Some of the
more recently introduced ICs have
thousands, and in fact, some ICs have as

many as 100,000 transistors in the one
body.

Will it ever end?

integrated circuits (ICs). ICs are simply a
collection of individual components

HE

OPE &
ENERATOR

FUNCTION
PRECISION

IN ONE

INSTRUMENT
and function
plusVAT
oscilloscope
in the UK
dual tract
You can now

buy a

and have

it delivered any

f.300.
the function
generator
scope,
for less
dual trace
to fit.
mainland
have a ScoPex separately tor you
Or, it you
can be supplied
compatibility.
generator
total add-on
this
generator
offers
and tundion
Scope%
Only
osdlloscope
VG Combined

SCOPEXTRA

f_295 plus

VAT.

generator

mounting on
for m

function
VG4,FG14/25
£69 plus VAT.
trace scopes

VG1 stand-alone
Made in Britain

function

generator

in instrument

Scopex

case

dual

£79 plus VAT.

CO?Ex
the oscilloscope people
Scopex Instruments Limited, Pixmore House,
Pixmore Avenue, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1HZ

Telephone (04626) 72771
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Buylines

Para -Q

from Greenweld Electronics, who
can also supply most of the other

A full kit of parts for the Para -Q
parametric amplifier is available from

components. The transformer,
however, can be had from either

Digisound Limited, 14/16 Queen
Street, Blackpool, Lancs FY1

Ambit, Rapid or Watford Electronics.

1 PQ,

priced at £8.50 for a single unit and
£8.15 for additional units ordered at
the same time.
The price includes postage,
packaging and VAT, and the kit
includes the PCB and all the
components shown in the Parts List.
A case for the Para -Q has not been
specified, since the system is
expandable to as many boards as are
needed for a particular application.
For most situations a standard ABS
plastic box would be suitable, but a
metal box should be used if noise or
hum is a problem, eg if a mains
power supply is used and located

Interior Light Delay
A little persistence, possibly even
some ingenuity, might be needed to
obtain the low value resistors used in
this project. The only other unfamiliar
component is the 1N916 diode, a low
capacitance version of the better
known 1N914. It should be used for
preference, and is stocked by Maplin
Electronics, who can also supply the
hard -to -find resistors. Note that
although R5 is listed as 100 ohms,
2.5 watts wirewound, any type of
100R resistor rated at better than
2.5W will suit, though the higher
wattage types may not fit neatly on
the printed circuit board.

close to the Para -Q unit.

Dual PSU

The exception is D3, the MR751
diode; no direct equivalent for this
device has been found however a
similar type, the MR752 can be
ordered from RS components through
your local supplier. Alternatively type
R250B, stocked by Watford
Electronics, meets the required
specification of 6A forward current
and 100V maximum reverse voltage,
and is a PCB mounting type. Other 6A
diodes are available, but most are
stud mounting and therefore not
suitable for the PCB design.
All other components are also
available from Watford.

Beastiesf
C/105) 5 'NC. "47e0MESE.K" C0011,67
CA)4,1

ktt_KO,IS

As.01.14
)1".1

SkroPtifl-ro

coustf 'GAF_ JEI CIS W4\

out ots

VOA ForkE,AEA''

Windscreen Wiper Delay

All the components for the unit are
easily obtained and shouldn't pose
any great problems. The case for the
prototype, a plain aluminium box, was

Several unusual type numbers are in
the parts list for this project, but most
of them are stocked by major retailers.

TORODALS

STEEL DISHED
WASHER
OUTER

INSULATION

The toroidal transformer is now accepted as the standard in industry,
overtaking the obsolete laminated type. Industry has been quick to
recognise the advantages toroidals offer in size, weight, lower radiated
field and, thanks to I.L.P., PRICE.
Our large standard range is complemented by our SPECIAL DESIGN
section which can offer a prototype service within 7 DAYS together
with a short lead time on quantity orders which can be programmed
to your requirements with no price penalty.

2.010

RMS
SERIES SECONDARY
Volts
Current
No

6.6
9.9

0.010
0.011
0.012
0.013

12.12
15+15
18+18
22+22
25+25

0+014

0.015
0+016

30.30

0.017

2.011

2.012
2.013
2.014
2.015
2.016
2.017
2.028
2.029
2.030

1 25

083
063
050
042
034
0 30
0 25

(encased in ABS plastic)

15+6

1+011

9+9
12+12

1.012
1.013
1.014
1.015
1.016
1.017

22.22

2 50
1 66
1 25
1 00
0 83
0 68

25+25
30+30

0 60
0 50

15.15
18+18

12.12
15+15
18+18
22+22

25+25
30+30
110

220
240

416

4.010

2 77
2 08
1 66
1 38

4.011

1

13

1 00
0 83
0 45
0 22
0 20

80 VA
90

30 VA
0.45Kg
70 x 30rnm
Regulation 18%
1.010

6.6
9.9

4.012
4.013
4.044
4.015
4.016
4.017
4.018
4.028
4.029
4.030

3.011
3.012
3.013
3.014

3,015
3.016
3.017
3.028
3.029
3.030

15
30
50

80
120

1

2

3
4

E

6.79
7.58
8.60
9.64
10.51

VA

Size

160
225
300
500

5

625

9

6
7

8

110

220
240

5.011

9.9

5,012
5.013
5.014
6.015

12+12
15+15

1 81

,.016

60
1 33

110

0 72
0 36
0 33

5.017
5.018

30.30
220
240

'.026

.228
6.029

E

11.67
13.64
14.87
19.30
22.62

For 110V primary insert "0" in place of "X" in type number.
For 220V primary (Europe) insert "1" in place of "X" in type number.
For 240V primary IUKI insert "2" in place of "X" in type number.
IMPORTANT: Regulation. All voltages quoted are FULL LOAD.
Please add regulation figure to secondary voltage to obtain off load voltage.
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15+15
18+18
22+22
25+25
30+30
35+35

6 64
4 44
3 33
2 66
2 22

Prices including P&P and VAT
Size
0

12.12

6+6
9+9
12+12
15+15
18+18
22+22
25+25

5.030

VA

6+6
9+9

18.18

CORE

PRIMARY
WINDING

10 00
6 66
5 00
4 00
3 33
2 72

240
2 00
1

71

1 09
0 54
0 50

160 VA
1.8Kg
110 x 40mm
Regulation 8%

1Kg
30mrn
Regulation 12%

3.010

INSULATION

120 VA
90 x 40mm
1.2Kg
Regulation 11%

50 VA
0.9Kg
80 x 35mm
Regulation 13%

15 VA
0.35Kg
62 x 34mm
Regulation 19%

NEOPRENE
WASHERS

SECONDARY
WINDING

889
666
533
444

22+22
25+25
30+30
35+35
40+40

3 63

110
220
240

145

320
266
228
2 00
0 72

066

END CAPS

225 VA
2.2Kg
110 x 45men
Regulation 7%
12+12
9 38
6.012
15.15
750
6.013
6 25
18.18
6.014
22+22
511
6.015
25+25
4 50
6.016
3 75
30+30
6.017
3 21
35+35
6.018
2 8'
40+40
6+026
45+45
255
6.025
2 25
50+50
6.033
110
2 04
6.028
220
1 02
6.029
240
0 93
6.030

300 VA
110 x 50mm
2.6Kg
Regulation 6%
7.013
7.014
7.015
7.016
7.017
7,018
7.026
7.025
7.033
7.028
7.029
7.030

15+15

1000

18.18

833
682
600
500
428
375
333
300
272

22+22
25+25
30+30
35+35
40+40
45+45
50+50
110

220
240

1 36

8.016
8.017
8.018
8.026
8.025
8.033
8.042
8.028
8.029
8.030

25+25
30+30
35+35
40+40
45+45
50+50
55+55

70 00
8 33
7 14
6 25
5 55
5 00
4 54
4 54
2 27
2 08

110

220
240

625 VA
5Kg
140 x 75mm
Regulation 4%
10 41
30.30
9.017
35.35
8 92
9.018
9.026
9.025
9.033
9.042
9.028
9.029
9.030

40+40
45+45
50+50

55.55
110

220
240

781
6 94
6 25
5 68
5 68
2 84
2 60

Why a Toroid?
* Smaller size & weight to meet
modern 'slimline' requirements.
Low electrically induced
noise demanded by compact
equipment.
*
High efficiency enabling
conservative rating whilst maintaining size advantages.
*
Lower operating temperature.

Why ILP?
Ex -stock delivery for small
quantities,
Gold service available. 21 days
manufacture for urgent deliveries.
5 year no quibble guarantee.
*
Realistic delivery for volume
orders.
"

No price penalty for call off

orders.

125

Mail Order - Plea e make your crossed
cheques or postal orders payable to I LP
Electronics Ltd.
Trade - We will open your credit account
immediately upon receipt of your first
order.

VISA

500 VA
4Kg
140 x 60rnm
Regulation 4%

Post to: ILP Electronics Ltd., Dept. 5
Graham Bell House, Roper Close,

Canterbury, Kent. CT2 7EP
Tel: (0227) 54778 Telex: 965780

IL
IF'
ELECTRONICS LTD..
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HErIRY'S
AUDIO ELECTROCIICe'I'
COMPUTERS COMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS

\

Build and test your
own circuit with the New
A,
Verobloc Kit
.440(7

VISIT OR PHONE OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK ALL PRICES INC VAT

THERMAL MATRIX

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS

\ & LINE PRINTER

ith case [rotary switches'

+Side button - case £2.95
K 025C 13 range 6.23 OC

£23.50

2 meg ohm

1(0305 16 range 10A DC

£26.95
1(030C 26 range IA

2 meg ohm

COMPLETE WITH FULL E129.

70 A,AT

HANDBOOK. 3 ROLLS PAPER

£113.00 VAT IUK post etc £1951 [List appros £1871
150 to 1110 LPM Full 96CH ASCII * 40 CPL 280 Dots P/1
Auto -underline 50 Graphic Symbols Back Space Sell
Test VU/HOR TABS 7 x 10 Matrix 4.4' Wide Paper
Bidirectional 220/240 V AC* Size Approx 9.8 x 2.8 x
SUITABLE FOR TANDY 88 ORIC NASCOM GEMINI
ACORNNEW BRAIN ORAGON etc etc.
(Your enquiries invited)
'Interlace unit with leads £15 - state model'

'CHERRY'ADD-ON KEYPAD
A compact 16 button keypad

suitable for use with cherry
keyboard to extend its functions.
Supplied brand new with data.
A 4 x 4 non -encoded single
mode keyboard.

£5.95

(inc. V.A.TI
UK C/P Free

SANYO DM2112 HIGH
RESOLUTION MONITOR

Metes 3000.30 range 10A AC/DC

£33.24
£34.40
£41.30

20 meg ohm

6010 - 28 range IDA AC/DC 20 meg ohm
7030 4- AS6010 high acc 0 1°, basic
K0615 16 range 10A DC 2 meg plus

£39.95
£29.95

Hle tester

SIFAM 2200B 21 range 2A AC/DC 20 meg

Bench Models
TM355 29 range LED I OA AC/DC 20 meg
Thandar
TM356 26 range LCD 109 AC/DC 20 meg.
Thandar !Replaces TM3531
TM351 29 range LCD 10A AC/OC 20 meg.
Thandar

£86.25
£97.75

£120.75

SIFAM 250024 rangeLCO 2A AC/DC 20 meg £79.95
ALSO IN STOCK Thurlby. Metric and Beckman.
Prolessional series incl. True Ams, etc.

MULTIMETERS IUK C/P65pl
C7081 50 K/Voll range doubler.10A OC.
Total 36 ranges. Special Offer £12.50
HMI 02BZ 20K/V IDA OC 22

12 green display.
Composite video.
1280 characters -

Over 15 MHZ B/W:
240V AC 34 w
16 x 11'., x 12'.,'.
Alphanumeric and
Graphic display. Usually

AC/DC 20 meg ohm £29.50
K 055C 28 range IDA AC/DC 20 meg ohm £33.50

£89.95 - £99.95
incl VAT

PriceE69.95 (UK C/P & ins £2951

range & cant. buzzer £13.50
TMK500 23 ranges 30K/V.
12A DC plus cont. buzzer £23.95
NH56R 20K/V. 22 range pocket
830A 26 range 30K/V. 10A AC/DC overload
protection. etc
360TR 23 range 100K/V. Large scale 10A
AC/DC plus Hle
AT2100 31 range 100K/ V deluxe. I2A

E10.95

£23.95

£39.95
£33.50

AC/DC

AT1020 18 range 20K/V. Deluxe plus Hle

£18.95
£15.95

tester

I.T.T. 2020

YN360TR 19 range 20K/V plus Hfe tester

CABINET

SIGNAL GENERATORS 1220/2400 AC1

Complete PROFESSIONAL Case

heautilully constructed
with cut out for one
'CHERRY' keyboard. plus
ample room to house a COMPLETE SYSTtM and power
supply. Complete with fittings 1Case top detachable). Unit is

silver grey in colour. Robust construction. Sloping front
with sideventilation. Ideal for NASCOM. ACORN. TANGERINE
x 4'. .1Iront slopes)
or your own system. Size 18 x IS

£27.50 Inc VAT 1W( C/P £2.501

FUNCTION: All sine/ sguare/triangle/TTL etc.
TG100 1HZT 00 KHZ
TG101 IHZ-200 KHZ
TGI 02 0.2[11-2 MHZ
PULSE
T6105 Various facilities 5 HZ -5 MHZ
AUDIO: Mulliband Sine/Square
LAG27 10 HZ to 1 MHZ
AG202A 20 HZ to 200 KHZ [list E94501
LAG 120A 10 HZ -I MHZ Low Distortion

£90.00
£113.85
£166.75
£97.75
£90.85
£83.50
£159.85

RE

LOGIC PROBES

OSCILLOSCOPES

£49.95

accessories

Full specil talon any model

HIGH VOLTAGE METER

on request. SAE by post

Direct reading 0/40 KU.
29K Voll

£23.00 IUK C7177111611111111.

1

pf to 2000 mid LCD 8 ranges

0M6013

'NM' Series HAMEG: 'SC'
THANDAR: 'CS' TRIO:
3' CROTECH 'V' HITACHI
SINGLE TRACE UK C/P £3 .00
3030 15 MHZ 5m0 95mm tube plus component
£177.10
tester CI' C3 00
SC110Ao Miniature 10 MHZ battery variable

DIGITAL CAPACITANCE
METER
o

£69.50
£79.35

56402 100 KHZ to 30 MHZ 'list £79.501
LSG17 100K HZ t0 150 MHZ

£28.50
LP10 10 MHZ
DLP50 50 MHZ with carry case and

£52.75

£171.00

Post free

HM103 15 MHZ 2m1/ 6 x 7 display plus

TRANSISTOR TESTER
ICI

£21.95

(UK C/P 65p1

Optional carry case f6 134

AC adaptor £6 69

OUR NEW CATALOGUE CONTAINING

Nic ads £12 50

;-1

VARIABLE POWER SUPPLIES
1UK C/P E1.001

PP24I 0/12/24V Or IA £35.00
PP243 3 amp version £59.95
PS13075 8/15V
7 amp twin meter
£24.95

DUAL TRACE (UK C/P £4.00)

OVER 150 NEW PRODUCTS IS

HM203/4 Dual 20 MHZ plus component

E 303.60

tester

CS1562A Dual 10 MHz [List £321.001
£269.50.
3131 Dual 15 MHZ component tester
£276.00
CS1566A Dual 29 MHZ All IacilltieslLisl £401.351

AVAILABLE FROM MID OCTOBER.

£349.50

FREQUENCY COUNTERS
PFM200A 200 MHZ hand held pocket
8 digit LEO

£181.70

component tester C. P £3.00

Direct reading PNP. NPN etc

Try the new prototyping method of building and
testing circuits with the British -made Verobloc kit.
It consists of:
1. Verobloc. 2. A pad of design sheets for planning
the circuits. 3. A component mounting panel for the
larger components, i.e. switches, etc.
You can expand the circuit area by simply
interlocking two or more Veroblocs and, of course,
with normal usage, they can be used time and time
again without damaging contacts or component leads.
The glass nylon material is virtually unbreakable and
able to withstand temperatures from -60°C to +120°C.
So take advantage of our special price of £5 per kit
(including VAT) by completing the coupon below, or
telephone (04215) 62829 (24 hours). This offer closes
December 31st, 1983.

£77.60

MET1008 digilLED bench? ranges 100 MHZ £102.35
MET6008 digit LEO bench 3 ranges 600 MHZ £132.25
MET1000 8 digit LED 3 ranges I GHZ
£182.85

HM204 Dual 20 MHZ plus component tester
sweep delay
£419.75
HM705 Dual 70 MHZ sweep delay
£676.00
02I2 Dual 20 MHZ
£399.25.
V222 Dual 29 MHZ plus extra lacilities
£391.00*
V422 Dual 40 MHZ portable
£586.50.
V203F Sul Trace 20 MHZ sweep delay
£408.25.
V134 Dual Trace 10 MHZ storage
£1092.50.

All HITACHI. CROTECH & TRIO
MODELS AVAILABLE
OPTIONAL PROBE KITS

TF040 8 digit LCD 40 MHZ. Thandar
TF200 3 digit LCD 200 MHZ. Thandar

£126.50
£166.75

HEnRY'S

I Cubegate Limited

x1£7.95

404-406 Edgware Road. London. W2 1E0
Computer: 01-402 6822. Components: 01-723 1008
Test Equipment & Communications: 01-724 0323

AUDIO ELECTROr110
301 Edgware Road. London. W2 1BN

01-724 3564 All mail to this address,
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x10£9.45

XI

BICC Vero Electronics Limited,
Retail Dept., Industrial Estate,
Chandlers Ford, Hampshire,
S05 3ZR.

BICC

vero

X10£10.50

Huge stocks of
semicons, components, tools, etc.
Large range of CB equipment
and telephones in stock.

CALL IN AND SEE

Verobloc kit/s
rwish to purchase
at L5 per kit inclusive of VAT for a total of £
I I enclose my cheque/postal order or Debit my
Access/Barclaycard No. l Delete where appropriate

Accex

VISA

FOR YOURSELF.
ORDER BY POST OR PHONE.
A

1-

I Name'
Address'
Postcode
35

Wiper Delay
THIS UNIT is suitable for all negative
earth single or dual speed wipers. It is
designed to replace the slow speed
with a delayed -action wipe of
between zero and 30 seconds. The
delay is controlled with a
potentiometer either on the dash or
steering column, and the unit is
switched on using the existing wiper
switch. The fast and single shot
functions (if fitted) are not affected by
this circuit.
Connection of the unit is quite
simple, involving only the breaking of
the original slow speed connection to
the motor and making connections to
each side of the break, to the park
switch and a suitable ground. This is
all shown in the circuit diagram

WINDSCREEN
WIPER DELAY
Tony Scragg

A minimum modification accessory for
motors, this unit suits all negative earth
cars and provides wiper delay times of
between zero and thirty seconds.

Wiped Out
In order to understand how the delay
circuit works it will be helpful to
describe the normal function of the
wiper circuit. A dual speed circuit is
described, as fitted to almost all
modern cars. However single speed
wipers are functionally the same; just
ignore the fast speed circuitry. Single
wipe facilities are provided by biased
switch action to the slow speed
setting.

Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram
of the wipers. It can be seen that
there are three electrical components:
the motor itself; the park switch,
which is enclosed inside the motor
casing; and the control switch on the
dashboard or stalk on the steering
column.
The motor has three connections:
common connected to ground, and
two power connections, one for each
speed. The park switch is also part of

the motor assembly and its function is
to ensure that the wiper blades stop
(park) in the correct position. The
contacts are changeover type; the
centre contact is grounded at the
correct park position, but otherwise is
connected to the supply.
Overall control of the wipers is
produced by the driver operated
switch. Initially this is in the park
position and the wipers are also
parked and in this state the motor is
shortcircuited to ground. When either
operating speed is selected the motor
is powered directly through the switch
and operates continuously. When the
switch is returned to the park
position, power is supplied via the
'run' contact until the park position is
reached; then the motor is again
shorted out and the wipers stop. By
shorting the motor, its back EMF
causes dynamic braking of the wipers
so there is less overshoot.
When delayed wipers are installed
the slow continuous running
connection is interrupted and replaced
by a momentary action switch - in
this case a transistor switch. A simple
timing circuit generates a pulse to
drive this switch, providing current
until the park switch contacts change
over and the 'run' contact then
provides the current. A diode is
36

required in this supply path to stop
the switching transistor initially
shorting to ground through the park
switch (D3, in the complete circuit
diagram). Both the switching
transistor and the diode must have
high power ratings because the
transistor must handle the motor
starting surge current while the diode
carries the motor current for most of

the "wipe".

The original wiper connection is
used to provide power for the delay
circuit, as can be see). from the circuit
diagram.

PARK
SWITCH
PARK

RUN

12V
SUPPLY

PARK
SLOW

0 FAST

Circuit Description
The circuit is based on the 555 timer
IC, connected in the astable mode.
The timing capacitor, C2, is charged
through R1 and discharged through
RV1, giving the variable rate. The
output of the 555 drives Q1 and Q2

Figure 1. The wiper control circuit
shown is conventional on most
makes. The Delay unit is installed in
the 'slow speed' circuit, but slow
wipe is still possible by turning the
delay to zero.
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Wiper Delay
Parts List

BATTERY

M

RESISTORS

+VE

/7r/7

10k
IA watt
100R

R1

R2

-VE

ICI = 555
01 = BFY51
02 = MJ2955
ZD1 = BZY88C9V1

1/2 watt

\ \

D1 =1N916
D2,4 = 1N5401
D3 = MR751

330R

R3

BATTERY

NOTES:

1/2 watt

20R

R4

2.5 watt wirewound
BATTERY 0
iVE

R2

100R

POTENTIOMETERS
1MR

RV1

R1

10k

linear carbon

8

C1, 2
C3

IC1

Q2
ZD1
D1

D2, 4
D3

R3
3

47u 16V
tantalum

ZD1
9V1

555
BFY51

MJ2995
BZY88C9V1

1N916
1N5401
MR751

page 34

S

RV1
1M

OV

47"T

which effectively perform the function
of wiper on/off switch. The 555
output pulse is just long enough to
move the wiper motor, causing the
park switch to change over. The motor
current then passes through D4 until
the wipers are again in the park
position. The armature is then shorted

to protect the output from the
inductive motor load. R1, D1 and C1
provide a simple regulated power
supply for the 555, giving protection
against the noise on the car battery
and possible high voltages - above
the maximum for the 555 - under
faulty charging conditions.

out by D3.
Diodes D2 and D4 provide clamping

Construction and
Installation

SWITCH WIRER

MOTOR
'SCOW'

Figure 3. All components are mounted on the PCB except the control
potentiometer, which can be mounted on the dashboard or steering column.
Hobby Electronics, November 1983

C3
T1.0

Figure 2. The circuit uses a 555 timer in the astable mode to provide the
delay function. The unit is connected into the slow speed wiper circuit at
the points indicated by the breaks.

WIPER

PARK
SWITCH

irk D4

6

C2

BATTERY 0
-VE

330R

555

470

100n
ceramic

MISCELLANEOUS
PCB; optional case; wire, solder,
nuts and bolts etc.
BUYLINES

D3

fl

iC1

C1

SEMICONDUCTORS
01

D2

R4
2OR

vcc

7

CAPACITORS

02

4

Construction is fairly straightforward
as all components are mounted onto
the PCB. The power transistor must
be bolted down using metal nuts and
bolts as this forms the electrical
connection. Once assembled the
board is enclosed in any small box as the unit will be housed out of sight
appearance is not too critical - with
flying leads used to make connections
with "chocolate block" type
connectors. Three connections are
required to the wiper circuit: the first
step is to locate the wires concerned,
either by consulting the workshop
manual and comparing the circuit
diagrams, or with a multimeter. If the
latter approach is chosen set the
multimeter to measure 12V and with
the ignition on, operate the wipers.
The slow speed connection will be at
1 2V as long as the wipers are
operating; the park switch connection
will have momentary OV pulses in the
level at the park position. Having
located the correct wires, connections
are made a per the circuit diagram;
additional connection is required to a
convenient grounding point. The
potentiometer speed control
connections are then made, having
first found a convenient place to
mount it within easy reach when
driving!
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POSITRONICS
FOR PROFESSIONAL POWER SUPPLY UNITS

EVERYONE KNOWS
that TOOLMAIL offer the largest range of D.I.Y. tools

available by post and that their 128 page colour
catalogue contains over 2,000 quality tools.
But did YOU know that the range includes almost
everything required by the Electronics Hobbyist: Soldering Irons, Desolder Tools, Miniature Tools,
PCB Holders, Drills, Pliers, Cutters, Tweezers, IC
Positronics leads the field in providing an inexpensive range of professional
specification power supply units, to industry and the enthusiast. Their features
and performance being worthy of instruments twice their price, such as visual
LED indication of mode, either constant current or constant voltage, ripple less
than 1 mv,voltage regulation betterthan 0.01%. load regulation betterthan0.01%
plus overload protected.
Also available in kit, they come complete with a step by step guide to problem
free construction, placing them well within the pocket and competence of even
the novice.
PSU 303 (DVS)

PSU 301

0 - 30 volt output
0 - 1 amp output continuous
Integral 6 range meter giving,
0-3v
0 - 100 mA
0 -110 v 0 - 300 mA
0 - 30 v

0

-

1A

In Kit £37.90

0 - 30 volt output
0 -3 amp output continuous
Integral 6 range meter giving,
0-3v
0 - 10 v
0 - 30 v

Extractors, Screwdrivers, Craft Knives, Hole Punches,

Test Meters, Needle Files, Glue Guns, Nut Drivers,
Wire Strippers, Component Formers, IC Inserters,

De -solder Braid, and complete Electronics Tool
Kits.

The catalogue normallycost £1 but is available FREE
to Hobby Electronics readers. Send 50p postage for
your personal copy.

0 - 100 mA
0 - 500 mA
0 -3A

SEE US AT

Performance light weight toroidal

Built & Tested £49.90
PSU 301.5
^ 0 - 30 volt output
0 - 1.5 amp output continuous
Integral 6 range meter giving,
0-3v
0 - 100 mA
0 - 10 v 0 - 500 mA
0 - 30 v 0 - 1.5 A

transformer.
* DVS Dual Voltage Switched
Designed by Positronics this
allows the unit to deliver twice the
current of conventional variable
power supply units.
* In Kit £58.90
Built & Tested £74.80

TOOLMAIL (1982) LTD
7 LONDON ROAD
SEVENOAKS
KENTTN13 1AH

.

01-

In Kit £46.90
Built & Tested £59.90
From kit or built and tested you will have a highly controlable power source of
exacting design, engineering and quality.
All prices inclusive of VAT. P&P £2.90. Please allow 21 days delivery.
POSITRON ICS

Unit 4, New Enterprise III. Montgomery Street
Starbrook, Birmingham 811 1 DS
Tel: 021-350 2267

'MOLNAR
The world's best tool shop in your home

934'S COMPANY
27'S A CROWD.

With the Grandstand LA83 934MHZ Transverter Kit
you can forget about irresponsible users and poor
quality sound on the overcrowded 27MHZ
frequency.

Just connect the Bluebird 27MHZ rig to the LA83
and a 934MHZ antenna, switch to Channel 1 ....and
you're on the new 934MHZ Leisure Communication
Band.

It's so easy! And you get a powerful 8 watts output
with superb sound across the full range of channels.
For use either at home or in the car it's ideal not only

for CB fans but for businessmen, amateur radio
enthusiasts and many others. Send now for full
details and the name of your nearest stockist.

LA83 27MHZ to 934MHZ TRANSVERTERIKIT
Suggested Retail Price £399.95 including VAT (Kit
comes complete with Bluebird 27MHZ Transceiver).

o

C.:.1.4.LfiEe
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PRODUCTS BY BEE

34 81

GROIINT911D
Adam Imports Limited, A member of the Adam Leisure Group PLC
Ripon Way, Ripon Road, Harrogate, North Yorks., HG1 2AU. Telephone 0423 501151/6 Telex 57953 Adam G.
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BOOKSHELF
THE HE BOOKSHELF is pleased to offer you a
range of top quality electronics paperbacks for you
to read and enjoy delivered direct to your door!

PR
SP

E3.2

O

no.

t 955.

P

uMber 05

ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS FOR CARS
AND BOATS E1.95 F.Iteen
fairly s.rnole protects
complete with striplooard

sts which

tayouts

01 6 rAl .11.ees

Dmle

electron
Ace rntcroC

ooe

O

THE ART OF

PROGRAMMING THEM
c1

CB PROJECTS
Snows y°u ^5e1
ar

a

ZX61 £2.50 Concentrates
On good programming
style and helps you use
your 160 RAM pack and

EIECiULAR
PrOlecis

Icy

ZX punter to the lull

sti9 CB acts
,ate

will

;al

Pollnalar
I

Electronic
Circuits

soof t. 'Se

Book

OP

ELEMENTS OF

ELECTRONICS - BOOK 1
E2.25 The Simple

ELEMENTS OF

ElectromSimple
CirColtS and 0
Convonents

ELECTRONICS - BOOK 4

£295 V c,o,oce,s,g
C

ELEMENTS OF

ELECTRONICS - BOOK

r-,

2 015 Alternating Cu,re, L_J
Theory

Lj

ELEMENTS OF

ELECTRONICS - BOOK 5

PS

.0 iv

POPULAR ELECTRON C

CIRCUITS - BOOK 1

ELEMENTS OF

CLOS Contains over 70
useful and interesting

cs 2

ELECTRONICS - BOOK 3
£2.25 Semiconductor
Technology
LJ

r:7

crrculs coveong a widerange

ol swejects

0

,

C

4111r
CrJ

Elements
of Electronics

Elements
of Electronics

3

4*°!:f

4,

if

<%."6'
014

O

°

To receive your books you only need V the 10 for
each title you require and send this page duly completed

I enclose my cheque/Postal Order/Money Order
(delete as necessary)
for £

(payable to ASP Ltd)
OR

MOO

Debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary)

with your remittance to the address stated.

SEND TO:
HE BOOKSHELF, 513 London Road,
Thornton Heath, Surrey CR4 6AR
Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes.

Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss)
Address

Number of books ordered
Total value of books
Add 75p P&P

TOTAL PAYMENT
Signature
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MICRO -MIKE®

TWO GREAT HOBBIES.i.!
IN ONE GREAT

The Most Useful Inspection
Tool You'll Ever Own .
. And One Of The
.

.

.

.

Least Expensive
The Powerful Pocket Microscope that's
perfect for close inspection and measurement in all scientific work.
Professional quality optics. Available in 10x to
50x magnifications. Scale reading 0.001 inch or
0.1mm. No moving parts. Easy to use. Always

in focus. Rugged aluminium and glass construction. Virtually indestructible. Guaranteed
for a lifetime of service.

Optional Micro-Lite attachment now
available for full illumination in
hard -to -see areas
10x, 20x, 40x, 50x Models
Measuring models with 0.1mm Scale
Micro-Lite Clip on accessory light

E10.35
E12.65

£8.60

Hirsh Jacobson Merchandising Co. Ltd.
Prices include postage and VAT
State magnification required

91 Maryieborie High St., London W1M 3DE
Tel. 01-936 4709

riE
E

ELECTRONICS

MULTIPURPOSE STORAGE BINS

The K5000 Metal Detector Kit combines the challenge of DIY
electronics assembly with the reward and excitement of
discovering Britain's buried past.
As a Metal Detector -the K5000 boasts the proven
pedigree of C -Scope, Europe's leading detector manufacturer.
As a Kit -simplified assembly techniques require little technical
knowledge, and no complex electronic test equipment. All stages
of assembly are covered in a finely -detailed 36 page manual.
Detector Features Analytical Discrimination &Ground Exclusion
Ask at your local Hobby/Electronics shop or use the coupon and
send with your remittance to: C -Scope International Ltd., PO Box 36, Ashford, Kent TN23 2LN

r- - - - - - - - - - - - Please send me

0

Set of 10 high quality storage bins which can be wall mounted or
stacked in almost any configuration.
Each bin measures approx. 109mm wide x 53mm high x 100mm
deep and is of high impactco-polymer plastic construction. Supplied
with 2 wall mounting bars. Ideal for storing components or hardware
in workshops, garage, home etc.
* EXCELLENT VALUE at only £4.95 per set (p&p £1.50)

I El

Please debit my Barclaycard/Access
I enclose Cheque/PO

Name

-

Address
I

ra.1014

SPECIAL OFFER- RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
Manufactured by Saft or Gould - Limited stocks available.
£0.85p ea.
'11 P7 (AA) pencells 0.5Ahr
£0.90p ea.
*HP7 (AA) pencells 0.5Ahr tagged
'HP7 (AA) pencells 0.5Ahr vented, quick charge 150mA
£1.00 ea.
3-5hrs
£1.90 ea.
*HP11 ('C' size) 1.2Ahr
£2.25 ea.
*HP11 ('C' size) 2.OAhr
£2.30 ea.
*HP1 1 ('C' size) 2.OAhr tagged
£2.00 ea.
*HP2 ('D' size) 1.2Ahr
£3.25 ea.
*HP2 ('D' size) 4.OAhr
£3.30 ea.
*H P2 ('D' size) 4.OAhr tagged
£1.45 ea.
*SUB 'C' 1.2Ahr

19.99(4-0.00 p+p) each.

K5000 Kits @

J

MOM

EL.VERSRL
pE6.

=2,r

CJI

ERT,T,Eve

Please add 10% for post and packing.

Only

All goods fully guaranteed. Despatch by return of post.
Prices apply U.K. only. Trade enquiries welcome.
All orders to:
MEON ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 34, Luton. Beds LU1 1 LS

£6.90

Incl. of VAT

Tel: Luton 28606

This unique charger will charge all of the standard consumer
Ni-Cad batteries, i.e. AA, C, D, PP3. Batteries can be charged
one at a time or any combination of 4 cylindrical cells, i.e. AA,

BECOME A
RADIO AMATEUR

C, D, plus one PP3. There is also a battery test facility to check if
a battery needs charging.

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

Train now for the Radio Amateur Licence
examination. No previous knowledge
needed, only a few hours per week of home
study for 3 to 6 months. Post coupon now
for details or tel. 0734 51515 (24 hr service)

r

HP2, 1.2v, 4.0AH
HP2, 1.2v, 1.2AH
HP11, 1.2V 1.2AH

CACC

British National Radio &Electronics School I

LHE/11/846
40

30p
£4.50

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

MEM
VISA

Address

£1.00

Call in or phone order through - Same day despatch

READING, BERKS. RG1 1BR

Name

HP7, 1.25V, 500mAH
AAA, 1.2v, 180mAH
PP3, 8.4v 110mAH

Please add £1 Postage and Packing
All prices include VAT

British National Radio & Electronics School Reading, Berks. RG1 1BR

FREE brochure without obligation from: -

£3.95
£2.70
£2.45

ENFIELD ELECTRONICS
208 Baker Street, Enfield
Tel: 366 1873

BLOCK CAPS PLEASE j
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Forward Bias

Questions, answers and errata from readers and writers.
HE Auto -Tester
A number of errors have come to light in

the circuit diagrams and in the PCB
component overlay for this project,
which was published in May, 1983.
On page 29 in Figure 1, the main
circuit diagram, "R8" should read

"R9" and "R9" should read "R8".
R12, 2k7 was omitted from the circuit;
it should have been shown connected
between pin 12 and IC1 d and the OV
rail.

In Figure 3 on the same page,
"LED4" should read "LED3", and in
the text, the voltage referred to on the
last line of the second paragraph

under the heading "Resistance"
should be 1V2, not 1V3.
On the PCB overlay, Figure 6 on
page 30, "LED2" should read "LED4"
and "LED4" should read "LED2". The
polarity of the LEDs were not
indicated, but are shown below along
with the ocrrected diagrams of Figure
1 and 3.
The printed circuit board is
otherwise correct and there should be
no further difficulty experienced by
constructors of this versatile project
for the motorist.

D1

INPUT

Figure 3

LED4

LED1

LED2

LED3

0

1 Ok --1; 0 4;

k

LS)

_cf_

T

Figure 6

T

T

COLLECTED BOOBS
Continuing excerpts from the Hobby Electronics Errata Box

Infra Red Remote Control
(HE February '80)
On page 32, the last paragraph of the
second column of text should read: "(1)

aries for the high voltage supply and the

48-60 secondaries for the low voltage
supply as shown here.
0

The EARTHS of the main input and

26

output cables ...", NOT the neutrals as
this would be very dangerous.

30

Figure 2: R4 should be 1k0, not 1 MO.

The Parts List is correct.

5080 PSU Module
(HE March '80)
Buylines (page 20) the transformer in
our offer is now sold out. However, the
Marshalls catalogue (1979/80) had a
transformer type no. MT126FT which
was suitable, using the 0-40 secondHobby Electronics, November 1983

240V
AC IN

40V AC

Electronic Ignition

(HE April '80)

In Figure 1, on the secondary of T1, the
OV tapping should be connected to the
+V line immediately below.
In Parts List, the high voltage
capacitors used have proved difficult to
obtain in some places. Two

replacements are suggested: the

40

B32562 470n and B32562 luO.
Rvl should be 100k.

} 12V AC
Another solution is to use two transformers: one 0-1 2V @ 100mA and one

20-0-20Vg 1A or 2A as required.

Speed Controller
(HE April '80)
In the Parts List, 3BR should read 33R,
C1, 8 should be 100n and not 100u, and
C2 should also be 100n.
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el!ctronize

AUTO -ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
KITS OR READY BUILT

ritECTRONIZE

%TAL ENERGY DISCHARGE

ELECTRONIC CAR ALARM

ELECTRONIC IGNITION

IS

YOUR CAR
AS GOOD AS IT COULD BE ?

HOW SAFE IS YOUR CAR ?

* Is it EASY TO START in the cold and the damp? Total Energy
Discharge will give the most powerful spark and maintain full output
even with a near flat battery.

More and more cars are stolen each week and even a steering lock
seems little help. But a car thief will avoid a car that will cause him
trouble and attract attention. If your car has a good alarm system well there are plenty of other cars to choose from.

arge gives
ignition performance deteriorates? Total Energy
q.
much more output and maintains tartan service to
* Has it PEAK PERFORMANCE or is it flat at biOh and low revs.

LOOK AT THE PROTECTION AN ELECTRONIZE ALARM
CAN GIVE

* Is it ECONOMICAL or does it "go off" between services as the

* MINIATURE KEY PLUG A miniature jack plug attaches to your key

where the ignition output is marginal? Total Energy Discharge gives
a more poWerfui spark from idle to the engines maximum4even with
8 cylinders).
spark of
* Is the PERFORMANCE SMOOTH. The more

ring and is coded to your particular alarm.

* 2025 INDIVIDUAL COMBINATIONS The key plug contains two
1% tolerance resistors, both must be the correct value and together
give 2025 different combinations.

ilst an

Total Energy Discharge eliminates the -ne
electtonic filter smoothes out the effects of cor

* ATTRACTS MAXIMUM ATTENTION This alarm system not only
intermittently sounds the horn, but also flashes the headlight and

c.

* Do the PLUGS and POINTS always need Oh

ng to bring the

prevents the engine being started.

engine back to its best? Total Energy Discharge eliminates contact
arcing and erosion by removing the heavy electrical load. The timing

stays "Vet

* 60 SECOND ALARM PERIOD Once triggered the alarm will sound
for 60 seconds, unless cancelled by the key plug, before resetting

end the contact condition doesn't affect the

performance either. Larger plug gaps can be used, even wet or

ready to be triggered again.

badly fouled plugs can be fired with this system.

* 30 SECOND EXIT DELAY The system is armed by pressing a small

button on a dashboard mounted control panel. This starts a 30
second delay period during which the owner can open and close

powerful on the market - 31 times the power of inductive systems 3'/z times the energy and 3 times the duration of ordinary capacitive
systems. These are the facts:

doors without triggering the alarm.

SPARK POWER - 140W, SPARK ENERGY - 36mJ

* 10 SECOND ENTRY DELAY When a door is opened a 10 second
delay operates to allow the owner to disarm the system with the
coded key plug. Latching circuits are used and once triggered the

LOADED OUTPUT VOLTAGE

* L.E.D. FUNCTION INDICATOR An LED

Performance at only 6 volts (max. supply 16 volts)

SPARK DURATION - 500pS, STORED ENERGY - 135mJ

50pF load - 38kV ,

alarm can only be cancelled by the key plug.
is included in the
dashboard unit and indicates the systems operating state. The LED
lights continuously to show the system is armed and in the exit delay
condition. A flashing LED indicates that the alarm has been triggered
and is in the entry delay condition.
* ACCESSORY LOOP - BONNET/BOOT SWITCH - IGNITION
TRIGGER These operate three separate circuits and will trigger the
alarm immediately, regardless of entry and exit delays.

50pF + 500k - 26kV

We challenge any manufacturer to publish better performance
figures. Before you buy any other make, ask for the facts, its
probably only an inductive system. But if an inductive system is
what you really want, we'll still give you a good deal.

* All ELECTRONIZE electronic ignitions feature:
EASY FITTING, STANDARD/ELECTRONIC CHANGEOVER
SWITCH, STATIC TIMING LIGHT and DESIGNED IN

* SAFETY INTERLOCK The system cannot be armed by accident

RELIABILITY (14 years experience and a 3 year guarantee).
* IN KIT FORM it provides a top performance system at less than half

when the engine is running and the car is in motion.

* LOW SUPPLY CURRENT CMOS IC's and low power operational

the price of comparable ready built units.The kit includes: pre -drilled
fibreglass PCB, pre -wound and varnished ferrite transformer, high

amplifiers achieve a normal operating current of only 2.5 mA.

* IN KIT FORM It provides a high level of protection at a really low

quality 2uF discharge capacitor, case, easy to follow instructions,
solder and everything needed to build and fit to your car. All you

cost. The kit includes everything needed, the case, fibreglass PCB,
random selection resistors to set the code and full set of components
etc. In fact everything down to the last washer plus easy to follow
instructions.

need is a soldering iron and a few basic tools.

Most NEW CARS already have electronic ignition. Update YOUR CAR
fill in the coupon and send to:

I

I

A

Please send more information

ELECTRONIZE DESIGN Dept E Magnus Rd Wilnecote Tamworth B77 513Y tel 0827 281000
IM
111)41
NW MI =I
WI NW WI WM
WI MO WI WI In NM MI 11111M
WI WM 1111 WI MI NW
WI WI
WII l= NMI

I =I 11W IIIN

CAR ALARM 112 volt negative earth)

TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE (6 or 12 volt negative earth)

£2610 £19.95
£1540 £14.95

111 Assembled ready to fit
D.I.Y. parts kit
I

I

£3795

Assembled ready to fit

(All wires and

D.I.Y. parts kit

connectors incl.) £24.95

1

I enclose cheque/postal order OR debit my Access/Visa card

TWIN OUTPUT for cars and motor cycles with dual ignition

II

DTwin, Assembled ready to fit
Twin, D.I.Y. parts kit

IMSA

£$6145 £29.95

£24I5 £22.95

Assembled ready to fit

Prices Include VAT

I

[I IMI111111

Name

Address

INDUCTIVE DISCHARGE 112 volt only)

42

I

£15.15 £12.75

£1 -00 PP(UK) per Unit,

D

Code
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Modular
Amplifiers

wi

the third generation
Due to continous improvements in components and design
now launch the largest and most advanced generation of

I LP

modules ever.

WE'RE INSTRUMENTAL

IN MAKING A LOT
OF POWER
In keeping with I LP's tradition of entirely self-contained modules
featuring, integral heatsinks, no external components and only 5
connections required, the range has been optimized for efficiency,
flexibility, reliability, easy usage, outstanding performance, value
for money.
With over 10 years experience in audio amplifier technology;) LP
are recognised as world leaders.
BIPOLAR MODULES
Module
Number

Output
Power
Watts

run
H530
HY60
1176060
115124
0+5128
114244

15

30

30 0 30

H Y364

H5368

Si
4-6
4-8
4-8

60

4

60

8
4

120
120
180
180

H5248

MOSFET MODULES

Load
Impedance

8
4
8

DISTORTION
T.H.D.
I.M.D.
Typ at
60Hz/
1KHz
7KHz 4:1
0.015%
<0.006%
0.015%
<0.006%
0.015% <0.006%
0.01%
<0.006%
0.01%
<0.006%
0.01%
<0.006%
0.01%
<0.006%
0.01%
<0.006%
0.01%
<0.006%

Supply
Voltage
Typ

± 18
± 25
± 25
± 26
± 35
± 35
± 50

345

.± 60

WT
gins

Size
mm

Price
inc.

76 x 68 x 40
240
76 x 68 x 40
240
120 x 78 x 40
420
120 x 78 x 40
410
120 x 78 x 40
410
120 x 78 x 50
520
120 x 78 x 50520
120 x 78 x 100 1030
120 x 78 x 100 1030

£8.40
£9.55
£18.69
£20.75
£20.75
£25.47
£25.47
E38.41
E38.41

Protection: Full load line. Slew Rate: 15v/ps. Risetirnei 5ps. S/N r tic: 100db.

HY66

HY73
11778

Load
Impedance

Power
Watts
rms

DISTORTION
T.H.D.
I.M.D.
Typ at
60Hz/
1KHz
7KHz 4:1

Sl..
4.8
4.8

60
120
180

4

Supply
Voltage

<0.005% <0.006%
<0.005% <0.006%
<0.005% <0.006%

Size

WT

mm

gms

Typ

Price
inc.

VAT

t 45
±. 55

± 55

120 x 78 x 40
420 L30 41
120 0 78 x 80
850 £39.8/i
120 x 78 x 100 1025 ±45.51

Protection,

Able to cope with complex loads without the need for very special
protection circuitry (fuses will suffice).
20v/Ps. Rise time, 3fxs. S/N ratio, 100db
Frequency response 1-3dB): 15Hz - 100KHz. Input sensitivity: 500mV rms
Input impedance, 100K31 Damping factor, 100Hz >400.
Slew rate:

ci 5
Mono Power Booster Amplifier to increase the output of your existing car radio
or cassette player to a nominal 15 watts rms.

PRE.AMP SYSTEMS

1156

MOS 128
MOS 248
MOS 364

Output

'NEW to ILP' In Car Entertainments

Frequency response -3dB) 15H - 50KHz. Input sensitivity: 500mV rms.
Input Impedance: 100K
. Damping factor, 100Hz >400.

Module
Number

Module
Number

VAT

Module

Functions

Mono pre amp

Mic/Mag. Cartridge/Tuner/Tape/
Aux + Vol/Bass/Treble
Stereo pre amp Mic/Mag. Cartridge/Tuner/Tape/
Aux + Vol/Bass/Treble/Balance
Guitar pre amp Two Guitar (Bass Lead/ and Mic 0
-separate Volume Bass Treble + Mix
Sterelb pre amp As HY66 less tone controls

Current
Required
10mA

Price inc.

20mA

£14.32

20mA

£15.36

20mA

C14.20

Very easy to use.

VAT

Robust construction.

£7.60

Mounts anywhere in car.

£9.14 (inc. VAT)

Automatic switch on.

Output power maximum 22w peak into 411
Frequency response (-3dB) 15Hz to 30K Hz, T.H.D. 0.1% at 10w 1KHz
S/N ratio (DIN AUDIO) 80dB, Load Impedance 311.
Input Sensitivity and impedance (selectable) 700mV rms into 15KI1 3V rms nto aft
Size 95 x 48 x 50mm. Weight 256 gms.

Most pre -amp modules can be driven by the PSU driving the main power amp.
A separate PSU 30 is available purely for pre amp modules it required for
E5.47 (inc. VAT). Pre -amp and mixing modules in 18 different variations.

C1515
Stereo version of C15.

Please send for details.

£17.19 (inc. VAT)

Size 95 x 40 x 80. Weight 410 gms.

Mounting Boards
For ease of construction we recommend the B6 for modules HY6-HY13 E1.05

(inc. VAT) and the B66 for modules HY66-HY78 E1.28 (inc. VAT/.
POWER SUPPLY UNITS lIncorporahng our own toroidal transformers)
For Use With

Price inc.

1 or 2 HY30
1 or 2 HY60, 1 x HY6060, 1 x 134124
1
x HY128
x MOS128
2 x H5128, 1 x H 5244

£11.93

Model
Number
PSU 21X
PSU 41X
PSU 42X
PSU 43X
PSU 51X
Please note:

VAT

1

f13.83
E15.90

f16.70
£17.07

For Use With

Model
Number
PSU 52X
PSG 53X
PSU 54X
PSU 55X
PSU 71X

Price inc.

VAT
2 x HY124
2 x MOS128
x H Y248
x MOS248
2 x 045244
1

1

£17.07
£17.86
E17.86
E19.52
E21.75

Model
Number
PSU 720

Pal 730
PSU 740
PSU 75X

For Use With

Price inc.

VAT
2 x 1192.48
1

x H9364

x 115368
2 x MOS248, 1 x MOS368
1

X in part no. indicates primary voltage Please insert "0" in place of
X for 110V, "1" in place of X for 220V, and "2" in place of X for 240V.

ILP Electronics Ltd., DEPT 5 Graham Bell House, Roper Close, Canterbury CT2 7EP, Kent, England.
Telephone: (0227) 54778 Technical (0227) 64723. Telex: 965780.
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Competition

This is the Great
J-L_O__)

0

0

0
Computer -Controlled Model Railway
COMPETITION
Sponsored by Oric Products International Ltd., Beatties of
London Limited and ASP Software (a division of
Argus Specialist Publications Ltd.).
it was proposed that there
should be a Grand Computer Controlled
Model Railway Competition for the
1983 Breadboard exhibition, we rapidly

usefulness and practicality in adapting a

became bogged down with seemingly
endless complications. We spent most
of the time during discussions simply
explaining jargon: what, to a computer
hardware man, is a "dead frog"?
Something unpleasant by the roadside,
was the popular answer! On the other

readers!
The essential

WHEN

hand our modelling consultant was
somewhat bemused

the many
acronyms that punctuate conversations
by

between computer buffs: who, or what
is a PIA? Bits of what? What is a multiplexer, and so on, and on, and on .
In the end we were all quite
bewildered - but this confusion
!

ultimately gave us the clue to our
Computer Controlled Model Rail
Competition: no one, it seems, truly

knows how best to marry a computer to

a complex model rail layout or what it
should do and, particularly, how it
should be done.
We decided, finally, that the simplest

and best approach would be to throw
the thing wide open, with only a few
essential restrictions. The only rule of
the competition, then, is that the
winning entry will be that which
demonstrates the most ingenuity,

modern home computer to control a
model railway layout - the what, how
and why we quite happily leave to our
limitation

we felt

obliged to impose is that the layout
should measure no more than 6ft by 2ft
- in other words, something that can be
transported to the Breadboard
exhibition in Hammersmith in late
November this year.
We anticipate that most of the entries
will be from constructors who have an
existing computer interfaced layout, but
the competition is open to all comers so

anyone who wants to "have a go" will
be welcome in the lists. For the benefit
of those who fancy their chances at the
Grand Prize, here are a few ideas that
resulted from the meeting of the minds

in Hobby's editorial offices (we won't
mention the ideas that evolved later,
down at the Royal George!).

A fairly simple software application

would be to write a program for storing
and modifying timetables and operating

schedules; an extension of this idea
would be an interface to position
sensing circuits so that an operator

would know not only when the next
train was due to leave, but also when it
was safe to start down the track.

One of

the most obvious ideas

proposed was to program a mimic board

which could show not only the track

layout but the condition of signal lights

and with 'train in section' indication:
colour would be necessary for user friendliness!

Ways to adapt microprocessor
technology to model train control: one
option that might be easily constructed
would be to computer -control sections
of track rather than individual trains.

However completely automatic running
is not the goal of most railway
modellers, so any system should allow
lots of room for the operator to control
the layout himself.
And that is about the limit of the ideas
we came up with before brain fog set in.

We'll leave it to the inventiveness and
competitive spirit of our readers to stun

the judges with brilliant projects we
should have thought of

.

.

. but didn't!

I

NI III It
O
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Competition

FIRST SECOND THIRD
PRIZE

PRIZE

PRIZE

Hot off the production line, an
Oric 48K colour computer,
donated by Oric Products
International Ltd.

Gift vouchers to the value of
f50, redeemable on model
rail products at any Beatties of

f25 worth of games and utility
program tapes from ASP
Software.

London shop.

Entry forms, together with an entrance fee of £1.00 (cheque or money orders only, please) should be sent to:
The Exhibition Manager, BB83, ASP Exhibitions, 145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE.
Closing date is 31st October 1983. Judging will take place at Breadboard '83, Cunard Hotel, Hammersmith, London
W6, on either Wednesday 23rd or Thursday 24th November 1983. Entrants will be informed of the day on which they
will be required to present their layouts at the exhibition. Finalists will be asked to demonstrate their layouts at some
time(s) during the open days of Breadboard '83 (25, 26, 27th November) and layouts will be available for collection
between 1600 and 1800 hours on Sunday 27th November. The judges decision will be final and no correspondence

will be entered into.

PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPS

NAME:

ADDRESS:

AGE ON 30TH NOV. 1983

TEL NO:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF LAYOUT AND FUNCTIONS:

SIZE OF LAYOUT: (MAX 6FT X 2FT)

SCALE:

COMPUTER USED
COMMERCIAL PERIPHERALS USED

)
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SOLARTSON
ekiHZ

9" MONITOR in attractive case Non Standard
Carr C7

12"MONITOR. Cased Non Standard Input With

Info, E20 each. Can C7 With Matching ASCII coded
Ouerty Keyboard with Numeric Pad and 24 Function
Keys £35 the Pair. Carr C7
AZTEC 20" black & white monitor Video in E50 -TV

style 20" Monitors £30

INSTRUMENT CASE standard IT width

16"

depth x 10" high E5 each. Carr £7

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE 8" by MEMOREX Connection

details £75 with PAP CS

CREED 75 TELEPRINTER. Very good con
dition. £25 each. Carriage £7

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR 15.000 mid 25V
20p ee. 10 off £1.60.
SLOTTED OPTO SWITCH with data 50p. 10 off
£4.
INFRA RED QUARTZ LAMP 230V 620 Watts.
Size 13'4 x '," die C1.50 ea. 10011E10.
FERRANTI PHOTOCELL type MS I5 - 50p ea
10 off £4
AMPLIFIER BOARD complete wth heat sink 132
output transistors type 2N5293. 12/24V Input,)
least 5 Watt output. Circuit supplied £1.50.
VARIAC 2 amp. Ex-eq. Good condition £12 ea.
P&P t4

LED type TIL209 Red with holder - 13p ea 10
off 70p
I.C. SOCKET 16 pin -8p ea 100 off CO.

GEARED MOTOR 117/234 Volt Input 50/12, 4" die

x 5 j" der. I- daft. New OF each P&P
MOTOR 12V DC Input 3" di x 43" deep, 3"

*eh. New 0.60 ..eh MP 0.
DC MOTOR 6-12
=Control 1

V016(

Mechanical Comoro

dl. CI ..eh.

OR 12V DC with puNey N serni-conductor
speed control (1 each.
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR 2 Phew. 9 volt AC. 375

RPM. Good row, Moeda 30-40 inlet capacitor.
Sukabfia for Robltica/Notura Mc. CI each.
OTHER SYNCHRONOUS/STEPPING MOTORS
AVAILABLE. PLEASE ENQUIRE
GEARED MOTOR 120V 50HZ 4 Watt 1 rpm 2 dia
i" deep. 1E1.60 leech.

CENTAUR FANS 43". 115V New, 1E4.0 rel.
MUFFIN 115V 43 unused, 0 each MP O.

TRANSFORMERS -- Al brerd new, all 240 volts

See 25.5V 2.5A Sr 3j x 23 x .21" OLIO sad,
Sae I 15VI A Ingo) (1.25 oath. Sirke 6V 1 66A £1.50
See 12V 100MA (Op each.
TRANSFORMER 120 Volt Input. Sec 10-0.10V IA

7Sp seri

Sub Mei TRANSFORMER 0.120-240V Input, Sec
12-0-12V 4VA 71p each 10 off DI
TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER 0-115-230V Input

Sec 13.5-0-13.5V OVA 0.10 orb 10 off £12
TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER 0-120.240V Input.
Sec 0-12V; 0-12V IOVA per Winding Encetwured
fA each. 10 off OB.

SCOPE

TEL EOuiPuEtcr

Input With Info £25 reit. Carr C7 Matching AC SII
coded Gunny Keyboard with Numeric Keypad and
27 Function Keys E25 each PAP £5 The Pair C40.

2Eu,

CDIKOD

SCOPE

DB

543

50
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DOUGLAS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

TELEPHONES. 706 stye black, blue, green, grey,

£5.50.609. 10 off £45.

90 Wellington Street, Stockport, Cheshire. SKI 3A0

Diecokkrid £4 well. 10 off CEO. 746 Pyle back or
grey 0.60 each. P&P £2 req. 4-10 unks £7. Over

45

10 by arrangtmente.

TOXIN NOISE FILTER VG215FU. 250VAC 15A
50/60HZ Wrth hkerg bracket. New 0 cacti.
VU METER. Scaled 0-5, sin 13 x 7/I", 167p each
10 off M.
I.T.T. LOUD SPEAKER. 3 r cr. 50 ochre 0.2 Wet.
New. 76p Lech. 10 off 0.60,
E.H.T. CABLE. Over di. 5rnrn, 10p per metre.
100 metre drum 0.60 P&P (4.
Multi Colour RIBBON CABLE 10 W.V. SOP Per
metre, 10 metres EA 14 way 75p pee metre. 10
metres 01. 100 metres £40.
ILLUMINATED ROCKER SWITCH. 2 pots 250V 6
Amp, mange, 60p tech. 10 off £4.
JOYSTICK SWITCH 4 directiaks, 0 each. PRP

elf

BOOKS - CROSSOVERS - CABLE COMPONENTS - CONNECTORS - DECKS FUSES
- HEADPHONES - LEADS MICROPHONES MULTIMETERS - PROJECT BOXES SOLDERING IRONS SPEAKERS - STYLI &
CARTRIDGES TOOLS - VEROBOARD ETC.

a.

PCB KEYBOARD PAD. 19 posh contacts, 0-9; A -F
plus 3 optional, C1.110 each. 10 off £12.

KEYBOARD PAD. 12 Alma Reed Switches, our

to ors, 0-9; ; Et Blank, Pre 3 x 23 x 2" high. 0
Lech. 10 off E15. POP O.
EPROM 2716 Single rail (1.60 each- 2564 £3
SPECTRAL RELIANCE TEN TURN POT. 100 ohm
± 1%. Brand new. 719 each 10 off DI
SUDER POTENTIOMETER. Twin Gang, 200K or

Tel:061-480 8971

211p rich 10 off 0.
PANEL MOUNTING FUSE HOLDER for 1 3" fur,

20p each. 10 off OM.
BELLING LEE CHASSIS MOUNTING FUSE
HOLDER for

1

j" fur, 15p each. 10 off fl.

PARNDON ELECTRONICS LTD.

I E.C. MAINS LEAD. 2 metre length, heavy duty,
110p each. 10 off 0.
4 CORE CURLY WIRE extending to 2 metre*, 30p

Dept. 22.44 Paddock Mead. Harlow. Essex. CM18 7RR. Tel: 0279 32700

refl. 10 off £1.10.

MICROPHONE/EARPIECE
INSERTS.
Brand
new. 760 each. 10 off (S.
TORIN SNAIL type BLOWER 230Volts 22 Watts.
Overall size 5" x 1,3" £4 each P&P C2
TURNTABLE STYLE 240V AC MOTOR. Size 82 x
75 x 78rnm Shaft 43 x 4mm dia. £1.50 ea P&P C2

RESISTORS: 1/4 Watt Carbon Film E24 range ± 5% tolerance
Bandoliered and colour coded. Full Range 1RO-10M.
£1.00 per hundred mixed MM 10 per value) £8.50 per thousand mixed (Min 50 per value)
Special stock pack 60 values. 10 of each £5.50

TRANSFORMER Input 0-220-240V Sec 0-12,
0-24V 1 Amp £2 each

RECTIFIERS
1 Amp 3 Amp

EXECUTIVE TELEPHONE -PUSH BUTTON. Functions include 10 number
memory; repeat dialing, internal Microphone .1 Speaker and separate handset
etc. Will connect direct to British Telecom
System. BRAND NEW. ONLY £25
Minimum Order of Goode O. Minimum MP

50V
100V
200V
400V
600V
1000V

£1.110 VAT et 16% MUST be added to TOTAL Of
GOODS & PACKAGING.

DIL

PA PS4

M.'S more .orKponenta and test equipment

XK113 MW RADIO KIT

FOR BEGINNERS.

NOW

OPEN COMPUTER
Hours Mon -Fri 10am - 6pm
Sat 10am - 4pm

DRAGON 32

Touchdimmer £ 7.00

Toucnswitcn £ 7 .00
switching for TO3OOK £ 2.50

ID300K

Rotary Controlled
Dimmer

COMPONENT PACKS '

£ 3.50

PACK 1 650 Resisrors 47 ohm to 10 Mohm .

10 per value E4.00

I PACK 240 x 16V Electrolytic Capacitors
104F to 1000uF - 5 per value £3.25
PACK 360 Polyester Capacitors 001 to
10F,250V - 5 per value E5.55
PACK 445 Subminiature Presets 100 ohm to
1 Monm - 5 per value (2.90
PACK 5 30Low Profile IC Sockets 8. 14 and 16

- pin - 10 of each (2.40

joy sticks etc together with a
wide range of books and the latest
software for all the above
computers including 2X81.

Lock, requiring a 4 -key sequence to

3 -NOTE

DOOR CHIME

let

-

to 15V d.c. at 40uA. Output:
75OrnA max. Hundreds of uses for

200mV for a full scale reading, automatic polarity indication and an ultra low power requirement -giving
a 2 year typical battery life from a standard 9V PP3
when used 8 hours a day, 7 days a week

x 35mml and full instructions. Requires
only a PP3 9V battery and push -switch to

latch locks and above kit

71

£5.00

5-6-7 8-9-10

Add 65p postage & packing I-15% VAT to total
Overseas Customers
Add C2.50 lEuropel, C6 00 (elsewhere/ for p&p
Send S A E for further STOCK DETAILS.
Goods by return subiect to availability

OPEN gam to 5pm lMon to Fril

11-13 Boston
TH1

Road"

London W7 3SJ

10am to 4pm ISatl

anti -theft

ONLY £10.50

Electric lock mechanisms for use with

£13.50

complete. AN IDEAL PROJECT FOR BEGINNERS. Order as XK 102

A

DISCO LIGHTING KITS
171 1000K

This
value-formoney
kit
features
a
bi-directional

ORDERING IS EVEN EASIER - JUST RING THE NUMBER YOU CAN'T
FORGET FOR PRICES YOU CAN'T RESIST.

No circuit is complete without a call to

car

tions supplied.

-..A
kave you got our FREE GREEN CATALOGUE vet?

FAST SERVICE -TOP QUALITY- LOW LOW PRICES

garages,

Based on the SABO600 IC the kit is supplied
with all components, including loudspeaker.
printed circuit board, a pre -drilled box 195 x

and give us your Access or Barclaycard No. or write enclosing
cheque or postal order. Official orders accepted from schools, etc.

Price £15.50

and

device, electronic equipment, etc. Will
drive most relays direct. Full instruc-

liquid crystal display. This kit will
form the basis of a digital multi meter (only a few additional re-

reading to 0.1°C. The basic kit has a sensitivity of

open and providing over 5000 different
combinations. The open sequence may
be easily changec by means of a pre wired plug. Size: 7 x 6 x 3 cms. Supply.
5V

NW' Send S A E 6" x 9" TODAY'

sistors and switches are required -details supplied),
or a sensitive digital thermometer (-50°C to+150°C)

lock IC, 10 -way keyboard, PCBs and all
components to construct a Digital

doors

It's packed with details of all our KITS plus large range of SEMICONDUCTORS
including CMOS, LS TTL, linear, microprocessors and memories; full range of
LEDs, capacitors, resistors, hardware, relays, switches etc. We also stock VERO
and Antex products as well as books from Texas Instruments, Babani and Elektor.
ALL AT VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES.

ZEIT)

Size 155x88x31 mm. Requires PP3 9v battery.
Test leads included
ONLY £29.00

ELECTRONIC LOCK KIT XK101

This new design is based on the

ICL7126 (a lower power version of
the ICL7106 chip) and a 31/2 digit

gain and diode check. Input impedance 10M

This KIT contains a purpose designed

SEND S A E FOR LIST TODAY,

r

16 ranges including DC voltage 1200 my -1000
v) and AC voltage, DC current 1200 mA-10 Al
and resistance (0-2 MI + NPN & PNP transistor

We also stock peripherals and
accessories - disc drives, printers,

OLCK 625 Red LEDs 15mrn die 1 (1.25

DVM/ULTRA SENSITIVE
THERMOMETER KIT

46

LCD 31/2 DIGIT MULTIMETER

SHOWROOM

Extension kit for 2 -way

TDE/K

DIODES: IN4148 £1.60 per hundred

8 pin - 113p. 14 pin -1117.16p pin - 12p. 18p pin - 19p. 20p pin --21p
22 pin - 23p. 24 pin - 25p. 28 pin - 27p 40 pin - 42p.

Same Day Despatch

TDR300K Remote Control
£14.30
Dimmer
MK6
Transmitter for above £ 4.20

T530oK

14pp

MIN ORDER - UK £1.00 OVERSEAS £5 CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE

These kits contain all ner,e,satv components and full
instructions & are demand to replace a standard wall
switch and control up to 300w of lighting

10300K

19p
20p
25p

Full List Available - Send SAE

£5.00

HOME LIGHTING KITS

14p

5p
6p
8p
9p

31/2 Digit LCD Display: 1 colon, 3 decimal points
plus/minus sign and lo bat indicator.
Complete with low power 7106 A/D converter display driver.
Driver set £8.95
Driver £6.50
Display £3.50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. & POST & PACKING - NO EXTRAS

111IWYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS. RGII1Pt
Tel 173411141
can«, wilicom. 9 am -8.30 pm Monday to Saturday Inclusive

Based on ZN414 IC, kit includes PCB, wound
aerial and crystal earpiece and all components
to make a sensitive miniature radio. Size: 5.5 x
2.7 x 2cms. Requires PP3 9V battery. IDEAL

43p
p

SOCKETS

sicallers. S.A.E. or teleprone for Sets

mom STEWART OF READING
"SA

14

Answering
service evngs
& weekends

sequence, speed of sequence
and frequency of direction
change, being variable by
means of potentiometers and
incorporates a master dimming control.

A lower cast version of the above, featuring
undirectional channel sequence with speed
variable by means of a pre-set pot. Outputs
switched only at mains zero crossing points
to reduce radio interference to a minimum.
Optional opto input IDLA1

Allowing audio ("beat")
-light response.

ALL
PRICES
EXCLUDE VAT

TEL- 01-567 8910 ORDERS
01.579 9794 ENQUIRIES

Only £8.00
60p

DL3000K

This 3 channel sound to light kit features zero
voltage switching, automatic level -control &
built in mic. No connections to speaker or amp
required. No knobs to adjust - simply connect
to mains supply & lamps.
(1Kw,Channel)

01-579 2842 TECHNICAL AFTER 3PM

£14.60

DLZ100K

Only £11.95

A
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Reader's Project

all
Simple, untested circuits straight from Hobby readers.

0 +9V
R3
1MR

STEREO
PREAMPLIFIER

C1

R1

10u

3k3

C3

3

011

12

LEFT

0

IC1a

IN

LEFT

2

0 OV

P. R. Pullin
THIS CIRCUIT was designed for a
friend who recently up -graded his
stereo cartridge from ceramic to a

magnetic type - with disastrous
results! He could get no more than a
whisper from his amp.
What he needed was a simple
stereo preamp to boost the 5mV
output from his magnetic cartridge up
to the 100mV input that the amplifier
expected to see.

7

9

O

10

RIGHT
IN

0 RIGHT
OUT

IC1b

0

4

R2

C2
10u

C4
10u

3k3
R4
1MR

0 9V

Figure 1. The circuit: a simple stereo preamp used for boosting a magnetic
cartridge.

The Circuit

The ever-faithf01 747 op -amp (a dual
741) proved well suited to the task.
Each input is buffered with a 3k3
resistor, as the magnetic cartridge
impedance is approximately 47k. The
negative feedback provided by a 1 MR
resistor gives each channel a gain of
around 20.

2

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

LEFT
OUTPUT

RIGHT
OUTPUT

Construction

Veroboard was chosen for this project
because of its simplicity, and the
layout was arranged so that there are
no track breaks other than those
between the IC pins. Axial electrolytic
capacitors are used and fit quite
snugly across the input. Screened
cable must be used for all signal
connections to reduce the noise to

RIGHT
INPUT

Figure 2. Careful use of screened cables for all inputs and outputs when constructing the Veroboard will keep undue noise out of the system.

acceptable levels.

The original unit is in daily use, and
performs quite satisfactorily. It is also
suitable for other situations which
require a low level signals to be
boosted.

Parts List
SEMICONDUCTORS

RESISTORS
(All 1/4 5% carbon)
R1, 2
R3, 4

IC1

3k3
1MR

747
dual 741 op -amps

MISCELLANEOUS
2 x PP3 batteries;
screened cable; wire, solder etc.

Veroboard,

CAPACITORS
(All axial electro)

Cl, 2, 3, 4

Hobby Electronics, November 1983
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Careers In Electronics

ELECTRONICS90.
laa
Hooked by home computers, many enthusiasts want to
make microcomputers their career. Here, an expert
looks at the employment field and finds that the micro is only
the tip of the computer iceberg
Angela Sharp
THE MICROCOMPUTER is perhaps the
most obvious manifestation of the
electronics revolution. It can be bought

by anyone with £50 - or less - to

spare; it appears in businesses large

and small, and games and business
applications can be programmed by
anyone with logical ability and a

knowledge of BASIC. It is therefore not
surprising that many people express a
desire tc 'work with micros'.
Perhaps you've started to think about
getting a job which combines your

interest in electronics and in micros.

What opportunities lie open to you, and
what are the relevant courses?

For those of you who want courses
in basic electronic
theory and practical assembly/repairing skills, there is
CSE/O or A level electronics,
preferably with those highly
desirable additional subjects, maths

which train you

and physics;

City and Guilds 224, 225 or 232;
TEC qualifications up to Level III
A Youth Training Scheme, perhaps
with a manufacturer or dealer
handling computers or electronic
office equipment;

an

ITEC

(Information Technology

Centre).

Flexibility

Youth Training schemes and ITECs are
very new, and not much information is

yet available about what happens to
people when they leave and seek
electronics work. However it seems
likely that they will face the same

problems as people with the other
qualifications listed above:

automation, which is affecting the
more basic hardware jobs, especially
in computer manufacture, but also in

testing and repair. And some of the

most successful computer

Therefore, to get your own foot in the

door, your keyword will have to be
flexibility. You will have to be flexible in
three ways:
by considering electronics jobs other

than those concerned with micro-

transferability from other areas of

computers. This is especially true if
you are a 100% hardware person,
happier repairing something behind
the scenes than coping with a
problem out front with a customer;
by considering other jobs with micro
computers. These are interesting to
people whose prime interest is

electronics, sometimes for the same
reasons listed above.

range of talents and skills, notably in

manufacturers are the most highly automated, with computerised
assembly systems and cheap, easily -

replaceable components and lots of
diagnostic software to speed up and
simplify fault identification:
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micros, and who have a broader

with people and in
programming;
by facing the fact that you may have a
dealing

period of unemployment between
the end of your course and finding
the job of your choice. Employers

now accept this - and they are

interested in how you have used your

enforced leisure. Therefore you
should be making contingency plans

for good use of your time, and
hopefully offer further relevant
training or experience leading to your
real goal.

Looking at jobs with micros, microcomputer manufacture is the smallest
Hobby Electronics, November 1983
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For anyone with electronics qualifications or experience, the testing, installation and repair of computers is a field with
varied opportunities.
area of employment. Many micros are
manufactured abroad, or by highly
automated methods. Assembly jobs in

the routine sense are nowadays few

and far between; there may be testing
and quality control jobs, but, again, at

the routine, mass -production level
these have been automated, and the
larger

manufacturers

are

likely

to

require just a small number of more
highly qualified people. Perhaps the
brightest hopes in this area lie with the

small, specialist manufacturer,
producing one-off jobs to order - for
example, computerised typesetting
keyboards
industry.

for

use

in

the

printing

Things get better at the installation and

repair stage because the number of

microcomputer suppliers and dealers,
who are the main employers of
installation/repair people, far exceeds
the number of manufacturers. The main
problem here is that of competition from
other

in

electronics areas. However,

because of the "all-round" nature of

many micro jobs, many employers are
also seeking to establish a team with a
good mix of backgrounds so don't give
up hope!
Perhaps the best chance of a first job
here lies with your high street computer

shop - it is easy to spot, and is likely to

sell the domestic micros and smaller
business micros. The more up-market
micro suppliers, selling larger, more

expensive business micros and
operating

out of prestige office
premises, are more likely to recruit
installation/repair people at a higher

level, or with relevant experience.
A micro dealer/supplier may sell its
own product and associated software,
but it is more likely to have franchises
Hobby Electronics, November 1983

Smaller employers tend to take

one or several other micros. (When you

people on after a fairly cursory glance

at the interview, and to fire them
equally quickly after the first few

are being interviewed for a job, the
dealers should be able to tell you
immediately which products they

weeks if they do not appear to 'have
what it takes'. So don't be too

handle, and the extent to which indepth
or only basic hardware and/or software
support is offered.)

If, as is likely, the dealer is a small
company, employing for example less
than twelve staff, this will have four
basic effects on your working

depressed if this happens to you regard it as a learning -experience

which will help you to redefine your
own aims.

and finally, training: the smaller the
company, the more your training will
depend on your ability to pick things

conditions:

pay is likely to be lower than starting
rates with larger micro dealers. It
may not even be stated in advance,

up from other people as you go along,

and to find things out for yourself.
Only the larger micro suppliers can
afford off -the -job courses, or self -

since the employer may prefer to look
at different levels of people available
before deciding;

More Opportunities

people who gained their training

for the sale and post -sales support of

qualifications are likely to be flexible,
ie the employer is open to consider
anyone with the basic interest,
knowledge and experience in
electronics. This could be through
any one of the courses listed above,
or through related experience.
varied work, including everything
from packing and unpacking micros,

delivering them and carrying them
up the stairs, to loading software and
checking it through. The employer is
above all looking for someone willing
to do the basic jobs, with the
potential to pick up quickly, and
largely through your own efforts, the

instruction packages.

Extra Strengths

The variety which is an essential part of

micro-installation/repair jobs means
that employers are looking for people

with strengths in two areas besides

electronics: social skills and software.
You need a pleasant manner and the
ability to explain things, because you
will have to keep a customer informed
about what has gone wrong, what you

are doing about it and the likely time

he/she will have to wait before the

knowledge.

computer is up and running. You may
also find yourself training the customer
in how to use the software packages
that you have loaded.

advance whether you are quite as

Some employers can actually foresee
ways in which you would be expected to
do some programming. Others express

hardware and software product

aemployer
probationary period. Since the
has no way of knowing in
willing to carry heavy crates and
make the tea as you claimed you
were at the interview, and since

(having asked only for a general and
pretty basic electronics background)
he/she has no way of telling
whether you really can take it in and

apply it, this probationary period is
of crucial importance.

a

preference for programming

knowledge (ideally in high level and
assembler languages) so that you have
a

good general appreciation of the

computer and how things can go wrong.

And one final essential for
installation/repair work is a current

driving licence. Ideally, you should have

one before you start to look for jobs,
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because it will increase the range of
possible employers. Otherwise, as soon
as you are employed, get one as soon as

you can. Without it, you will always be
dependent on colleagues, and small
companies cannot, quite literally, afford
passengers!

Saleing Away

If you do not get into installation and
repair, but if this is your ultimate
ambition, then micro sales is the next
best choice. Hardware knowledge is

always useful when selling micros
(especially when selling components to

home built -it -yourself enthusiasts).

The graph, below, shows the approx-

imate number of employers in the UK
which in various ways sell micros. A software house lays the greatest emphasis

on writing programs, but also supplies
hardware; a hardware dealer lays

greatest emphasis on fast sales of
business micros to companies,
accompanied by software packages, but

offering

less

support

than

a

consultancy.
However, the greatest growth area is

Microcomputer wares in a large
electronics store which also deals in
hi-fi and other home entertainment

the shops, where retail groups of all

equipment.

descriptions are getting in on the micro
scene - starting with home micros but
usually with plans to sell business
micros eventually. Selling domestic
micros while working as a sales

Setting up and running demonstra-

chemists or stationery shops may not

- telephoning companies out of the
blue and interesting them in your

assistant for a well-known chain of

sound very exciting - but it is always

worth asking what their long-term plans
are. These could include the opening up
of

quite separate computer sales

centres, and they could be recruiting
their basic sales staff with a view to
transfer and training in this specialist
area.
Sales

support

includes

pre -sales

support and post -sales support. Pre -

tions may be part of the job of selling
microcomputers.

products. Pre -sales support leads
usually to sales work.

Post -sales support includes

everything that has to be done to deliver
the product and get the customer up and
running. It really means the most basic

tasks in the installation work already
described and can lead to full
installation/repair.

advertising,

answering

enquiries

coming in as a result of advertising, and
arranging demonstrations. It is
essentially an office job, holding the fort
while sales staff are visiting customers.
You need a very clear, confident

telephone manner for everything from
straightforward booking of appointments, to giving out detailed product
information and even 'cold canvassing'
1.000

800700 -

600-

CC cn

THE GROWTH
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400300 -

user

computers are
programmer. Both would require
as

a

and
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Graph: Approximate numbers of
micro suppliers in the UK in 1981.

a

yourself about your employer's
products.

someone starting from the electronics
side.

The essential point about micro -user
jobs is that the micro is just a
sophisticated aide or tool in a job which
already existed before. Scientists, office
workers, professional people and

A Higher Level
However, in the electronics world one

simple fact predominates: the more

highly -qualified you are, the greater will

be the range of opportunities open to

needs.

you. If you are qualified to degree, HND
or TEC III level, you will be less limited to
one area of the industry. You will regard
yourself as an electronics engineer who

Some users -do, however, do their
own programming -either extensively,

be

happens to work with micros. You will

micro suppliers which are appropriate

more likely to go into a
design/development job, instead of
being limited to the production,
testing/quality control and repair jobs
which are themselves being overtaken
by automation.
Up to a point, there is no difference to
employers in the acceptability of
degrees or HNDs, especially in
development, production, test and
maintenance jobs. It is only at the most

studies course
However, micro

that employers demand good honours
degrees and research PhDs.

always as a user. Therefore you will
need qualifications which realte to that

plus a course of computer

studies which has included some
programming, typically in BASIC.

100-

experience (almost impossible for

considerable switch of interest from

user -job,

Qa
ao

200-

50

The two final areas of work with micro

Nevertheless the first -entry job is nearly

Q N

500 -

good programming and business

prepared to start with basic office work
while at the same time teaching

"Hands On"

or carrying out simple amendments.

LLA

Therefore you must either offer very

or you must take a
course of computer studies and be

technicians of all kinds from lawyers to
architects all have micros and relevant
software available for their specific

900-

highly productive programmers but they
not offer extensive training.

do

college leaver),

sales support comprises everything that

has to be done up to the time the sale
takes place - from helping to organise

software houses tend to want good,

There are sometimes programming

vacancies with software houses or

for younger people who have again
done

a

including

computer
BASIC.

advanced levels of original research
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software. The diagnosis, and not the
repair, is where the real skill lies.

Carrying The Responsibility

You may also require knowledge of
applications programs. This is because
many employers are small, young
companies looking for one 'all-rounder'
rather than several specialists. Despite
your high qualifications, you should still
be prepared to do everything: arranging
delivery date, carrying the micro up the
stairs and unpacking it, loading and
checking the applications software,

debugging where necessary and

training the user. This will sometimes
involve working 'after hours' to sort out
a problem.

The final choice is whether to take a
job at all, or a postgraduate course.
If you are thinking of a highly

specialist postgraduate course, check
first that it is not likely to prove a blind
alley. Look at graduate vacancy lists,
and ask a few pertinent questions of
the course organisers. However, if your
first degree' is in pure science subject,
Design and research: above, planning
the layout of a microprocessor;
below, laying out a large PCB mask.

'total systems' combining traditional
data processing, word processing, telex,

facsimile transfer, electronic mail and
intelligent copiers.

then a postgraduate course in electronic
engineering or computer studies could

be extremely useful. There are also

courses for
science graduates based at Trent,
Newcastle, Hatfield, Middlesex & Wales
Polytechnics. The Middlesex course has

TOPS TEC conversion

the strongest computing bias, and they
start in January 1984.
Courses which aim to broaden your
horizons include new 'Information

Technology Conversion Courses'

A Program In Electronics

When it comes to programming, the
electronics person is likely to find work
relevant to his/her course in two areas:

in

micro -processor research and
development, helping to produce

Microprocessors and peripherals also

have to be sold, and they are usually
sold as components to computer
manufacturers. These are known as
OEMs (original equipment manufacturers), and they are only likely to be
impressed by a salesperson with a

firmware - chips with a built-in
program which defines their

function, for example as a storage

indevice.
designing

operating systems

software, ie programs which control

the overall running of a computer

type of work from selling commercial

instead of the applications programs
which do specific jobs.
Regarding applications programs you
would make best use of your knowledge

micros to business users.
In considering the OEMs who buy the

scientific, and ideally, an electronic

sound knowledge of the product and the
customer's needs. It is a quite different

microprocessors and components we
are finally drawing closer to the micro-

computer with which we started - a

desk -top piece of hardware made up of
all the bits and pieces lovingly designed,
developed and sold by others. A micro
may be a stand-alone item or it may be
part of a larger system, linked for

example to a mainframe computer, or
playing its part in a LAN (local area
network) of several micros linked up for

data processing, storage and
transmission.

So once more, as

at

the micro-

processor end of the market, it becomes
apparent that 'working with micros' is a
false distinction. It is being overtaken by
the convergence of different aspects of

electronic information technology into
Hobby Electronics, November 1983

by writing programs which have a
application, rather than a commercial
one such as a stock control or payroll

program. There are plenty of other

people wanting programming jobs in
those areas! In any case, starting
salaries in commercial programming
are about £2,000 a year lower than

those for technical specialists, including
electronic engineers.
Micro computers have to be installed

funded by the Science and Engineering
Research Council and open to people
with a wide range of backgrounds. They
aim to give students a broad and up-todate understanding of the issues
involved in the people/systems

interface, and a grasp of hardware,

software, storage and communications
components of an IT system.
Finally if you want a longer and more
research -based postgraduate training,

which at the same time is geared to
employers' needs, the SERC is also
funding a new, 'total technology'

approach to PhDs. These aim, in three
years, to train engineers in all the stages
of producing a product as discussed in

this article, together with the

management skills needed to weld the
process together. This is perhaps
particularly relevant to the smaller
employers which cannot afford to carve
each stage up into discrete
departments. Several 'universities offer
'total technology' PhDs in electronic

engineering, and you can get further
details from the SERC, Total
Technology Office, Polaris House,

North Star Avenue, Swindon SN2
lET.

and maintained, and this offers the

main employment field where

graduates, HND people and holders of
TEC III can compete on equal terms.
These jobs do not only require

Angela Sharp is the author of Working
with Computers published by Batsford
(1982), £5.95.

hardware knowledge and hardware

repair skills. In fact diagnostic skills are
more important, ie a good knowledge of

HE

electronics theory and of diagnostic
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YOUR CAREER ..YOUR FUTURE ..YOUR OWN BUSINESS ..YOUR HOBBY

THIS IS THE AGE
OF ELECTRONICS !
the workit fastest gmwth industry....
There is a world wide demand for designers/engineers and for men to service and maintain all the electronic equipment

on the market today - industrial - commercial and domestic. No unemployment in this walk of life!
Also - the most exciting of all hobbies - especially if you know the basic essentials of the subject..
A few hours a week for less than a year - and the knowledge will be yours....
We have had over 40 years of experience in training men and women successfully in this subject.
Our new style course will enable
anyone to have a real understanding
of electronics by a modern, practical
and visual method. No previous
knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minumum of theory.
You learn by the practical way in
easy steps, mastering all the essentials

of your hobby or to start, or further, a
career in electronics or as a selfemployed servicing engineer.

All the training can be carried out in
the comfort of your own home and at
your own pace. A tutor is available to
whom you can write personally at any
time, for advice or help during your
work. A Certificate is given at the end
of every course.

CACC

You will do the following:
Build a modern oscilloscope
Recognise and handle current electronic
components
Read, draw and understand circuit diagrams
Carry out 40 experiments on basic
electronic circuits used in modern
equipment using the oscilloscope
Build and use digital electronic circuits
and current solid state 'chips'
Learn how to test and service every type
of electronic device used in industry and
commerce today. Servicing of radio, T.V.,
Hi-Fi, VCR and microprocessor/computer
equipment.

#4,4

andM0=0

British National Ratio 8cElectrcmics School Realing,Berks.EG1 1BR
Please send your brochure without any obligation to

COLOUR BROCHURE

I am interested in:

COURSE IN ELECTRONICS
as described above
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MICROPROCESSORS
OTHER SUBJECTS
please state below

ADDRESS
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I
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HE/1 1 /841

BLOCK CAPS PLEASE

OR TELEPHONE US
0734 51515 OR
TELEX 22758
(24 FIR SERVICE)
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CACC
I POST NOW TO
L.British National Radio &Electronics School Reading Berks.RG1 IBRJ
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Readers' Services

Feeling stumped?
Looking for the
right connection?
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It must be time to
reach for HOBBY
ELECTRONICS!
Here's how .
.

.

Letters
While we are always happy to receive
correspondence from readers, it is
simply not possible for the editorial
staff to reply to every letter. Because
of staff limitations and the fact that
producing the monthly editions of HE
must take precedence, we cannot
even guarantee to answer letters
accompanied by an SAE. Hopefully
this situation will prove temporary and
we can shortly resume a full service
to readers.

In the meantime, to reduce the
amount of mail to which we attempt a
reply, certain guidelines have had to
be imposed:

Letters from readers who have

been unable to successfully build a
Hobby project will receive first claim
on our attention. But we urge readers
to first make sure they understand the
problem, and to read all parts of the
article thoroughly: it is wasting our time
(which is better spent ensuring that
current projects are error free) to
reply (to pick a common case) that the
supplier of certain components is
given in Buylines, on page 34.

Many enquiries are concerned
with drafting errors in circuit

diagrams or component overlays;
corrections for most errors have been
published in subsequent issues, so
please check your back numbers

before writing to us - the information
may already be in your hands.

Where there is a definite

problem, we ask that readers first try
to solve the problem themselves:
again, reading the article carefully will
often resolve what appears to be a
contradiction between, say a Veroboard
layout and the circuit diagram.
it is necessary to write, please
try to supply useful information: it is
impossible to give constructive advice
to the reader who says "My project
doesn't work. Can you help?". The
short answer, and the only one
possible, is no!

If

changes you will have to live with the
consequences. Similarly, we are
pleased to take readers suggestions
for projects they would like to see in
the magazine, or for modifications to
improve a published project, but we
cannot design circuits on request or
re -design a project to suit the requirements of a single reader.

We will try to answer any

readers' questions on electronics in
general, to suggest sources for
components for old projects or to offer
whatever advice we can when
circumstances permit; however, we
cannot advise on the purchase, use or
modification of commercial
equipment.
We are unable to advise on the
purchase of components in foreign
countries; overseas readers are
advised to read carefully the
advertisements placed in HE by mailorder component suppliers and to
write to them directly (this advice also
applies to many UK readers wishing
to obtain components for projects!).
Unless specifically requested to
the contrary, any letter to Hobby
Electronics may be selected for publication in the magazine, including
letters with an SAE if they are
sufficiently interesting; in such a case
a copy of the editorial comment will
be returned to the reader prior to
publication.
Letters not accompanied by a
stamped, self-addressed envelope may
be selected for publication but will not
receive a personal reply. We will
attempt to reply to all enquiries
backed by an SAE (if writing from
outside the UK please include the
correct number of International Reply
Coupons, available from Post Offices)
but we cannot guarantee a reply, nor
can the publishers, Argus Specialist
Publications, be held legally
responsible for the accuracy of the
information supplied.

We would like to hear from any

reader who has had difficulty with a
Hobby project and who has come up
with a solution, but we cannot advise
when a project has been modified and
fails to work: if you decide to make
Hobby Electronics, November 1983

Writing For HE
Hobby Electronics' editor is
continually looking for good projects,
ideas for projects and designers to

develop an idea into working project.
However unless you are already a
seasoned contributor, it is unlikely
that your first effort will reach the
standard required for publication in
the magazine. So if you have an idea
or a design and you personally think it
would be suitable as a Hobby project,

write and tell us about it - and

please include a telephone number
(night or day, we're open all hours
here) where you can be contacted.
Similarly if you are a designer,
perhaps with time to develop
someone else's ideas, please write or
phone the editor!

Any Old Rope?
We will also undertake to publish any
suitable but undeveloped ideas as
experimental "Reader's Projects". The
article will generally fill one page
when published and should include a
circuit diagram and description, parts
list, component overlay (the projects
should generally be on Veroboard) and
some brief suggestions as to how the
device might be constructed by the
adventurous reader! A working prototype will not be needed, and the flat
rate for Reader's Projects will be £20.
Simple circuits are also needed for
publication as "Short Circuits"; no
constructional information is needed,
and contributors of "Shorts" will be
rewarded with £10 per idea.

The Back -Log
The above guidelines for writing to
Hobby Electronics have had to be
drawn up in response to the growing
pile of yet un-answered letters from
readers.

We apologise to all those still
awaiting a reply; we are doing
everything possible to clear the jam,
but to enable us to do so in
reasonable time we are
retrospectively imposing the above
restrictions on the type of enquiry
with which we will deal. Therefore,
any letter or question not relating to a
Hobby Electronics project or a general
electronics enquiry will be returned,
with the SAE, to the reader.
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Dual PSU

DUAL PURPOS E
POWER SUPPLY
William Leung

A nifty device to boost your batteries before
you take them walkies, and to save your cells
when listening quietly at home
FOR THOSE of you who are fed up
having to purchase new batteries
everytime the ones in your personal
stereo cassette player run flat, here is
a power supply which can provide a
regulated 4.5 volts output for your
player, and as an added bonus, it can
also double as a recharger for Ni-Cad
battery cells.
Although the circuit was designed to
cater for the majority of cassette
players which require three cells for
operation, Table 1 give the necessary
modifications for players which use
two or four cells.

Power Circuit
From Figure 1, the mains voltage is
stepped down by transformer T1 to
around 6 volts at 250mA per
secondary winding. Connecting both
windings in parallel increases the
current capability to 500mA RMS.
This is then fed into the bridge
rectifier BR1 which converts the AC
into a pulsating DC voltage. Electrolytic capacitor C1 smoothes out the
pulses to give a nominal voltage of
8.5 volts DC with a low ripple content.

With switch SW1 in the 'B' position,
we have a conventional series
regulator using a Zener diode. By the
emitter follower action, the voltage at
the emitter of Q1 will be approximately
0.6 volts less than that at its base.
Therefore:
Vout

=

-

VZDI

The 0.65 volts mentioned is the
approximate minimum base to emitter
voltage of Q2. Current limiting occurs
when the voltage across R4 or R5 due
to load current exceeds this. Q2 then
begins to conduct, pulling the base of
Q1 down to a point where the
corresponding lower output voltage
can just maintain the maximum
current (0.65 volts/Rx). At this point,
ZD1 does not play any part in
determining the output voltage. For
example, suppose that the output was
limited to 100mA and that there was
a 1 Ohm resistive load, then from
Ohm's Law the voltage developed
across the load would be 1 volt and
not 4.5 volts, due to the current
limiting.
When the switch is in position 'A',
the circuit operation is similar, except
that the circuit is now working under
current limiting continuously. This
mode is used when recharging Ni-

Vbe(Q1)

So that if VZDI = 5.1 volts, then the
output voltage will be 4.5 volts(5.1 -0.6
= 4.5) relative to the negative output
terminal (ie the anode of ZD1). C2
removes any noise that is generated
by the zener diode.
Q2 and either R4 and R5 provide
constant current limiting at the output
so that the circuit is protected from
overload. The maximum current
available is equal to:
0.65 volts/Rx Ohms
Where RX is the selected current
sense resistor.

Cads.

Table 1
ZD1

R2

470 Ohms
560 Ohms

3.6 volts
6.8 volts

T1

6 volts
9 volts

for 2 cell operation
for 4 cell operation

Table 1. Provision is made for personal cassette players operating on two or four
cells.
NOTES:

T1 = 6-0--6V, 3VA
01 = TIP42
02 = BC109
ZD1 = BZY88C5V1

R2

R1

330R

680R

SW1/A = NI -CAD CHARGE
SW1/8 = 4V5 OUTPUT

= SEE TEXT

6VAC rms

Q1

1C2

ZD1
5V1

-r 100n
SVV1a

0 +VE
R3

B

0

22k

-VE

240V AC

N

00

SVVIb

0

0

ti LED1

B

Q2
R4
12R

R5

2R2

E0

Figure 1. The values for current limiting resistors R4 and R5, must be calculated
from the formula given in the text.
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A

Finally, LED1 and its associated
current limiting resistor R1 act as a
simple 'Power On' indicator.

V

inserted next; in the case of Cl, the
one used in the prototype was just
small enough to fit inside the

unit, the switch is position '13". For
other sized cells which require
different charge rates, it is only a
matter of calculating the new value of

specified case.

When it comes to inserting the
semiconductors, stand them a few
millimetres off the board and, in
particular, make sure when soldering
Q2 that its clip -on heatsink does not
come into contact with either ZD1 or
C2. As with any semi -conductor, try
and keep the soldering time as short

R4 from the formula I LIMIT =

Current Sense

0V65/Rx.

The value of R5 has been chosen so

Construction

that the load can draw up to 250m.A at the

most, this being the maximum recommended DC current available from Ti;
it is more than enough to satisfy the
needs of most stereo cassette players.
Since most players will require the
use of AA sized Ni-Cad Cells, the
value of R4 has been chosen to
provide a 55mA charge rate for such
cells over a period of 10 to 15 hours.
The circuit can recharge up to three
Ni-Cad Cells in series with the 6 volt
transformer used. It should also be
pointed out that Ni-Cads should never
be recharged in parallel or, with this

The Veroboard should be cut to size
such that there are 20 holes in each
of the 24 strips. Having done this, drill
the four mounting holes and make the
single break in the copper track as
shown in Figure 2.
Then, in the usual fashion, solder in
all the ten Veropins and the three
wire links, followed up by the four
resistors. Note that R1 is vertically
mounted; the other resistors should
be mounted a few millimetres off the
board, since they will get rather warm
in use. The capacitors should be

C

8

as possible.

Next the mounting holes should be
drilled into the aluminium case used
to house the complete project. SW1,
LED1 and the grommet for the power
lead to the cassette player are
mounted on the front panel of the
box, as can be seen from the photographs. Note that they are positioned
on the upper half of the panel and
this should be borne in mind when

0

0

A

ao 18 18 117 is 15

®Karr

14 13 22 11

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

IN THE VERETRACK

0 MOUNTING MOLE

Figure 2. A small piece of Veroboard mounts most of the components, but there is

a lot of off -board wiring.
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Dual PSU

Parts List
RESISTORS
(1/2

watt 5% carbon film unless

noted)
R1

1k

R2

220R

3W wirewound
12%

R3
R4

2R2/3R3*
3W wirewound

* see text
CAPACITORS
C1

C2

C3, 4

1000u 25V
radial electro
10u 25V
axial electro
100n
polyester

SEMICONDUCTORS
Q1

Q2
ZD1

LED1
BR1

BD139
NPN transistor
BC142, BFY51 etc
NPN transistor
BZX61C5V1

5V1 Zener diode
3mm red LED

W005

50V/1 A bridge rect.

MISCELLANEOUS
0-9V, 0-9V 6VA
chassis transformer

T1

SW1

DPDT

slide or toggle
SW2

Careful construction is required when
working with mains voltages, as usual.
The output transistor, Q1, is mounted
on the lid of the plain aluminium case
but isolated from it by a T0126
mounting kit; note the use of sleeves
on the leads to this transistor.

SPDT

mains rated
Aluminium case, 133 x 70 x 38mm;
T05 clip -on heatsink; TO126
mounting kit; mounting ring for
LED1; mains cable grommet; plug
to suit cassette player; Veroboard
(see text); Ni-Cad battery holders;
nuts and bolts, wire, solder etc.
BUYLINES

page 34

positioning the circuit board, since C1
may get in the way of SW1. On the
rear panel are SW2 and the grommet
for the mains cable.
From the photographs, it can be
seen that 01 is mounted on the case
lid and this should be insulated from
the case using the TO126 mounting
kit.

Finally, it should be a straightforward matter to wire up the project
with the aid of the wiring diagram.
Note that the Earth lead from the
mains cable goes to the fixing bolt
which holds T1 in place, and that the
transistor leads of Q1 are insulated
with either heatshrink sleeving or
suitable insulation from some stripped
wire.

The wires coming off Q1 emitter
and the wiper of SW1A (the wiper
with three wires coming off it) provide
the output; these are soldered to the
leads of C4 which are then screwed
onto a two amp terminal block.
In the case of the author's prototype, the output power lead consisted
of a reasonable length of 2 core cable
which was connected to this terminal
block and passed through a grommet
on the front panel (the grommet was
in fact a mounting clip for a 3mm
LED!) and onto a 2.5mm plug, tip
positive.

Testing
Before turning on the unit double
check everything, paying particular
attention to the wiring. If all seems
well, turn on the power and LED1
should light up. If not, switch off
immediately and check for errors.
To see that it is working properly
put SW1 in position 'B' and measure
the voltage at the output; this should
be about 4.8 volts off load. To test the
current limiting for both positions of
SW1, simply connect a multimeter
across the output set on a suitable
current range and the meter readings
should be about 55mA and 300mA
(200mA if R4 has a value of 3R3) for
SW1 in positions 'A' and 'B'
respectively.

If all goes well at this stag9,,put
SW1 in position 'B' and connect your
personal stereo cassette player to the
power supply and try a listening test.
Hopefully, no problems should be
experienced, however should there be
any, recheck your construction.

Recharging Ni-Cads
When recharging Ni-Cads, SW1 must
be in position 'A' and they must also
be recharged in series, only. The
value of R3 determines the charging
current and this should be about 10%
of the 'Amp -Hour' capacity of the cells
(eg for AA Ni-Cads, 10% of 500mAH
is 50mA), and from this, the
appropriate value for R3 can be
determined. At this current the
charging period will be around 10-15
hours.
56
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New concept in miniature soldering iron design

RECHARGEABLE

G.P.E. Self -Feed Soldering Iron Patented

BPA4NTERTS

PRIVATE OR TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
FULL RANGE AVAILABLE
SEND SAE FOR LISTS
£1.45 for booklet "Nickel Cadmium Power"

TRADE PRICES FOR SCHOOLS & COLLEGES

SANDWELL PLANT LTD

* Unique one -handed operation - solder is housed in the trans-

656 Chester Road, Erdington,
Birmingham B23 5TE

parent handle and applied directly to the joint by turning the serrated
wheel (located in the handle) with index finger.
* Clean bright joint every time.

021-373 9487 After Hours: Lichfield 57977
Now open Saturday mornings

* Light weight - (only 80g).
* Easy to refill-just release spring clipat the end of handle. Remove
cap and insert refill.

Available by Mail Order Only.
Send coupon to: -

FREE BOOKLET
on
BURGLAR ALARMS

Gardner Precision Engineering
North Road, Woking, Surrey GU21 5DS.
Tel: Woking 20722 or send SAE for details.
Name

with

Address

LOWEST U.K. DIY PUBLISHED PRICES

Soldering Iron 240V, 18w. Fitted with 2.3mm Dia. Bit.
complete with 4 metres solder
Solder refils (Pack of 4)
Spare Bits. Tip Dia. (Long Life) 2.3mm, 3m or
4.7mm
All prices inlcude VAT and P&P. S.A.E. for details.

PHONE OR WRITE FOR YOUR COPY

"

051-523 8440
AD ELECTRONICS

2lig

t AIU(nrAINTRELN000 HU

@ £14.95
@

£2.44 0

@

£1.21

Tomorrow's Self -Build

WORLD

Radio Controlled Car Kits
LAMBORGHINI

COUNTACH

NOW AVAILABLE!

Complete Car Kit and Transmitter Kit
Clear build-up instructions included
PORSCHE 935

only £9.95 + 50p P&P

Also

Porsche 935 Turbo Kit (2 speed)
Kit includes transmitter and full build-up instructions

only £17.00 + 50p P&P

BMW MI

lid NorMIME.
ME

Order now from: -

Please send me: -

Tomorrow's World
Car Kit Dept.,
Dadleigh Road Ind. Estate,
tiadleigh Road,
Ipswich, Suffolk.

0 Lamborghini Kit
BMW MI Kit
El Porsche 935 Kit
Name
Address

Tel: Ipswich (0473) 59175
Please allow 14 days delivery in U.K.
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Short Circuits

11111MMIL

Circuit ideas from Hobby Electronics readers.
Hobby Electronics cannot undertake to answer queries on Short Circuits.

Radio Control Mixer
Over, Under, Sideways, and
Around!
0 V+
R1

2

FWD

R2

13

RV1

O
REV

JOYSTICK

0 OV

/

OUTPUTS
TO
ENCODER

NOTES.
IC1 = 324
R1-7 = SEE TEXT

RIGHT
RV2
IC1b

LEFT

THIS mixer was designed to be fitted
to a radio control transmitter to allow
a tracked vehicle (eg a tank) to be
controlled from a resistive joystick
controller.
Potentiometer RV1 controls the
Forward/Reverse speed, while RV2
controls the direction. The voltages
from the two pots are buffered by
IC1a and IC1b, and the outputs are
fed to another pair of op -amps.
IC1 c is connected as an inverting
amplifier, while IC1 d is connected as
a differential amplifier. The buffered
voltage from RV1 (Fwd/Rev) is fed to
both IC1c and ICid, and the voltage
from RV2 is added to it at IC1c and
subtracted from it at IC1d, thus
producing the outputs necessary to
steer a tracked vehicle.
The gain of ICs 1c, 1d are set by
resistors R1 - R7. For most
applications R2/R1 = R5/R4; R3/R1 =
R6/R7, with R3/R1 less than R2/R1.
G. Foote,
Woodford Green, Essex.

0

Ringing Tone Monitor
Fed up with hanging on the
telephone? Then here's a circuit
that indicates when your call is
answered .
.

.

answered. It has proved very useful
when calling companies with busy
exchanges and has also shown its
worth when I have had to contact

THE CIRCUIT shown was developed to
monitor a telephone ringing tone and
give either an audible or visual
indication when the telephone is

LED1 6

0 *5V
R9
1-CC

0
SKI

SK2

CORE

24
21

O

SCREEN

22

<

to

vV Vim

A2

>-

0

device or LED.
The gain of the op -amp should be

set to give the best discrimination
between the ringing tone and normal
speech (the talking clock is a good
reference) and the time constant of
the 555 adjusted to hold the timer on
for a period slightly longer than the
pause between tone bursts.

IC1

74154

01

AO

1.A.AA/s
R1-6

c2

NOTES:
IC1 = 74154
Q1 = BC108

LED1-6 = 0.2" RED LEDS
SK 1,2 = SOCKETS TO SUIT LEADS

ALL 120R

R7
1k

0 OV
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someone the moment they arrive at
their home or office!
The signal from the telephone
pickup coil is amplified by a 3130 op amp and then fed to the trigger input
of a 555 monostable. This signal also
provides bias for a transistor
connected across the timing capacitor
thus preventing it from charging up.
When the ringing tone stops, the
mono is allowed to time out,
switching on the audible warning

P. Thompson
Glasgow
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Headlight Warning Indicator
A handy circuit to install in your
car, that warns if the headlights
have been left on when a door is
opened.
+12V

0--/.0

0

HEADLAMP

12V

SWITCH

RELAY

0

HEADLAMPS

'Cl

120p

4

RV1
1MR
LOG

8

vcc

R

0

D 9

'Cl
555
OV

C

D1

12V

BUZZER

+

cz

COURTESY
LAMP

C3
100u

T

1k

D3

+12V 0

DOOR
SWITCH
o

TO PASSENGER
DOOR

THIS little circuit switches on a 12V
buzzer when a car's lights are
accidentally left on and the door
opened, but then switches it off after
a predetermined time (to avoid
embarrassing incidents when the
Highway Patrol opens your door as
you are saying Goodnight to your
girlfriend!).
The circuit consists of the widely
used 555 timer connected in the
monostable mode, triggered by the
falling waveform generated by R1 and
Cl. The time duration of the buzzer 'is
set by potentiometer RV1 and C3; up
to 100 secs is available with the
values given for these components.
The circuit shown is for a 12V
negative earth system, but can easily
be adapted for almost any car.
I. Jauncey
Northampton

Lead Tester

Keep Snap Crackle & Pop in the
packet, where they belong!

THE CIRCUIT shown may be used to
check guitar or speaker leads for a
number of different faults.
Commercial units usually indicate

screen; both open circuit; or reverse
connection. The last is useful for
checking speaker leads, where a
reversed connection is a common
fault and gives rise to the speakers
being 'out of phase'. Double faults (for
example a core open circuit and
shorted to the screen) can occur,
though rarely, but do not cause false

three of four different faults. My
design uses six LEDs to give direct
indication of one of five faults, or that
the lead is OK. The faults are: short
circuit; open circuit core; open circuit
A2

Al

AO

CONDITION

LED

OUTPUT
PIN

indication; in fact none of the LEDs
will light in such cases.
The circuit uses a 74154 IC, which
is a four -to -sixteen line decoder. For
each of the 16 possible combinations
of the four inputs, a single, unique
output is produced. In the circuit only
three inputs, A2, Al and AO are used,
giving eight possible outputs, but only
six of these are decoded to indicate
one of five faults or 'OK', as shown in
the truth table.

Without a lead plugged in - or if

both screen and core are open circuit
0
0
0
0

O

0

1

5

Short

O

1

x

x

x

1

0

- inputs A2 and Al are both held

o/c screen

1

1

4

6

O

0

x

x

O

1

1

0

1

1

OK
x

reversed
7
8

both o/c
o/c core

1

3

x -= not decoded

+9V 0
LED1

NOTES.

IC1 =3130
IC2 = 555

01 = BC214L

PR3
2M2

PR2

R4
1k

4M7
81

4

vcc
2

SW1

IC2

T

555

RI

3

0

10k
C

PICKUP
COIL

ov o
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CV

01

R3
10k

C2
C1

AVVD

100n T

680n

high by resistors R8 and R9
connected to the supply rail.
Unconnected TTL inputs will float
high, so AO is 'pulled down' to logic 0
by resistor R7. This gives an input
code of 110, which produces a low
output from pin 7, lighting LED1 and
indicating an open circuit condition.
With a good lead plugged into SK1
and SK2, A2 is connected to ground

and therefore is at logic 0; Al is
connected to the base of Q1 and is
also at logic 1; this voltage turns on
Q1, so that almost the full supply
voltage appears at its emitter, and AO
is also at logic 1. This combination of
inputs (011) gives an output from pin
4 of the IC, turning on LED6, which is
therefore marked "OK". In a similar
manner all the possible fault
conditions can be decoded and
displayed.

A device such as this is very useful
to anyone involved in electronic music
or PA systems, where it is often
necessary to check a large number of
leads in a short time. It is certainly
much faster than fiddling around with
a test meter!
Brian Adams

Co. Antrim
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THE PREMIER SHOW FOR THE
ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIAST!
Cunard International Exhibition Centre, Cunard Hotel,
Hammersmith, London W6
Improved Venue
We have transferred BREADBOARD to the Cunard Hotel, offering improved facilities to the
visitor, including car parking and ease of access by rail, tube and car, all in a modern attractive
setting. See below for our arranged reduced hotel/rail fare package to attract enthusiasts from
all parts of the country.

Planned Features include

Lectures: covering aspects of electronics and Amateur Radio Action Centre.
Computer controlled model railway
computing.
competition.
Electronics/Computing Advice Centre.
Pick of the projects - Demonstration of the
Demonstration: electronic
best from ELECTRONICS TODAY
organs/synthesisers.

Holography presentation.
Practical demonstration: 'How to produce

printed circuit boards'.
Computer Corner-`Try before you buy'.

FRIDAY November 25th
10am - 6pm
SATURDAY November 26th
10am - 6pm
SUNDAY November 27th

INTERNATIONAL, HOBBY ELECTRONICS
and ELECTRONICS DIGEST.
Giant TV screen video games.

Robotic display.

Why not mak- your visit to Breadboard '83 the
most enjoyable yet. At these 'prices, why not
bring a partner, do your Christmas shopping,
have an evening on the town, see the lights,
and have a weekend in London!
see next page

10am-4pm
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HOLIDAY WEEKEND PACKAGE
* Accommodation in a first class hotel with private bath, direct dial telephone, radio and
colour television.
* Return 2nd class rail travel from local British Rail station to London.
* Ticket to Breadboard '83.
* Breakfast at the hotel.
* Prices quoted are inclusive of service and VAT.
Please note this offer closes on 1st November 1983.

REGION

SINGLE

TWIN
1 Night

£29.25

2 Nights
£54.25

£47.75

2 Nights
£84.75

£32.50

£57.50

£57.25

£94.25

£35.75

£59.75

£59.75

£96.75

Notts, Somerset, Staffs,
Warwickshire, West Midlands
Cheshire, Devon, Glams, Humber,
Lancs, Gtr Manchester,
Merseyside, Powys, Shropshire,

£40.25

£64.25

£67.50

£104.50

West & South Yorks
Cornwall, Cumbria, Dyfed, Glwyd,
Gwynedd, North Yorks

£44.25

£69.25

£75.00

£112.00

£48.50

£73.50

£83.25

£120.25

£51.75
£55.00
£58.25

£76.75
£80.00
£83.25

£89.50
£95.00
£101.50

£126.50
£132.00
£138.50

1 Night

Beds, Berks, Bucks, Essex, Herts,
Kent, Surrey and Gtr London
Cambs, Hants, Northants, Oxon,
Suffolk, Sussex, Wilts
Avon, Derbyshire, Dorset, Glos,
Gwent, Herefordshire & Worcs,
1.0.W., Leics, Lincs, Norfolk,

Borders, Cleveland, Durham,
Dumfries & Galloway
Northumberland, Tyne & Wear
Central, Lothian, Strathclyde
Fife, Tayside

Grampian, Highland

BOOKING FORM
NameAddresstel:

Date of arrival: 25th Nov 10 26th Nov

Number of nights: 1 night 2 nights
Room(s) required: single twin

Cheques should be made payable to
ASP Ltd. and sent to ASP Exhibitions,
145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE
I enclose cheque value £
OR please debit my Access/B'card number:

BR departure station:
Region:

Hobby Electronics, November 1983
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FOR HI-FI & ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIASTS

CONCEPT ELECTRONICS LTD
51 Tollington Road, London N7 6PB

COMPLETE SOLDERING KIT

RE 0

Mail order only
We are the specialist of electronic kits and rack mounting cabinets. A catalogue with
complete range of products including pre -amp modules, power amp modules, pre and
power amplifier modules, complete kits of amplifiers, equalizers, reverberation
amplifiers (with cases), alarm clocks, appliance timers, CB amplifiers, test equipment,
control modules, music generator, battery flourescent light and high quality rack
mounting cabinets etc. with illustrative pictures now available at the cost of 35p +
25p p&p.

Professional rack mounting cabinet

Panel Size

Rear Box

W H (inch)
19 x 5
19 x 4
19 x 3.5
19 x 3
19 x 2.5
19 x 6
19 x 5
19 x 4
19 x 3.5
17 x 3.5

WHD

AL

17 x 4.5 x 10

27.54
25.24
24.09
24.09
22.94
28.69
27.54
25.24
24.09
21.79
20.64

17 x3.5 x10
17 x3 x10
17 x2.5 x10
17 x 2 x10
17 x 5.5 x12
17 x 4.5 x 12
17 x3.5 x 12
17 x3 x12

Price
STEEL
23.54
21.24
20.09

-18.94

24.69
23.54
21.24
20.09
15.5 x3 x9
17.79
17x2.5
15.5x2 x9
16.64
17 x 4
15.5x 3.5 x 1225.24 21.24
17 x 3
15.5 x 2.5x 1224.09 20.09
Please add £2.50 p/p per item

* Wholly made of black anodised aluminium sheets * Suitable for high quality
amplifers and many other purposes * Top, side and rear cover removable for access
* Separate front mounting plate * Heavy gauge front panel is of brushed aluminium
finish enhanced with two professional handles * With ventilation slits and plastic
feet.

Contains
all you need

to solder/de-solder
any electronics project:
LITESOLD LC18H 240v high performance iron, made to professional
standards in our own works, fitted with 3.2mm bit. 2 alternative bits, 1.6
and 2.4mm. Reel of 3 metres 18 swg flux -cored solder. Stainless steel
tweezer. 3 soldering aids. Reel of 1.5 metres de -soldering braid. Packed
in clear PVC presentation/storage wallet. Superb present - ideal for
beginner or expert.
SK18H KIT SPECIAL PRICE £14.55 inc. VAT & P.P. (normal resale
value £18.45 inc.) LC18H IRON only £6.00 (normally £7.39 )
Spares, accessories and after -sales service available from us.
16 -page colour catalogue - 60p. Send cheque/P.O. to LITESOLD or
ULT
ring for Access/
Barclaycard
sales.

Lj

wiessisifrisTry

efliQJJ? LTV

LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD.

The low cost steel version is also available. The size and features as well as the front
panel is the same as the aluminium cabinets except the rear box is manufactured from
steel painted in black.
CONTROL MODULES
HI-FI AMPLIFIER MODULES

TY-7 Electronic touch switch

TA -323A 30W + 30W stereo amplifier

£2.90 Kit £4.50 Ass.
TY-11 Light activated switch

£2.20 Kit £3.50 Ass.
TY-18 Sound activated switch
(Clap switch)
£4.50 Kit £5.95 Ass.
TY-38 Sound activated switch

£18.95 Kit £23.95 Ass.
TA -820 60W + 60W stero amplifier

£27.50 Kit £33.50 Ass.
TA -920 70W +70W stereo amplifier

£35.50 Kit £42.50 Ass.

£5.50 Kit £7.50 Ass.
(voice -switch)
TY-41 Infra -red remote control
(Receiver and transmitter)

£17.20 Kit £21.95 Ass.

Spencer Place, 97/99 Gloucester Road, Croydon CR0 2DN, Surrey. Tel: 01-689 0574.

FEEL HEALTHIER
WITH ZEPHION
Bring fresh clean air into your home with
the Zephion Air Ioniser.

Send for my CATALOGUE
ONLY 75p
(plus 25p post/packing)
My all-inclusive prices quoted in the
Catalogue are the lowest. All below
normal trade price - some at only one
tenth of manufacturers quantity trade.
Millions of components: thousands of different lines
Watch/Calculator/Lighter etc, Mercury batteries

Air free from smoke, dust and other pollutants of modern
day living can bring to many the relief of breathing comfortably once again.

We are confident that you will be delighted with the

Zephion Air Ioniser, but if you are not entirely satisfied a
full money back guarantee is available if items are
returned in good condition within 28 days.

BUILD IT YOURSELF !
TO:-

I

I

[

1

HAKE:-

Reading,
Berks.
RG1 3LY TEL:- 0734 67027

ADDRESS: -

ZEPHION AIR TONERS
BUILT AND TESTED. a £34.50p

SEND PAYMENT PLUS 16p SAE OR LABEL ONLY
Prices you would not believe before inflation!

BRIAN
J. REED
TRADE COMPONENTS

ZEPHION KITS 0 £24.15p
Wits Include all parts/

Prices include VAT & postage; allow
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clip the cotipon.>,

Dataplus Developments
81,Cholmeley road

RW52(PX675) RW54
Made by Ray -O -VAC
RW56 (DH323,WH8)
31p each or
RW57, RW58
10 for £2.60, 100 for £21
IN4004 or IN4006 Diodes.
300 for £6.48p
TO5 or T018 Heatsinks
7/2p, 100 for £6.50, 1000 for £55
Clipover Heatsink for I/C or 10202 device 21 x 18mm
18p or 100 for £16.50 per 1000 for £1 55
Heatsink for T03 or Plastic Power
19p, 100/£17.50, 1000/£165
Modern Telephone Handset and lead in white, red, blue, grey, yellow,
green or black
£2
BU508A TV line output transistor, 1,500v, 15A, 1 25watt
£1.53p or 40 for £40 or 400 for £300

ESTABLISHED 26 YEARS
Money immediately refunded if
items returned in good condition.

14 days for

delivery.

161 St. Johns Hill, Battersea, London SW11 1 TQ
Open 11am till 7pm Tues. to Sat. Telephone: 01-223 5016

DATAPLUS HE
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HE PCB SERVICE

For pp,
ill'ea4rnadeti

"derv/

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS (PCBs) for HE projects have often represented an

obstacle for our readers. Some of you, no doubt, make your own
....
but our PCB Service saves you the trouble.
NOW you can buy your PCBs direct from HE. All (non -copyright) PCBs will be available
automatically from the HE PCB Service. Each board is produced from the same master as
that used for the published design and so each will be a true copy, finished to a high standard.

Apart from the PCBs for this month's projects, we are making available some of the
popular designs from earlier issues. See below for details. Please note that only boards for

projects listed below are available: if it isn't listed we can't supply it.
August 81
HE/8108/1

HE/8108/2
September 81
HE/8109/1

HE/8109/2
HE/8109/3

HE/8206/3
RPM Meter
Thermometer

£1.77
£1.67

Power Pack
Reaction Tester
Game

£1 69

October 81
HE/8110/1

Combination Lock

£2.65

August 82
HE/8208/1&2

Digital Millivoltmeter

January 82
HE/8201/1
February 82
HE/8202/1

HE/8202/2
March 82
HE/8203/1

'edalboard Organ

HE /8205/3

HE/8205/4
June 82
HE/8206/1
HE/8206/2

£5.64

HE/8209/3
HE/8209/4
£2.83

Relay Driver
Mast -Head Amp

£2.07
£1.08

HE/8210/2

£1 40

November 82
HE/8211/1

Digital Dice
Digital Capacitance
Meter
Dual Engine Driver
Bike Alarm

HE/8204/2
HE/8204/3
HE/8205/1&2

September 82
HE '8209/1&2

Intelligent NiCad
Charger

April 82
HE/8204/1

May 82

(Set of Two)
(Set of Two)

£5.31

December 81

HE/8112,1

£4.02
£3.27
£2.45

Digital Thermometer
£4 62
(Set of Two)
£5 63
Echo-Reverb
£1.85
Cable Tracker
Power Supply
Design
Auto -Wahl

£6.50

£3.31

£1 71

HE, 8208/3&4 Audio Analyser
Sound Torch
(Set of Two)

£3.45

Tanover
TVI Filter
Computer PSU
Solar Radio

November 81

HE/8111/1&2

Auto Greenhouse
Sprinkler
Telephone Timer
(Set of Two)

July 82
HE/8207/1
HE/8207/2
HE/8207/3
HE/8207/4

'Diana' Metal
Detector

HE/8206/4&5

£2 48
£3 08

October 82
HE/8210/1

HE/8210/3

December 82
HE/8212/1

HE/8212/2
HE/8212/3&4
HE/8212/5
HE/8212/6
HE/8212/7
HE/8212/8
January 83
HE/8301/1
HE/8301/2

Signal lights
Main Module
Junction Module
ZX Interface
Slot Car Controller
Flash Point Alarm
Negative Voltage
Generator
Squelch Unit

f2.13
£1 78
£7.68
£1.98

£4.34

£11.55

February 83

HE/8302/1
HE/8302/2
March 83
HE /8303/1

HE/8303/2
April 83
HE/8304/1
HE/8304/2&3

HE/8304/4
May 83
HE/8203 /1

HE/8305/3

£1.96
£1.70
£3.34
£1.98
£2.13

HE /8305/4
June 83
HE/8306/1

HE/8306/4
July 83
HE/8307/1

Pedometer/
Odometer

£2.13

Phase Four
Microlog

£2.83
£3.98

August 83
HE/8308/1
HE/8308/2
HE/8308/3
HE8308/4

Tape/Slide
(Set of Two)
TV Amp
Lofty
Noise Gate
Low Cost Alarm

£5.26
£5.70
£2.61

£3.60
£2.30

Chip Probe
Switched Mode

£1 82

Regulator

£1.96

£7.13
£6.70

Loudspeaker
Protector
Overvolt Cutout

£2.51

f2.25
£7.18

6502 EPROMMER
Ducker
Main Board
Preamp Board
Power Down

£2.10

BBC Interface
Stall Thief
Auto -Test

£4.82
£2.50
£2.50

£3.56
£2.31

Sinclair Sound
Board
CB Rap Latch
Bat Light

£2.80
£1.65
£2.25
(Car battery monitor)
Traffic Light Toy
£2.56

HE/8306/2
HE/8306/3

£1 49
£2.52

Incremental Timer
DigiTester PSU

Soft Fuzz

f2.77

Whistle Switch
Ace Interface
Enlarger Timer

f 4 40
f 3 52

Auto -Winder

£292
£298

HE 8309 1
H E 8309 2

Tremoleko
SPL Meter

£3.14
£4.22

October 83
HE 8310/1
HE 8310/2
HE 8310/3

Ultrasonic Alarm
Audio Level Meter
High Voltage Meter

£3.19
£3.09
£3.47

September 83

November 83
Wiper Delay
HE 8311/1
HE 8311/2 Light Delay

£2.80
£2.79

PLACE an order for your PCBs using the form below (or a piece of plain paper if you prefer not to
cut the magazine), then simply wait for your PCBs to drop through your letterbox, protected by

a Jiffy bag.
HE PCB Service, Argus Specialist Publications Ltd, 145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE
I enclose a cheque/Postal Order made payable to ASP Ltd,
Price
Boards Required
for the amount shown below Price.
OR

I wish to pay by Barclaycard. Please charge my account number
VISA

OR

I wish to pay by Access. Please charge to my account number

SIGNATURE

NAME
(BLOCK CAPITALS)

ADDRESS
(BLOCK CAPITALS)

Add45ppfip
Please allow 21 days for delivery

Hobby Electronics, November 1983

Total Enclosed

0.45

£
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PCB FOIL
PATTERNS
Below: The PCB foil for the Interior Light Delay. If you want to
etch away more of the copper, our technical department tells us
that etching fluid is worth more after etching than before - because
of it s increased copper content. Another fascinating fact from
Hobby Electronics ...

Above: Another project from the same designer: the HE
windscreen wiper delay unit.

FREE CAREER BOOKLET

OPPORTUNITY for 4 freelance sales representatives to sell high quality electronic kit range
and components to electronic retail shops.

Train for success, for a better job, better pay
Enjoy all the advantages of an ICS Diploma
Course, training you ready for a new, higher
paid, more exciting career.
Learn in your own home, in your own time, at
your own pace, Through ICS home study, used
by over 8 million already! Look at the wide
range of opportunities awaiting you. Whatever
your interest or skill, there's an ICS Diploma
Course there for you to use.
Send for your FREE CAREER BOOKLET today

Commission only basis with good potential.
Apply in writing to:

Velleman (UK) Limited
PO Box 30
St. Leonards on Sea
East Sussex TN37 7NL
or by telephone:

0424 753246

-no cost or obligation at all.
sim Non imil mum mil sop ono my mon II MEI
I C Et G BASIC

1 ELECTRONICS
111C Et G RADIO

'AMATEUR'S Exam
RADIO Et AUDIO
I ENGINEERING
RUNNING YOUR

! OWN BUSINESS
II

MUETCOHAN ICS

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
COMPUTER

PROGRAMMING
TV Et AUDIO
SERVICING

I

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS/CONTRACTING
C Et G BASIC

WIICAL

ECHAN-

I

ENGINEERING

Name

P Code

lies160
I Ec=tiTanttn

ICS

Dept N261
Stewatts Road
London SW8 4UJ

64

Plugs, sockets, connectors, cable, flex, leads,
boxes, Aerials, styli, components, elements,

semi -conductors, meters.

In fact the lot!

Spares and repairs for all electronic, electrical
and audio.

I Address

som

WHY WRITE TO LONDON
When you can walk to the Midlands largest
selection of DIY.

I
-a I
CA 7a
.,---:: :::----:

01 622 9911

(all hours)

H. G. Electronics Co.

1350 Stratford Road, Hall Green,
Birmingham B28 9EH
Telephone: 021-777 2369
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CLASSIFIED

HOBBY ELECTRONICS

01-437 1002

Lineage:
30p per word (minimum 15 words)
Semi -display £7.50 per single column centimetre
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts

EXT 282

fi

A

Send your requirements to:
Julie Bates,

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request)
BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
PARAPHYSICS
JOURNAL
(Russian translations). PsyKirlianography,
chotronics,

heliphonic music telekinetics.
Computer software. SAE 4 x
9":- Paralab, Downton Wilts.

ASP Ltd.,

145 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2H OEF

ALARMS

HOBBY SHOP

BURGLAR ALARM EQUIP-

MENT. Please visit our 2,000
sq. ft. showrooms or write or
phone for your free catalogue.
Ltd., 100 Rooley
Avenue, Bradford BD6 1 DB.
Telephone 0274-308920.

DAVENTRY

C.W.A.S.

FOR SALE

TODMORDEN
PROFESSIONAL OR HOBBYIST?

HIGH MARCH

EIS DAVENTRY NN11 4H0

Come and have a look at the EMPORIUM

Tel: (03272) 5523

KIA RETURN AN ADNo 10.
Delete and return.. (a) Relays -

12/20/30V/PCB/50p
(b)
Autostab power supply - 12/
24/35V/£4.00
(c) Slaveamp
- 30 +30/60/90W/£6.00 KIA8 LS29 9DZ.
.

.

CLAIRTRONIC plug -top A.C.
power
unit.
240/1 2V
at,
400MA RMS. Output suitable
for 12V regulators. Integral
3 -pin plug moulding fitted

with 2 metre jack

HAVEN HARDWARE
Solitair £4.95 each. Mancala and Patience

£5.95 each. Jupiter Ace £89.90. Inverse
Video £4.95.
Access taken. SAE for details.
HAVEN HARDWARE

4 Asby Road, Asby, Workington,
Cumbria Tel: 094-686 627
Agency enquiries welcome

high voltage teslas, van de

surveillance devices,
ultrasonics, pyrotechnics, new
solar generator, 150 more projects, catalogue S.A.E., Plan centre, Bromyard Road Industrial Estate, Ledbury HR8
graph,

"REVERS!" beats Jupiter's
Othello. Each £6.95 from

Richard Roberts, 52 Whales mead Road, Bishopstoke Eastleigh, Hants SO5 6HL.

Droids Office
5 David Place, St Helier

return

Jersey, C.I.

post

or

ring

with

Access/Barclaycard number
for same day despatch.
All manufacturers guaranteed new stock. All at most
competitive prices. Catalogue available only 50p. All
prices inclusive of VAT.

pots ... ann so on. All modern parts guaranteed at least 1000 items. Minimum weight 10Ibs. ONLY £8.50 inc. 48
page catalogue 50p.
ELECTRONICS WORLD
1F Dews Road. Salisbury
Wilts SP2 7SN

NOW OPEN IN NEWCASTLE

Marlborough Electronic Components
15 Waterloo Street,
Newcastle NE1 4DE1
Tel: 618377
Open 9am-6pm Mon -Sat Easy Parking
Stockists of: Transistors, Resistors.

ETESON ELECTRONICS

:

N STOCK New telephone

plugs and sockets also ZX81
plugs and spectrum plugs and

wide range of burglar alarm

equipment and all accessories

for same plus large range of

components. Shudehill Supply

Co. Ltd., 53 Shudehill, Manchester 4. 061-834 1449.
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W YORKSHIRE

15B Lower Green,
Pouton-le.Fylde,
Blackpool
Tel: (0253) 8851 07

ACE MAILTRONIX LIMITED
3A Commercial Street
Batley, West Yorkshire
Tel. 0924 441129
Open: 9-5.30pm Weekdays

Open 9:30am-12.30, 1.30-5.30.
Closed Wed & Sun
Electronic Component Specialists

Auto Electronics,
103 Coventry Street,
Kidderminster
Tel: (0562) 2179
Brand new components by

Experimental Designs & ideas
£5.00
THOMSON ELECTRONICS

capacitors. displays, switches, panels
with transistors. diodes. IC's, etc., coils,

FOR THE BEST IN ELECTRONIC
TEST EQUIPMENT AND
ACCESSORIES

Capacitors. I.C. Diodes, Electronic Books
Etc. Repairs undertaken

COMPONENTS

"ROBOT'S, DROIDS &
FUTURISTIC THING'S"

BUMPER BOX OF BITS
WOW!! We've got so many components
in stock, we cant possibly list them all!, So buy a box. in it you'll find resistors.

17 Cuala Road
Bray
Co. Wicklow
Tel. 01-862422

WARE: "CYGRMO" the ultimate graphic sci-fi adventure.

9.30-1 pm Saturdays
Retailers and wholesalers

WAN HAN I off

COMPONENTS

TYNE & WEAR

LANCASHIRE

19K JUPI fER ACE SOFT-

lasers, gas, ruby, light shows,

IRELAND

Call A & A ELECTRONICS
for wide range of kits

built thermal fuse. Price
£3.20 p&p included. VAT 48p.
Clairtronic Ltd, Churchfield
Road,
Chalfont St Peter,
Bucks.

AMAZING electronic plans,

& Bolts, Resistors, Capacitators, Meters,
Semiconductors and much more.
A. C. TOWNLEY LTD
Harehlil Mill
Harehill St (off Burnley Rd), Todmorden
Open 8.30.5.30 Sets till 1 pm
(lunch 1.2pm)

IRELAND

ZX81 £49.90. Inverse Video £4.50. Repeating Keymodule £5.95. ZX Spectrum
software: Repulser fruit machines and

lead. In-

PLANS 'N DESIGN

Bargains galore - catalogue available
Electronic, Electrical and Mechanical Nuts

* Open Mon -Sat gam-4pm
* Both retailers and wholesalers
* Vast stocks of components
* Large 'walk -round' electronics
supermarket

COMPUTING

EQUIPMENT
AERIAL AMPLIFIERS

leaflets. Electronic Mailorder,
Ramsbottom, Lancashire BLO
9AG H.

JOIN OUR FREE mailing list
for bargain electronics offers.
Write to: Van Gelder Ltd, P.O.
Box

10,

Southend-on-Sea,

Essex SS2 60G or phone

(0702) 548681.

For all
your classified
needs
call: ASP

01-437 1002

KITS

Im-

prove weak television reception. Price £6.70. S.A.E. for

PRINTED CIRCUITS. Make

your own simply, cheaply and
quickly! Golden Fotolac lightsensitive lacquer - now
greatly improved and very
much faster. Aerosol cans with
full instructions, £2.25. De-

veloper 35p. Ferric chloride
55p. Clear acetate sheet for
master 14p. Copper -clad fibreglass board, approx. 1mm
thick £1.75 sq. ft. Post/packing
75p. White House Electronics,
Castle Drive, Praa Sands, Penzance, Cornwall.

DIGITAL WATCH

replacement parts, batteries, displays,
backlights, etc. Also reports
publications charts. S.A.E. for
full list: ProfordsCopners Drive,

Holmer Green, Bucks HP15

6SGE.

65

I-

HOBBY ELECTRONICS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
ORDER FORM

-

If you have something to sell now's your chance! Don't turn the page - turn to us!
Rates of charge: 30p per word per issue (minimum of 15 words).
and post to HOBBY ELECTRONICS, CLASSIFIED DEPT., 145 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON WC2

Please place my advert in HOBBY ELECTRONICS for
I am enclosing my Cheque/Postal Order/ International money
(Made payable to A.S.P. Ltd)
Order for (delete as necessary) £

VISA

issues commencing as soon as possible.

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes.

Classification
Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)

OR Debit my Access/Barclaycard
(Delete as necessary)

Address

(delete accoraingly)

Signature

All classified advertisements must be paid for in advance.

Date

Daytime Tel. No.

al

PERMACON

ADVERTISERS INDEX
A.D.Electronics
Ambit International
Audio Electronics
Bee Ware

Bicc Vero
B.K. Electronics
B.N.R&E S
Brian.J.Reed
J.Bull
J.Bull
Colnbrook
Concept Electronics
C -Scope

Dataplus
Douglas
Electronize Design

Enfield Electronics

Gardner Precision
N.G. Electronics
Hirsh Jacobson
ICS

ILP
Kelan Engineering
Litesoldering Developments
Magenta Electronics
Maplin
Meon Electronics

Microtanic
Parndon Electronics
Positronics
Rapid Electronics
Riscomp
Sandwell Plant
Scopex
Silica Shop
Sparkrite
Stewart of Reading
Technomatic

T.K. Electronics
Tomorrows World
Toolmail
Velleman (UK) Ltd

57
11

35
38
35
IBC

40,52
62
66
17

66
62
40
62
46
42
40
57
64
40
64

34,43
25
62
23
IFC
40
27

46
38
12
25
57
33
OBC
4

46
5

46
57

38
64

Proved over many years in commercial
use, now available to the hobbyist at
competitive prices.
STANDARD CONNECTORS
TWO PITCHES .1 AND .15
FOUR CONTACT STYLES
Further details from:

COLN BROOK

ELECTRONICS LTD
Crabbs Abbey, Stowbridge
Kings Lynn, West Norfolk
PE34 3PE
Hobby Electronics, November 1983

MULLARD SPEAKER KITS

(Pt, 80 LOUDSPEAKER BK ELECTRONICS

1

Purposefully designed 40 wen R. M .S. and 30
wart R.M.S. 8 ohm speaker systems recently
developed by MULLARD'S specialist team in
Belgium. Kits comprise Mallard woofer 18" o
5"1 with foam surround and aluminium voice coil'

Mallard 3" high power domed tweeter. B.K.E.
built and tested crossover based on Mallard
circuit, combining low loss components, glass
fibre board and recessed loudspeaker terminals.
SUPERB SOUNDS AT LOW COST. Kits supplied
in polystyrene packs complete with instructions.
8" 40W system - recommended cabinet size 240

Prompt Deliveries

tive corners and carry handle. Built
and tested, employing 10in British
driver and Piezo tweeter, Spec: 80
watts RMS; 8 ohms; 45Hz-20KHz;

Audio Equipment

E2.00 P Er P.

cabinet

STEREO CASSETTE TAPE
DECK MODULE
Comprising of a top panel and tape mechanism coupled td
a record /play back printed board assembly. Supplied as
one complete unit for horizontal installation into cabinet or
console of own choice. These units are brand new, ready
built and tested.
Features,: Three digit tape counter. Autostop. Six piano
type keys, record, rewind, fast forward, play, stop and

eject. Automatic record level control. Main inputs plus
secondary inputs for stereo microphones.
Input

Sensitivity: 100mV to 2V. Input Impedance: WK.
Output level: 400mV to both left and right hand
channels. Output Impedance: 10K. Signal to noise
ratio: 45dB. Wow and flutter: 0.1%. Power Supply

requirements: 18V DC at 300mA. Connections: The
left and right hand stereo inputs and outputs are via
Clearance required under top panel 21in.

fibre printed circuit board and high quality
components complete with instructions.

FM MICROTRANSMITTER (BUG) 90/105MHz with very sensitive microphone. Range 100/300 metres. 57 x 46 x 14mm (9 volt)
Price: £7.99p
DIGITAL THERMOMETER -9.9'C to +99.9°C. LED display. Complete with sensor. 70 x 70 mm (9 volt) Price: £27.60p
3 WATT FM TRANSMITTER 3 WATT 85/115MHz varicap controlled. professional performance. Range up to 3 miles 35 x 84 x 12
mm (12 volt) Price: £12.49p

SINGLE CHANNEL RADIO CONTROLLED TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER 27MHZ Range up to 500 metres. Double coded mod-

ulation. Receiver output operates relay with 2amp/240 volt
contacts. Ideal for many applications. Receiver 90 x 70 x 22 mm 9/

12 volt) Price: 416.49 Transmitter 80 x 50 x 15 mm (9/12 volt)
Price £10.29 P&P All Kits +50p. S.AE. for complete list.

3 watt FM
Transmitter

BSR P256 TURNTABLE

Supplied complete with circuit diagram and connecting
diagram. Attractive black and silver finish.

P256 turntable chassis S shaped tone arm

Price 129.70
E2.90 postage and packing.
Supplementary parts for 18V D.C. power

Precision calibrated counter balance Anti skate (bias device) Damped cueing lever
240 volt AC operation (Hz) Cut-out
template supplied Completely manual arm.

supply

(transformer, bridge rectifier and smoothing capacitor)

Belt

driven Aluminium

platter

LOUDSPEAKERS POWER RANGE

This deck has a completely manual arm and is

QUALITY
POWER
LOUDSPEAKERS (15". 12" and 8" See 'Photo).

where all the advantages of a manual arm are

designed primarily for disco and studio use

THREE

required

Ideal for both HI-FI and Disco applications. All units have attractive cast alu-

Price £31.35 each. (2 50 P&P

minium (ground finish) fixing escutcheons.

POWER AMPLIFIER
NEW OMP100 Mk.II POWER AMPLIFIER
MODULE
MODULE Power Amplifier Module complete

Specification and Prices.
15" 100 watt R.M.S. Impedance 8 ohms.
50 oz. magnet. 2" aluminium voice coil. Res.

Freq. 20 Hz. Freq. Resp. to 2.5KHz. Sens.
97dB. Price: £34.00 each + £3.00 P&P
12" 100 watt R.M.S. Impedance 8 ohms.
50 oz. magnet. 2" aluminium voice.coil. Res.

with integral heat sink, toroidal transformer

power supply and glass fibre p.c.b. assembly.
Incorporates drive circuit to power a compatible
LED Vu meter. New Improved specification
makes this amplifier ideal for RA., Instrumental
and Hi-fi applications.
SPECIFICATION
Output Power:- 110 watts R.M.S.

Freq. 25Hz. Freq Resp. to 4 KHz. Sens.
95dB. Price: £24.50 each + £3.00 P&P
8" 50 watt R.M.S. Impedance 8 ohms. 20
oz. magnet. 1'n" aluminium voice coil. Res.

Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp to 6 KHz. Sens.

Loads:- Open and short circuit proof 4/16

92dB. Black Cone. Price: £9.50 each. Also
available with black protective grille Price:
£9.99 each. P&P £1.50.
12" 86 watt R.M.S. McKENZIE C1285GP (LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARD, DISCO) 2"

ohms.

aluminium voice coil, aluminium centre dome, 8 ohm imp., Res. Freq. 45Hz., Freq.
Resp. to 6.5KHz., Sens. 98dB. Price: £23.00 + £3 carriage.
12' 85 watt R.M.S. McKENZIE C1285TC (PA.. DISCO) 2" aluminium voice coil. Twin
cone. 8 ohm. imp., Res. Freq. 45HZ., Freq. Resp. to 14KHz. Price £23 + £3 carriage.
15" 150 watt R.M.S. McKENZIE C15 (BASS GUITAR, P.A.) 3" aluminium voice coil.
Die cast chassis. 8 ohm imp., Res. Freq. 40Hz., Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Price: f47 + £4

New model.
Improved specification

Frequency Response:- 15Hz 30KHz -3dB.
T.H.D.:- 0.01%.
S.N.R. (Unweighted):- 118dB ±3.5c18,
Sensitivity for Max Output:- 500mV 10K.

Size:- 360 x 115 x 72 mm Price:- £31.99 +
£2.00 P&P, Vu Meter Price:- £7.00+ 50p P&P.

MOSFET VERSIONS AVAILABLE UP TO 300W

R.MS.

HOME PROTECTION SYSTEM

carne e.

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTOROLA

Join the Piezo revolution. The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a
Piezo tweeter produCes an improved transient response with a lower
distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not
required these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up
to 100 watts (more if 2 put in series). FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS
SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.
TYPE 'A (KSN2036A) 3" round with protective

TYPE
'A'

wire mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium
sized Hi-fi speakers. Price £4.29 each.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 31/2" super horn. For
general purpose speakers, disco and P.A.
systems etc. Price £4.99 each.
5" wide dispersion
TYPE 'C' (KSN5016Al2"
horn. For quality Hi'fi systems and quality
discos etc. Price £5.99 each.
TYPED' (KSN1025Al2" * 6" wide dispersion
horn. Upper frequency response retained

TYPE 'C'

'extending down to mid range (2KHz). Suitable
for high quality Hi-fi systems and quality

Better to be 'Alarmed' then terrified.
Thandar's famous -Minder Burglar Alarm System,

Superior microwave principle. Supplied as three units,
complete with interconnection cable. FULLY
GUARANTEED.

Control Unit - Houses microwave radar unit, range
up to 15 metres adjustable by sensitivity control.
Three position, key operated facia switch - off - test
- armed. 30 second exit and entry delay.

Indoor alarm - Electronic swept
104dB output.

case.

Both the control unit and outdoor alarm contain rechargeable batteries which provide full protection
during mains failure. Power requirement 200/260 Volt

AC 50/60Hz. Expandable with door sensors, panic
buttons etc. Complete with instructions
SAVE £128 usual price 228 85

BKE's PRICE E99.1380E4
SAL

MIXERSD/SCo

t.olour brochure

discos. Price £7.99 each.

TYPE 'D" attractive silver finish trim. Suitable for Hi-fi
monitor systems etc. Price £4.99 each.

TYPE 'F"

freq. siren.

Outdoor Alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren. 98dB
output. Housed in a tamper -proof heavy duty metal

TYPE 'E' IK8N1038A1 3% " horn tweeter with

TYPE 'E'

and

Leader

HOBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass

PAOITINC

individual screened leads, all terminated with phono plugs
Iphono sockets provided). Dimensions: Top Panel 51in
111in.

by

Thandar

kits,

including grill fabric. Can be finished with iron on
veneer or self adhesive vinyl etc.
8" system cabinet kit 193.00 each + 12.50 P 6 P.
5" system cabinet kit E7.00 each + 12.00 Pb P.

x

Test Equipment

Price: £49.00 each
£90 per pair
Carriage: £5 each £7 per pair

Price E13.90 each + E1.50 P 8 P.
pack

prices

30 pounds.

5' 30W system - recommended cabinet size
160 x 175 x 295mm

Designer improved flat

VAT inclusive

Size: 20in x 15in x 12in; Weight:

x 216 x 445mm
Price E14.80 each

The very best in quality
and value.
Ported tuned cabinet in hardwearing black vynide with protec-

OMP PRO MIX MONO
OMP PROMIX MONO DISCO MIXER

(As illustrated).(r Inputs 1-2 Mag.
Aux. plus Mic.with override.
Active bass and treble tone coots.
Disc.

1

Individual level controls plus

TYPE 'F' (KSN1057A) Cased version of type
'E'. Free standing satellite tweeter. Perfect
add on tweeter for conventional loudspeaker
systems. Price £10.75 each

master volume. Monitor output(head-

P&P 20p ea. for SAE for Naze leaflets).

CeepOD
Price £09.99 £2.00 P&P
®STEREO DISCO MIXER with

B.K. ELECTRONICS

phone) for all inputs.

Output :775mV Supply 240Vac.

Mice:19" x 5(" x

7 band graphic. Vu display. All
facilities. £99.99 + £2.00P&P

UNIT 5, COMET WAY. SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX. SS2 6TR

-me
VISA

* SAE for current lists. * Official orders welcome. * All prices include VAT. * Sales Counter. *
* All items packed where applicable in special energy absorbing PU foam. * Please phone 0702 527572 *

100
FREE
PROGRAMS
WITH EVERY PURCHASE OF AN
FROM SILICA SHOP
-ATARI PRICES REDUCED!

7 We at Silica Shop are pleased to announce some

fantastic reductions in the prices of the Atari 400/800
personal computers. We believe. that the Atari at its
new price will become the U.K.'s most popular personal computer and have therefore set up the Silica

Atari Users Club. This club already has a library of
over 500 programs and with your purchase of a 400
or 800 computer we will give you the first 100 free of
charge. There are also over 350 professionally writ-

ten games and utility programs, some are listed.
below. Complete the reply coupon and we'll send
you full details. Alternatively give us a ring on 01-301
1111 or 01-309 1111.

rrrAciriA9
CDAAittel-'
CV trOrti9a) .rffi 15MBEIBIOWCEd

400/800 SOFTWARE & PERIPHERALS

Don't buy a T.V. game! Buy an Atari 400 personal computer and a game cartridge and that's all you'll need. Later on you can buy the Basic
Programming cartridge (£35) and try your hand at programming using the easy to learn BASIC.language. Or if you are interested in business
applications, you can buy the Atari 800 + Disk Drive + Printer together with a selection of business packages.
Silica Shop have put together a full catalogue and price list giving details of all the peripherals as well as the extensive range of software that is now
available for the Atari 400/800. The Atari is now one of the best supported personal computers. Send NOW for Silica Shop's catalogue and price list
as well as details on our users club.
THE FOLLOWING IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION FROM THE RANGE OF ITEMS AVAILABLE:
,.

ACCESSORIES

Mountain Shoot

Cables
Cassettes

Rearguard

Diskettes
Joysticks

Le Stick - Joystick
Misc Supplies
Paddles

ADVENTURE INT

Star Flite
Sunday Golf
AUTOMATED
SIMULATIONE
Crush Crumble Cmp
Datestones of Ryn
Dragons Eye
Invasion Orion

Scott Adams Adv
No 1 Adventureind Rescue at Rigel
No 2 Pirate Adv
Ricochet
No 3 Mission Imp
Star Warrior
No 4 Voodoo Cast Temple of Apshai
Upper Reaches Aps
No 5 The Count
No 6 Strange Ody
No 7 Mystery Fun BOOKS
No 8 Pyramid of D Basic Ref Manual
No 9 Ghost Town Compute Atari DOS
No 10 Say Island 1
Compute Bk Atari
Compute Magazine
No 11 Say Island 2
De Re Atari
No 12 Golden Voy
Angle Worms
DOS Utilities List
rOeflections
DOS2 Manual
Galactic Empire
Mi. Atari Books
Galactic Trader
Op System Listing
Wiley Manual
Lunar Lander

BUSINESS
Calculator
Database Managemt
Decision Maker
Graph-lt
Invoicing
Librarian

Mort & Loan Anal
Nominal Ledger
Payroll
Personal F inl Mgmt
Purchase Ledger
Sales Ledger
Statistics 1

Maths-Tac-Toe
Metric & Prob Solvg
Mugwump

DYNACOMP
Alpha Fighter
Chompelo
Crystals
Forest Fire
Monarch
Moonprobe
Moving Maze
Nominees Jigsaw
Rings of The Emu
Space Tilt
Space Trap
Stud Poker

Polycalc
Presidents Of U.S.
Quiz Master
Starware
Stereo 3D Graphics
Three R Math Sys
Video Math Flash
Wordmaker

Triple Blockade

Visicalc
Weekly Planner
Word Processor

EDUCATION
from APX
Algicalc
Atlas of Canada
Cubbyholes
Elementary Biology

Beneath The Pyram
Fantasyland 2041
Galactic Quest
House Of Usher
Sands Of Mars
Waterloo

World War III

Frogmaster

Hickory Dickory
inst Comptg Dem
Lemonade
Letterman
Mapware

Cast le

States & Capitals
Touch Typing

Centurion
Checker King

Music TermsiNotatn
Musical Computer
EMI SOFTWARE
British Heritage
My First Alphabet
Cribbage/Dominoes
Number Blast

Intruder Alert

Stock Control
Telelink 1

CRYSTALINARE

Scram

EDUCATION

from ATARI
Conv French

Con,German
Cc, r Italian
'''unv Spanish
Lnergy Czar
European C & Caps
Hangman

Inuit To Prog 1/2/3
Kingdom
Music Composer

Darts
European Scene Jig

Sleazy Adventure
Solitaire
Space Chase

Chine. Puzzle
Codecracker
Comedy Diskette
Dice Poker
Dog Daze

Domination
Downhill
Hickory Dickory
Eastern Front
Humpty Dumpty
Galahad & Holy Grr
Jumbo Jet Lander
Snooker & Billiards
Graphics/Sound
Submarine Commdr Jae -0
Super Cubes & Tilt
Tournament Pool

Jukebox
Lookahead
Memory Match

ENTERTAINMENT Midas Touch
Minotaur
from APX
Alien Egg
Outlaw/Howitzer
Preschool Games
Anthill
Pro Bowling
Attank
Avalanche

Pushover

Babel

Rabbotz
Reversi II
Salmon Run
747 Landing Simul
Seven Card Stud

Blackjack Casino
Block Buster
Block 'Em
Bumper Pool

Space Trek
Sultans Palace

Tact Trek
Terry
Wizards Gold

Jawbreaker
Mission Asteroid
Mouskattack
Threshold
Ulysses/Golden Fl
Wizard & Princess

PERIPHERALS
Centronics Printers
Wizards Revenge
Disk Drive
ENTERTAINMENT Epsom Printers
Program Recorder
from ATARI
RS232 Interface
Asteroids
Thermal Printer
Basketball
16K Memory RAM
Blackjack
32K Memory RAM
Centipede
Chess

Entertainment Kit
Missile Command
Pac Man

PERSONAL INT
from,11fX
Adv Music System

Space Invaders
Star Raiders
Super Breakout
Video Easel

Banner Generator

Crossfire
Frogger

Player. Piano
Sketchpad

Blackjack Tutor
Going To The Dogs
Keyboard Organ
Morse Code Tutor
ON LINE SYSTEMS Personal Fitness Prg

PROGRAMMING
AIDS from Atari
Assembler Editor
Dsernbler (APX)
Microsoft Basic
Pascal (APX(
Pilot (Consumer)

Pilot (Educator)
Programming Kit
SANTA CRUZ
Basics of Animation
Bobs Business
Display Lists
Graphics Machine
Kids 1 & 2

Horizontal Scrolling
Master Memory Map
Mini Word Processor
Page Flipping
Player Missile Gr
Player Piano
Sounds

Vertical Scrolling

SILICA CLUB
Owr 500 programs
writs for datailk
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FOR FREE BROCHURES -TEL: 01-301 1111
r FREE LITERATURE- 1
r;or Ir. brochure end reviews on our range of electronic products plea. Telef... 01 .1

,,--7

To order by telephone lust quote your name address credit card number and order requirements
and leave the rest to us Post end pecking FREE OF CHARGE in the UN Express 24 hour
elivery available al an additional charge

I am Interested in purchasing an Atari 400/800 computer and would
like to receive copies of your brochure and test reports as well as
your price list coveting all of the available Hardware and Software.

SHOP DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES - we provide full facilities at Co. shop in Sidcup Monday to

Saturday gam to 5 30pm iclosing Thurs., fpm.Friday gerni
MAIL ORDER- we are a specialist fnail ardor company and are able to suPPly goods direct to your

Name

door.

MONEY BACK UNDERTAKING- if youerelotally unsatisfied mthyourourchase you may return 4 to
us vet. 15 days On receipt of the goods in satisfactory condition . will give you a full refund
PARTEXCHANGE SECOND HAND MACHINES -.offer a pan .chengescherne totrade , many
makes of T V games for personal computers
COMPETITIVE PRICES -our prices otters and service are verycompetlive We arenever knowingly
ltle1501(1 and Will normally MIL, try lower en. quoted by our competitors
HELPFUL ADVICE - available on the suitability of venous computers

AFTER SALES SERVICE - evadable on all comp.'s out of guarantee

II

IIIII,IIIIII

III

VAT - a, prices quoted above include VAT at 15%
CREDIT FACILITIES - we one. credit over 12 24 or 36 months please asX for .tails

hSILICA SHOP LIMITED
Dept, HE1183 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup.
Kent DA14 4DX Telephone 01-301 1 1 1 1 or 01-309 1111

III"
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'9111111111
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Address

Ill

11111

Postcode
.11111

.111
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Hobby Electronics

HE111111

